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Abstract 
Recruiting and retaining women in engineering have stagnated since the mid-1990's partially due 
to the marginalization of women in education and the workforce. This research analyzed the quality and 
quantity of representation of women and men in visual images of professional science and engineering 
trade journals to illuminate the marginalizing climate of engineering. A mixed methods approach using 
visual content analysis was performed for a 15-year period during 1998-2012 of three different trade 
journals of professional societies representing various disciplines of engineering:  the first has a low 
percentage of women, the second has a higher percentage of women, and the third, a science journal, 
was at gender parity. Data was coded for men and women in one issue per year of each trade journal, and 
was analyzed using chi-squared and logged-odds analyses. Results show that women were 25% of the 
population in the trade journals and increased over time at an average rate of 1% per year. Women were 
shown in depictions that were qualitatively costly to their professional positions, whereas men were 
shown in professionally beneficial ways.  Women were shown over-represented in feminine stereotypes 
and subordinate portrayals and under-represented in masculine stereotypes.  Men were shown over-
represented in masculine stereotypes and superior portrayals and under-represented in feminine 
stereotypes. The engineering trade journal of the society with a relatively high percentage of women 
portrayed women least negatively and men least positively. The trade journal of the society with the 
lowest percentage of women showed women most negatively and men most positively and used 
advertisements the most. Thus, the quality of female portrayals in the engineering trade journals were 
reflective of the quantity of female participation in the engineering disciplines they represented. 
Advertisements more than editorial content showed women more negatively and men more positively 
through depictions of stereotypical and traditional roles. Thus, trade journals with more control over their 
content (less ads) showed women less negatively. Changes over time reinforced these findings, where 
during the Great Recession the number of advertisements declined and the quality of women's 
representation improved.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This research sought to understand trends in representations of gender in visuals found in 
engineering trade journals.  It is theorized that perceived sexism in engineering may correlate with 
women's low participation and marginalization. Forms of marginalization vary, and include media 
publications that serve to reinforce women's subordination through subtle yet consistent demonstrations 
of hierarchy and negative applications of stereotypes. This study sought demonstration of those media 
trends for a specific group of professional engineering trade journals over a 15-year time range. By 
systematically evaluating features of visuals through content analysis, power relationships between men 
and women could be made apparent, and stereotypes of representations of men and women could be 
recognized. Illuminating these trends is important since visuals typically appear normal within U.S. cultural 
context, yet the culture's idea of normal includes gender hierarchy, where men are valued more highly 
than women. Thus, though visuals that include this hierarchy may appear benign, they reinforce and 
perpetuate gender power structures. Portrayals of these visuals are unconsciously or consciously 
recognized and absorbed by the reader.  
Research questions for this study are: 
1. Do visual representations portray women in subordinate ways more often than men?  
2. Do visual representations portray women more frequently than men in stereotypes?  
3. Were there differences in these results between the different trade journals? 
4. Were there differences in these results between advertisements and editor-controlled content? 
5. Were there differences in these results over time (1998-2012)? 
Women are needed in engineering for, among many reasons, maintaining and contributing to 
the national economy through innovation and technological advancement. Much effort and money has 
been contributed to the goal of increasing women's participation in engineering. Yet since the late 1990's, 
the proportions of women earning bachelor's degrees in engineering and science specialties have 
stagnated, according to Figure 1a.  These educational trends indicated equal numbers of women and men 
in chemistry, a lower proportion of women in chemical engineering at 30%-40%, and consistently low 
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proportions of women in mechanical engineering at 11%. Female workforce participation proportions 
follow trends similar to education, where mechanical engineering proportions have stagnated just above 
6%, fluctuated at higher rates for chemical engineers, and increased through changes for chemists to 45% 
in 2012, according to Figure 1b. 
 
Figure 1a. Women's percent of total bachelor's degrees earned during 1998-2012. Data source: National 
Science Foundation, 2014. 
This study included three trade journals from different engineering and science disciplines, each 
published by their corresponding professional societies. One pertained to engineering education, the 
American Society of Engineering Education's (ASEE) Prism,  and two were technical science and 
engineering trade journals, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers' (ASME) Mechanical 
Engineering and the American Chemical Society's (ACS) Chemistry & Engineering News (C&EN). Data was 
taken from a single issue of each trade journal for a 15-year period covering 1998-2012. Data was 
collected from visuals only, where information was intentionally fragmented, systematically coded, and 
statistically compiled. 
Comparisons in data between men and women were intended to address research questions 
concerning gender hierarchy and stereotypes in visuals. Multiple studies of were used to develop 
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conclusions to the research questions. Contrasts of gender profiles were made between advertisements 
and editorially-controlled material, between the three trade journals, and over the time period.  
 
Figure 1b. Women as a proportion of the total workforce in engineering and science specialties. Data 
source: Bureau of Labor and Statistics, 2014.  
 
The range 1998-21012 reflected the most recent 15-year period, ending with the last year of data 
available from National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) used to contextualize this research. This 
period saw extraordinary military and economic events in the U.S. relevant to engineering, such as the 
9/11 attacks in 2001, its continued 13-year 'war on terror', the digital revolution that changed the way 
most people communicate, work, and socialize, and the recession of 2008. 
ASEE's Prism was actively involved in improving the participation of women in engineering during 
the study period. Prism covers all specialties of engineering and bridged the technical trade journals with 
the education realm. The two technical engineering journals, C&EN and Mechanical Engineering, were 
used in this study since the participation rates of women in each of the specialties were so different. 
These technical journals are both in engineering, and C&EN also includes a basic science, chemistry. 
Through automatic distribution of engineering trade journals to professional society members, a large 
number of professionals, students, and academics in engineering are exposed to the content of these 
trade journals.  
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Undergraduate programs in science and engineering report the lowest retention rates of all 
other disciplines, and very low numbers of students transfer into these fields from others. The students 
who transfer out are disproportionately women and students of color (National Academies of Science 
(NAS), National Academy of Engineering (NAE), Institute of Medicine, 2007).  In the professions, women 
were 52% more likely to leave engineering than their male counterparts (Hewlett, Luce, & Servon, 2008). 
This study provided evidence that may help to explain this high attrition rate through theories of media 
influence and workplace culture and identity. 
 The first chapter of this document introduces the conceptual framework for assumptions, 
theories, and expectations of this study.  Concepts relevant to the background of women in engineering 
and visuals in media will be presented. Justification of this work will explain the need to pursue sources of 
women's attrition in engineering. Finally, the ways in which this research fits within science education will 
be presented.  
 The remaining chapters include a review of relevant concepts and contributing literature in 
Chapter 2. Presentation of the content analysis and data processing performed comprises Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 presents results and Chapter 5 includes discussion of the results and future research to expand 
on this study. 
1.1 Conceptual Framework 
Graduation rates are important to engineering since college graduates are the fresh supply of 
labor as employees retire or leave the professions. Women comprise approximately 20% of those 
graduating with engineering specialties in education in 2010, as shown in Figure 1c.  Compared with 
science fields, engineering has the lowest participation proportions of women, which has been a 
consistent trend since National Science Foundation (NSF) initially tracked female graduation rates in 1965.  
While the number of degrees earned by women in mechanical engineering was similar to 
women's participation in other engineering specialties (Figure 1d), mechanical engineering was 
exceptionally popular among men, making the proportion of women's participation in mechanical 
especially low (Figure 1b). This trend persisted since the mid-1980's, as shown in Figure 1e, when 
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women's proportion of graduation rates in mechanical engineering surpassed 10%, stalling at less than 
14%. Whereas in contrast, women's proportion in chemical engineering continued to improve through the 
mid-2000’s (Figure 1e) since men's participation dropped during that period (Figure 1d). Mechanical 
engineering's popularity among men suggests this specialty is not so tarnished that students did not want 
to participate; only that males wanted to participate. Thus, the use the  representative trade journal of 
mechanical engineering may offer information on media portrayals unfavorable to women's participation. 
Chemical engineering and chemistry may provide contrasts to mechanical engineering. And engineering 
education bridges educational and professional perspectives. 
 
Figure 1c. Percent of bachelor's degrees earned by women during 1966-2010. Data source: NSF, 2014. 
 
Trade journals are monthly publications published by professional societies and automatically 
supplied to their members, including student members. The focused audiences of these trade journals are 
professionals, though many readers were also students and educators in engineering.  Mechanical 
Engineering claimed 9% of its readership was university/education, which amounted to 9,450 subscribers 
and 27,000 global readers who were students or instructors (ASME, 2015). The nearly 10,000 education 
subscribers were approximately half of the number of student degree earners in the U.S. in mechanical 
engineering in 2012 (NSF, 2014). C&EN is the only trade journal published weekly. C&EN has 64,000 
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weekly print subscribers of which 39% are students or educators; 86% of its members earned their 
highest degree in chemistry, and 6.2% in chemical engineering (ACS, 2015). ASEE institutional members 
comprise over 90% of all accredited U.S. engineering colleges and deans, and its over 12,000 individual 
members "represent educational leaders in every academic discipline within engineering" (ASEE, 2014).  
 
Figure 1d. Bachelor degrees earned in the most popular engineering specialties by males and females 
during 1966-2010. The 'other' engineering specialty includes industrial, aerospace, materials, biological 
engineering, and less popular specialties. Data source: NSF, 2014. 
 
Figure 1e. Bachelor's degrees earned by women as a proportion of total degrees earned during 1966-
2012. Data source: NSF, 2014.  
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Engineering curricula are oriented towards the professions throughout undergraduate studies, 
thus a typical student of engineering joins their respective professional society and is supplied with their 
trade journals on a monthly or weekly basis. These publications are likely the only other print material 
associated with their prospective careers to which students were exposed, other than their textbooks. 
The trade journals linger where they are available for review, 35% of them for a year or more (ASME, 
2015). Thus, a considerable number of students likely consumed these trade journals and were impacted 
by them.  
The purpose of trade journals is for readers to maintain a broad understanding of cutting-edge 
developments within the discipline through summaries of technological advancements and events, but 
not peer-reviewed articles. For example, ASME's Mechanical Engineering claims the trade journal 
"delivers an interdisciplinary view into engineering trends and breakthroughs, giving readers a roadmap 
to better understand today's technology and tomorrow's innovations" (ASME, n.d.).  Briefs and editorials 
of technical and social interest are often included. The content of the trade journals is developed by 
publishers, editors, and authors; while advertisements are purchased space and images and text were 
controlled by each advertising company.   
As the representative trade journal of their respective professional society, each of these trade 
journals is particularly informative to understand how women were viewed in engineering. A professional 
society works to maintain standards within the professions while progressing towards goals and 
improvements deemed important to them. Important to this study were these professional standards 
that were understood as non-commercial characteristics and tended to negate commercial drivers.(i.e. 
profits) in decisions of content. If an objective were important to the professional society, it may be more 
likely to be included in its trade journal whether or not it profited sales, as opposed to for-profit trade 
journals who primarily catered to advertisers. Thus, these trade journals are likely to illustrate women and 
men in a way that is representative of their professions' cultures. 
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1.1.1 Professional Society-Student Relations 
Professional societies typically have a complex, and often deeply rooted connection with 
engineering students. Professional societies in science and engineering seek to promote their professions 
to the public, advance cooperation, and maintain standards of performance through licensing and 
publishing (ASME, 2008; American Association for Advancement of Science, 2015). They are active in 
community functions involving schools and community engagement. Since the professional members of 
local societies are also employees of private industry, recruiting students and influencing education are 
merged practices for the purposes of developing engineers to meet local employment needs (Louisiana 
Engineering Society, 2007).  
Student focus in engineering prioritizes job placement and professional societies are a main 
source of information in this career endeavor. The Louisiana State University (LSU) student chapter of the 
professional chemical engineering society is "dedicated to connecting chemical engineering 
undergraduates… to members of the local industry…" (American Institute of Chemical Engineering 
(AIChE), 2014). Thus, interactions between the professional society and students are motivated by both 
students and professionals. 
As an extension of the professional society influence the trade journals present students with 
1) reinforcement of culture to students, who are impressionable since they are newly exposed to their 
prospective professions; and 2) information for purposes of understanding technological applications as 
well as networking and background information for future employment. Thus, motivation is high to read 
the trade journals for engineering students who wish to understand their future career and to be 
informed candidates for employment. 
Prism was focused on education and, though engineering students were not likely to directly 
read it (unless they were engineering education majors), their educators and department heads were. 
This trade journal has the potential to challenge or support pre-existing views by engineering professors 
of the roles of men and women in engineering. Students could be influenced by their instructors' views 
through a trickle-down effect.  Recently, a correlation between professors' attitudes and female student 
graduation rates was found (Leslie, Cimpian, Meyer, & Freeland, 2015). In this study, the more that 
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current professors think some special talent beyond intelligence and hard work is required to do their 
subject well, then the percentage of female PhD students in that subject will be lower. Thus, when the 
culturally pervasive belief (stereotype) in the lack of women's talent in math and science was a part of 
some professors' views, these views were exercised, and they negatively impacted female students' 
behaviors (Leslie, et al., 2015).   
1.1.2 Visuals 
Visuals have been shown to be impactful, and influence the perception and behavior of viewers 
(Bordo, 2003; Goffman, 1976). Visuals in print media often communicate through use of stereotypes and 
included hierarchy in gender relations (McQuarrie & Phillips, 2005). Visuals were the unit of analysis in 
this research, and were used to reveal power relations between men and women and gender stereotypes.  
According to Bordo (2003), print visuals played a central role in proliferation of eating disorders 
among Americans due to exposure to body-image expectations of 'perfection' found in the media. A 
person did not have to be vulnerable or damaged in some way to be susceptible to media images, they 
just had to function in a media-driven society. In recent decades, as television and multi-media flourished 
in developing countries where these disorders were previously nonexistent, these disorders spread 
rampantly. Print advertising revenue of nearly $25 billion in 2014 speaks to the power of images to be 
impactful as part of advertising (Sebastian, 2014), implying companies will only invest money if they were 
seeing evidence of influence.  
Visuals are consumed on a preconscious level, where quick processing and organization mean 
stereotypical behaviors create the intended message of the visual. In addition, multiple meanings that 
serve to enhance the message were interpreted when more symbolic images were used (Wiliams, 2009). 
Readers accept as 'normal' advertising and images that "we believe we pay no attention to" 
(Bordo, 2003, p. xiii), even when they are cognitively understood to be misrepresentative of reality. The 
messages sent through media are constant, everywhere, and "only images", making them credibly benign 
and insignificant. They become accepted as part of the normal pattern of life and invisible to consumers, 
"like the water in the goldfish bowl, barely noticed by inhabitants" (p. xiii), or noticed but dismissed. This 
blindness to influences that may adversely affect consumers is part of the effectiveness of image impact. 
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If negative messages were apparent, they could be challenged directly. Revealing them as corrosive is 
necessary to understand what messages are being relayed and consumed.  
Visuals show subordinated women in hierarchical settings of men with women, as well as in 
settings alone when compared with other photos of men alone. Previous research has demonstrated a 
visual power structure in advertising where women were used as draping over men to emphasize men’s 
masculinity and sexuality (Goffman, 1979). Women alone were found subordinated through their bodies, 
such as bits and pieces of women's body parts to sell unrelated products, rather than as signs of 
amputation. Whole bodies of women were also used also to sell unrelated products, such as printers, 
since they tend to attract attention (McKnight, 1974). The social responses to women’s bodies are socially 
constructed convention, universally found in societies that subordinate women (Bordo, 2003).  
Women are portrayed in subordinate roles in the sciences and engineering in the media. Studies 
have shown women were typically portrayed as the assistant to the male scientist or 'genius' in film 
(Wiengart, Muhl, & Pansegrau, 2003). In the rare occasion women were the lead scientist, they were 
portrayed as solely devoted to science, having sacrificed family and love. This was a decision men were 
not commonly shown to have made (Elena, 1997). Visual representations of women in engineering 
professional trade journals influence how readers perceive that culture and the reception of women 
within it. Specifically, "ads presenting women in a derogatory manner… deny the existence of female 
engineers", by reducing their credibility through objectification or subordination (McKnight, 1974).  
Socially constructed myths of women's (in)abilities to excel in science and engineering also  
impact their credibility in education and the workforce (Sandberg, 2010). Visual signs of motherhood are 
part of these myths, as a stereotypical indicator of subordinate positions. The domestic sphere and its 
associated behaviors are considered the dedicated roles of women, where their work is unpaid and 
undervalued by society (Ortner, 1972). Maternity is a feature for discrimination in the workplace, 
including engineering organizations, where a woman's assumed maternity negatively affects her 
perceived ability to work hard and focus on the job (Kvande, 1999). Images of women with children in a 
professional trade journal conjure these maternal stereotypes.  
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Compilation of multiple subtle incidences was an important feature of this study, much like 
pulling together evidence to create a case. By amassing volumes of subtle displays of gender hierarchy 
and stereotypes found in images, an argument was made to challenge visual sexism in the professions. 
Other analyses that point out examples from just a few images may provide more depth of insight into 
intended meanings, but those images could be dismissed as rare exceptions. Statistics and volumes of 
data have the power to convince audiences and are also highlighted in this study. 
1.2 Purpose 
This study is needed to improve the reception of women in engineering by making a part of the 
hostile environment that women experience through negative media representation trends apparent. 
Most visual media representations are known to be subtle and invisible in their normalcy (Bordo, 2003). 
By making the invisible visible, it may be possible to see the malady in what initially appears benign. This 
effort is important in improving the perception of women as engineers and scientists. Perception matters 
within women’s professional roles, their workplace, and in social interactions. The perception of female 
engineers by others is important in communicating and socially interacting in the workplace since "it is 
easier to get your message across if your audience likes you, respects you and can relate to you" (West, 
2009, p. 412). Education benefits in similar ways from these findings and their effects by improved 
persistence of and relations between women and men in engineering colleges.  
This study seeks to bring awareness to the idea that visual sexism exists. Sufficient response to 
this awareness could lead to improved relations through respect and recognition of female engineers, 
resulting in a satisfactory work environment, decreased attrition, and improved recruiting. 
This research is an update and enhancement of the only previous study published on analysis of 
visual gender representations in professional engineering trade journals (McKnight, 1974). The McKnight 
study was brief, analyzed one month of many trade journals, and was published 41 years ago. It sought 
and found explicit forms of subordination and sexualization of women.  
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1.2.1 Promote Diversity 
The low popularity of engineering, deficient education, and work structures without mentors has 
left fewer and less qualified engineers populating the existing domestic workforce (Department of 
Defense (DOD), 2012). As a result, great effort to encourage female students to pursue science and 
engineering (S&E) had been on-going for decades. The government and other funding sources made it a 
priority to develop and implement S&E programs since it has been widely understood that there was, or 
soon would be, a shortage of engineers. According to Liebert (2007), "American science needs more 
talent and that talent is readily available in a legion of well-trained but greatly underutilized scientists and 
engineers who happen to be women" (p. 763). The active encouragement of women into science and 
engineering was a major thrust in increasing the supply of labor into the S&E workforce.  
Diversity is critical for the survival of the engineering workforce due to shifting population 
demographics over the following decades, as well as for maintaining high standards of performance and 
innovation expected of U.S. engineers. The National Academy of Science has identified a deficiency in the 
U.S. K-12 educational system that has continued to deteriorate, leaving shortages in the future domestic 
science and engineering workforce (NAS, 2014). Additionally, the bulk of the engineering workforce is 
retiring in the coming years (Hewlett, et al., 2008; NSF, 2013).  
While current market demand for engineers is balanced through international alternatives, such 
as exporting work or importing labor, shortages are projected. Through globalization, market forces are 
no longer the driving reason behind program funding, but a U.S. nationalist agenda is (Liebert, 2007; 
Lucena, 2000; Malicky, 2003). According to Gill, Sharp, Mills, and Franzway (2008), "increasingly 
governments are looking to education to produce more engineering students and more qualified 
engineers because national advancement and increasing prosperity is seen to depend on a highly skilled 
populace” (p. 391). 
Engineering is needed to maintain economic and strategic influence over the rest of the world 
through economies and gadgets (military and social). Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics 
(STEM) dominance comprised up to 85% of the U.S. economic growth and stability during the first half of 
the 20
th
 century (NAS, et al., 2007). Failure to continue along the post-World War II path of scientific 
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achievement threatens U.S. economic and military strength, standards of living, environment, and public 
health. According to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) (2005),  
Without a major push to strengthen the foundations of America's competiveness [in science and 
engineering], the United States could soon lose its privileged position [as world leader]. The 
ultimate goal is to create new, high-quality jobs for all citizens by developing new industries that 
stem from the ideas of exceptional scientists and engineers. (p. 1) 
Diversity is considered a healthy and necessary part of survival of every organism in nature, and 
that applies to professions as well. The concept of diversity as a strengthening mechanism set forth by 
Darwin (1860) is universally accepted as the Theory of Evolution. Genetic variety within a species is 
considered advantageous to the species by improving robustness. As variety increases, the 
responsiveness to ever-shifting environments is probabilistically more successful, since there is an 
improved chance of species survival if the responses to environmental perturbations were non-uniform. 
As success of a certain type within the species increases, the species itself eventually changes in alignment 
with improved responsiveness. Similarly, engineering needs robustness offered by workforce diversity for 
the following reasons: 
International competition. Increasing the participation rate of diverse people in engineering 
boosts the size of the talent pool from which to select the best technologists (Hewlett, et al., 2008). In an 
effort to compete globally, the United States preferred to focus on elite training in innovation and critical 
thinking, since it knew it could not compete in sheer numbers of technologists (Hira, 2007).  
Shifts in racial proportions of the general population.  According to population projections, the 
racial composition of the United States continually shifts, and is expected to drop below 50% of white 
citizens by 2050 (Frehill, 2007). In light of the need for engineers, it is detrimental to continue to 
marginalize non-whites and non-males. 
Creative insights and applications. Inclusion of diverse people in engineering would enhance 
creativity and innovation (Katehi & Ross, 2007). Since diversity promotes strength in its variety, on a 
systematic scale, the addition of alternative perspectives, unique experiences, varied priorities, and 
uncommon ideological perspectives and vision will enhance the field of engineering.  
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Historically, engineering was largely a traditional profession in its primary applications of 
resource mining and processing, energy production, transportation, and manufacturing. Technology and 
humanitarian applications, while significant, were in the minority. Engineering endeavors were typically 
the result of large-scale profit seekers, which was encouraged in a capitalist economy. However, it was 
not often profitable to apply engineering concepts towards problems of poverty, healthcare, and 
education. Interest in social problems may appear from students who have experience them or who have 
worked closely with such issues (Lima & Oakes, 2006). Women are likely to be more interested in serving 
communities, due to their social training in support and nurturing (Gill, et al., 2008).  
Diversity in other professions. Ihsen (2005) described a scenario in Germany where the demand 
for female engineers increased along with increased workforce participation of their non-engineering 
female clients. It turned out that female clients preferred working with female engineers. Thus, in 
response to the shifting business environment, efforts to hire female engineers increased in this scenario, 
resulting in the engineering organization becoming more inclusive.  
Moral example.  As one of the most polarized professions in gender equality, engineering is one 
of the greatest challenges for rehabilitation. This view, held by the Australian government, led them to 
encourage numeric equality within all professions by focusing on engineering, as the worst case (Gill, et 
al., 2008). In their view, if they can fix gender inequality in engineering, the other professions will be easy.  
Science, Engineering, and Technology (SET) fields have power in society, thereby influencing other fields 
in workforce equality.  Thus, "patterns of differing participation in them [SET fields] are ways in which 
inequalities are reproduced" (Mendick & Moreau, 2013, p. 326). For better or worse, as a leading 
profession, the example set by engineering may influence others.  
 Additionally, engineers are considered society’s ‘problem solvers’. By all appearances, if they 
cannot determine solutions to poor recruitment and high attrition rates within their own profession, then 
they are fundamentally failing in their area of expertise. Thus, engineering, serving as a moral example, 
would benefit in professional stature from increased diversity participation.  
Diversity creates diversity.  As diverse graduates move into engineering professions, their 
influence on members of their communities, families, and friends cannot be overstated. Arguably, there is 
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no better recruiter of people of diversity than someone who shares similar experiences and backgrounds. 
Motivation to recruit students of diversity may be higher for diverse engineers. For example, it is a part of 
the mission statement and objectives of the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) (NSBE, 2014) to 
return to their communities of origin for mentoring and community activism. Thus, diversity yields more 
diversity through influence and motivation. 
As the numbers of diverse participants increases, there is a point at which this trend continues 
with little persuasion.  However, the corollary applies as well: as trained engineers leave the profession or 
studies, they take possibly bitter seeds of rejection or resentment - and those, too, flourish. With proper 
education, awareness, and support, active and proud participation of people of diversity can become self-
generating.  
1.2.2 Address Gender Stereotypes 
Gender bias affects women in engineering, and is perpetuated in stereotypes. Stereotypes are 
found in media, due to the simplicity of stereotypes in message delivery through visualization and 
advertising. Revealing depicted stereotypes as hierarchal, subordinating, and derogatory to women may 
help achieve awareness, and subsequently change media representations of women. 
Previous research found gender bias rampant in S&E education and professions, negatively 
affecting women (Hopkins, 2006; McCloughin, 2005). Gender bias is defined as isolating or otherwise 
treating differently a person due solely to gender. Examples of gender bias studies are common (Bigelow, 
Lundmark, Parks, & Wuebker, 2012; Bohnet, Van Geen, & Bazerman, 2012; Sorkin, 2015). Gender bias 
takes many forms, such as discrediting a candidate for hire or promotion; verbal over-talk, where a 
woman is interrupted; views of scientists as men, and not as women; masculinity as a precursor to 
leadership and capability; and lower pay, among many others (Stanford University, 2011). While many of 
these situations could happen to anyone on occasion, the systematization and consistency of its 
application to women is considered a predisposition. Gender bias can be applied by anyone, including 
women, and is a product of privilege. Thus, white men, as the most privileged demographic, are less likely 
to see it, feel its effects, or become aware of gender bias than are women.  
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A classic study involved a blind study of a single profile, such a person's resume or a prospectus 
for an initial public offering including CEO information (Sorkin, 2015). In these profiles, one version of the 
résumé was listed with a female name, and another version of same profile was listed a male name. They 
were distributed among students, who were then surveyed on the quality of the profile. The results 
consistently revealed unconscious gender bias. "Despite identical personal qualifications and firm 
financials, female founder/CEO's were perceived as less capable than their male counterparts, and IPOs 
led by female found/CEOs were considered less attractive investments." (Bigelow, et al., 2012). The 
outcomes of these studies were consistently slanted against women.  
For those living with underestimated privilege, such as white, heterosexual, smart men, intimate 
association with disadvantaged populations can reveal their privilege. Significant experiences, such as 
those of service-learning, can provide insight of disadvantage, marginalization, and disempowerment, 
creating awareness, compassion, and sensitivity from a place of real knowledge grounded in experience 
(Lima, 2013). Formal education of experiences and views of those different from themselves could create 
awareness through the social sciences, involving social justice, gender studies, political science, and 
education (Riley, 2003).  
Another method to create awareness of gender bias is to locate and broadcast it. By quantifying 
visual information produced by the media through content analysis, negative messages that appear 
harmless at a glance can be made obvious and problematic. The experiences of men as the center of 
society and masculinity is the neutral, which leads to marginalizing women and women's experiences 
(Smith, 1987). Thus, images of men that were about men and 'men's work' are common to both men and 
women, even if the visuals are not overtly sexist. Yet these images reinforce the oddness of women's 
presence in S&E professions and fields of study, even to the point of discouraging women in those fields. 
'Leaky pipelines' from education and high attrition rates in the workforce are well documented (Brush, 
1991).   
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1.3 Relation to Science Education 
Engineering and science education are historically intertwined. The practicing difference 
between science education and engineering education is that the former focuses on K-12 curriculum and 
the latter is exclusively practiced in higher education and beyond. While this system evolved through the 
years of the two fields delineating their boundaries, in theory the two are a part of each other. Separating 
disciplines of science and engineering in research and curriculum development limited the power of their 
combination. Technology required innovation in basic sciences, and advances in basic sciences were often 
driven by necessities of technological advances.  
Science education is necessarily an intricate part of K-12 and engineering education. The 
engineering curriculum includes science education throughout higher education studies (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), 2014).  And in K-12, science and math education are a student's first 
exposure to fundamentals of engineering. Throughout K-12 education, the sciences are the core of a 
student's future education in engineering. Often a love for science or an inspiring science teacher are 
motivating factors in student decisions to pursue engineering.  
Science education and engineering education overlap in the view of K-12 education by the Next 
Generation Science Standards (NGSS), which are anticipated to be implemented into many state programs 
in the U.S.  Changes to K-12 curriculum in Next Generation Science Standards call for the science 
instruction to be complemented by engineering applications. Requiring students to consider, and even to 
design for, use of science concepts results in advanced science learning (NGSS, 2015).  To promote 
interest, experiential knowledge, and appreciation of the sciences, hands-on applications of science can 
be accomplished by applying concepts of engineering. The U.S. continues to lag many other countries in K-
12 student performance. For example, U.S. 15 year olds "are near the bottom worldwide in their ability to 
solve practical problems that require mathematical understanding" (NAS, et al., 2007, p. 95). In response, 
the NGSS calls for engineering to be integrated into science and math instruction for development of '21
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century skills'. The use of engineering in practices of NGSS can "clarify for students the relevance of STEM 
to everyday life" (NGSS, 2015). They assert that "the actual doing of science or engineering can also pique 
students' curiosity, capture their interest, and motivate their continued study" and that "any education 
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that focuses predominantly on the detailed products of scientific labor without developing an 
understanding of how those facts were established or that ignores the many important applications of 
science in the world misrepresents science and marginalizes the importance of engineering" (NGSS, 2015).  
This use of engineering in K-12 science and math education promotes improved learning and appreciation 
of these concepts in young students. Thus, science education includes engineering education, and vice 
versa. 
K-12 teachers are reportedly inadequately trained to teach engineering concepts to their 
students in the capacity outlined by NGSS (2015). Engineering education may become more actively 
involved in K-12 science education for creative and effective teacher training of engineering concepts. 
Research to promote integration and acceptance of these concepts for classroom use has been a priority 
for engineering education researchers (Tang, 2013) and are anticipated to increase as a result of NGSS.  
Engineering education research is heavily dependent upon the sciences and other fields. A wide 
diversity of professions and specialties of article contributors and researchers were found in publications, 
such as those of K-12 education, higher education, continuing education, and the workforce. To 
demonstrate this point, a randomly selected issue of ASEE's Journal of Engineering Education (January 
2013, Volume 102, Issue 1) was analyzed for listed areas of expertise of contributing authors. The 
following academic areas were represented once among its 19 authors: liberal arts/International studies, 
ethnology, anthropology, psychology, educational psychology, science education, math education, and 
math & science education; and the following fields were represented more often, with frequency in 
parentheses: engineering educators (2), cognitive scientist (3), design engineer (3), and curriculum & 
instruction education (3). In summary, engineering (including engineering education, for a more 
conservative estimate of field diversity in relation to engineering) was represented 5 times, and the 
natural sciences were represented 9 times. As for article topics, K-12 education was the focus of study in 2 
of the 6 articles in this issue, while the remaining four focused on higher education and the workforce. 
Due to the diversity shown, engineering education was not limited to engineering, but included many 
different natural and social sciences, and it focused on K-12 education as well as other levels of practice. 
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Science and engineering education were grouped together in common instances that made them 
indistinguishable to many non-STEM audiences. They were so intertwined in popular culture that one 
study attempted to unravel the two fields in the media's exposure of them, with much effort and 
complexity (Clark & Illman, 2006). Also, the National Science Foundation often combines science 
education and engineering education such as in categories of programs. The programs of Nano Science 
and Engineering Education (NSEE) awarded combinations of programs ranging from logic and reasoning, 
adult learning, formal and informal education, and cyber-infrastructure in areas of science, engineering, 
and both, such as climate change, geology, energy, visualization tools, computer science, Ebola in the 
media, and adding engineering to K-12 education (NSF, 2015b).  
The STEM pipeline, or the pipeline, is an educational analogy that tracks the curricular path from 
middle school through high school, college, graduate studies, and entry into the workforce. As part of 
extensive research on the STEM pipeline by researchers, the workforce and higher education studies 
feedback to educational strategies in K-12 (NAS, et al., 2007).  
As a model of K16 education, the pipeline is the path onto which K-12 students are recruited 
towards STEM professions in their early years, with the hope that they will survive the 'leaky joints', 
through mathematics and sciences, and eventually make it to their initial STEM job after graduation, 
which is the pipeline’s end. Recruitment is the focus, with retention a major effort (Malicky, 2003). The 
idea is to recruit as many students as possible into the beginning of the process, so that there are as many 
survivors as possible at completion. In this sense, the STEM pipeline is more of an enclosed obstacle 
course, where pitfalls are the leaky joints. Yet it was composed in the early years of math and science; if 
students follow an engineering route, their later educational years involve both a science and engineering 
curriculum.  
Solutions involving educational pathways referr to as the 'pipeline' tend to be a 'supply side' 
perspective of the labor issue of women in engineering (Bystydzienski & Bird, 2006). The ‘demand side’, 
which includes the acceptance of engineers into the workforce, has little attention in terms of research. 
Metering success in recruiting women into STEM for pipeline views is based upon entry into the 
professions, while neglecting the reception of women in their professions. Without questioning how 
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diverse engineers and scientists are received in the professions and their attrition rates, there is no real 
assessment of progress of the effort to encourage women to enter STEM fields (Malicky, 2003). The leaky 
pipeline model fails to address the "deeply masculine cultural and structural barriers that were 
fundamentally embedded in science and engineering fields" (Armstrong, 2008, p. 222). Studies of the 
reception of women into S&E fields are more common in engineering education and engineering labor 
studies. These studies feed back to the K16 science education realm, hoping to improve women’s 
experiences and retention as workers. 
Much teacher training, funding, and hard work in the effort to promote gender diversity, as well 
as racial and socio-economic variation, into the STEM workforce is ultimately wasted if these under-
represented graduates end up leaving the workforce too early. Funded educational efforts translate into 
thousands of proposals by teachers and researchers yearly since 1957 (Bix, 2004). NSF and local and 
regional funding agencies, as well as private efforts and donations by engineering companies and 
foundations, have found these justifications worthy of high investment. An education is worth more than 
its market value to the individual who has studied and has become more aware and versatile in technical 
and scientific material. However, the government and many other funding sources are rarely as motivated 
in personal achievement unless it also promotes economic impact, such as increased jobs and improved 
global competitiveness that engineering offers. Workforce studies are needed to inform education at the 
college level to improve experiences of women and, thus, retention in the workforce; college curriculum 
drives K-12 curriculum, especially in technological fields. Through this trickle-down effect, K-12 education 
and teacher requirements are impacted by engineering labor studies (NAS, et al., 2007). 
1.4 Reflexive Statement 
I pursue this research due to my experiences serving as a mechanical engineer for six years at a 
university research center and years as a mother and student leading up to my workforce experiences. 
Starting my family as a teenager, I have now been raising children with my husband throughout all of my 
adult pursuits, including educational and professional. Before this doctorate degree effort, my education, 
which was solely in engineering, had not contributed to my understanding of the interpersonal 
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experiences I encountered in the workplace. As a female engineer, I found that my difficulties in the 
workplace manifested themselves on a personal level. Though I held a master's degree in mechanical 
engineering, I have only recently become aware of social dynamics through my social sciences education 
in this PhD pursuit in Education. My coursework and research performed in education, gender studies, 
political science, statistics, psychology, and sociology have informed me of human relations that were 
once invisible. As a mother to two young women in engineering and construction management and a 
kind-hearted son, I am attempting to clarify the world these young adults are facing as fresh college 
graduates through these tools of awareness and scholarship.  
My past mentor in Education, Dr. James Wandersee, exposed me to his views on visualization 
theory and applications. His 'making the invisible visible' ideas align with reconciling my past experiences 
and identity, as well as revealing areas of improvement in the treatment of men and women in 
engineering. While I hope this research contributes to the education and gender studies fields, 
engineering is in much need of proof of its hegemonic habit of preferring men over women. Through 
quantitative methodologies, I can accomplish this goal in a language that engineers speak: numbers. 
My mentor in Engineering, Dr. Marybeth Lima, has shown me great hope for institutional 
changes in the response of students to service-learning. While this research's approach differs from hers, 
the goals for change are consistent.  
My past experiences and resulting perspective are benefits to this research, since I have 
developed an intuition for features to seek in data collection. Through scholarly literature and personal 
experience, I have an intimate understanding of engineering dominance and sexism. After my work 
experience, the realities of systematic institutional behaviors of dominance found in engineering were 
familiar when I encountered them in the literature, making learning in this doctorate pursuit personal, 
meaningful, and powerful. Bias can be considered a negative part of 'objective' research, but, as Rosser 
(2008) explains, science and research are not objective. Standpoint epistemology acknowledges that the 
researcher's social position influences practice. Through disclosure of the researcher's perspective, the 
research can be judged by others. Data was chosen, refined, collected, and analyzed by me.  
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1.5 Glossary of Terms 
Applied science is the application of scientific knowledge to practical problems. 
Applied sciences are fields of science that include engineering and computer science (Sandstrom, 2012). 
Basic science is research done 'solely' to expand the knowledge base 
Consumers is used in this document as those who consume through absorption of media material, or as a 
participant in capitalistic endeavors subject to the influence of advertisers.  
Culture a distinct "lens through which we see the world as well as the blueprint for how we function in it" 
(Morris, 2006, p. 4), which is developed and perpetuated in a group of people through of norms and 
modes of communication and relation.  
Environmental sciences include botany, geology, and ecology (Sandstrom, 2012).  
Field is an area of study or profession. 
Man or Male is the gender assumed in photographs that have the appearance of more masculinity than 
femininity. If there is any doubt about gender, 'unknown' is an acceptable option in data collection.  
Natural sciences include life science (biological) and physical sciences (Sandstrom, 2012). Cognitive 
science is considered a natural science here based on the contribution of neuroscience in the field of 
study. 
Physical sciences include physics, astronomy, chemistry, and environmental sciences (Sandstrom, 2012; 
NSF, 2015c). 
Social sciences include economics, political science, sociology, education, and anthropology (Sandstrom, 
2012). 
Woman or Female is the gender assumed in photographs with the appearance of components of 
femininity that outweigh those of masculinity.  
Gender Salary Gap is the difference in percent between women's and men's annual salary; it is computed 
with the fraction mean values of female annual salary divided by the mean values of male annual salary. 
1.6 Frequently Used Acronyms 
C&EN - Chemical & Engineering News trade journal 
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DAST – Draw-a-scientist Test 
DOD - Department of Defense 
E&T - Engineering and Technology 
IT - Integrated Technology. This profession is based on computer science and engineering. 
K-12 - Kindergarten through twelfth grade education 
K16 - Kindergarten through completion of undergraduate college education 
LGBT - Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, and Trans-gendered 
ME - Mechanical Engineering trade journal (if italicized) or mechanical engineering profession or field of 
study 
NAS - National Academy of Sciences 
NCES - National Center for Educational Statistics 
NGSS - Next Generation Science Standards 
NSF - National Science Foundation 
S&E - Science and Engineering 
SEM - Science, Engineering, and Math 
SET - Science, Engineering, and Technology 
STEM - Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math 
WIE - Women in Engineering 
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Chapter 2: Background and Literature Review 
Lack of recruitment and low persistence in both education and the workforce are effects of 
perpetuated stereotypes and traditional and sexist views of women in engineering culture. Engineering is 
viewed as masculine, hegemonic, and exclusive to white men. Women within engineering are viewed as 
insubordinate in stature with low technical ability, which results in their marginalization and 
discrimination. These views discourage recruitment and retention of a diverse workforce into engineering.  
Proportions of women's participation in all S&E workforce and fields of study changed little 
between 1998 and 2012 (Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), 1998; BLS, 2014; NSF, 2014). While S&E 
degrees earned by women grew in number and participation increased slightly in the S&E workforce, 
women were concentrated in the lower levels (Shen, 2013), ignored for their accomplishments (Hall, 
2014), and faced overt and subtle sexism (Coligado, 2015). 
Although women earned more college degrees than men, they lagged in the number of 
engineering and physical science degrees earned. Women entered engineering fields of study at lower 
rates than men and withdrew at higher rates - that is, they 'leaked' from the pipeline (NSF, 2015d). 
Female students had negative views of engineering, such as it was exclusively technical, had no social 
component, was a 'man's field', and was exclusive to prized math and science in high school students 
(Sullivan, 2007). Students and their counselors had little understanding of what engineers did, which also 
affected recruitment. Many thought the process of becoming an engineer was more of a focus than the 
"societal value and rewards of being an engineer" (p. 27).  
Doctorate degrees earned are closely related to opportunities women have in the academic 
workforce. Barriers that are unique to women in the educational process are amplified as they progress 
through the multitudes of leaky joints within the pipeline, leaving few female doctorate graduates seeking 
to fill academic positions. These positions are critical since female faculty provide unique role modeling 
and insight into lowering barriers for female students (Rosser & Taylor, 2009).  
The lack of women in STEM occupations salary gaps and attrition are excessive when compared 
to other professions (Hewlett, et al., 2008). These trends are interesting to the general population, 
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indicated in the popularity of this topic in newspapers (Chang, 2012; Doucleff, 2015; Pollack, 2013; 
Swindford, 2008). The New York Times, which has a nation-wide readership, frequently covers academic 
research in palatable ways to the general public (Grant & Sandberg, 2014, Majoo, 2014, Sorkin, 2015).  
The relevancy of these topics to the public is indicated by their popularity and controversy. Thus, women's 
low participation in engineering is well-publicized and is a 'black eye' for engineering professions.  
Visuals have the power to influence perception and behavior of women in engineering. Those 
influenced included young women who may consider pursuing the field of study, and women who are 
considering whether to continue as a practicing professional.  
2.1 Engineering Students 
Through the 15 year span of this study, women continued to be under-represented in earning 
degrees in engineering.  Women earned 22% of doctoral degrees in total engineering in 2012, which was 
approximately a 5% increase since 2003 (Yoder, 2014). Mechanical engineering had one of the lowest 
proportions of female doctoral degree earners at 15% and chemical engineering had one of the highest of 
engineering specialties at 30% in 2012 (Yoder, 2014), also indicated in Figure 2a. Engineering master's 
degrees earned by women was at a 10-year high of 23.1%, which was stable relative to the previous 
decade. Undergraduate degrees were earned by women in lower proportions in total engineering (18.9%) 
and mechanical engineering (12.4%), than the corresponding graduate degrees, according to Figure 2b. 
Chemical engineering maintained female proportion of undergraduate degrees at 30% women through 
doctorate degrees earned. 
Attrition of undergraduate students in science and engineering was similar among men and 
women. Female attrition in undergraduate engineering and science was largely attributed to the 'climate', 
or social and functioning environment (NAS, 2006). Female engineering graduate students from MIT 
claimed they were barred from discussion, overlooked in meetings, and were talked over or consistently 
interrupted (Bix, 2000). Women often exited engineering for non-STEM majors, since they thought they 
"could get better education in a non-SEM major, rejected SEM careers and lifestyles, and felt that [SEM] 
advising was inadequate"; whereas, men reported "course overload, loss of confidence, financial 
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problems, and issues with competition" in engineering (NAS, 2006, p. 66). Thus, when men exit 
engineering it was due to rigor, not 'climate'. In addition, entering a STEM major can be difficult due to 
the strict track of curriculum and sequence of classes. Men were twice as likely to make this transition as 
women.  
 
Figure 2a. The number of doctorate degrees earned by women for specific fields for the years 1998-
2012. Data sources: NSF, 2015; NSF, 2014. 
 
Women's experiences in graduate school were more negative and they published fewer papers 
due to isolation (Bauer & Green, 1996). Forty percent of female graduate students (overall, not just in 
engineering) reported experiencing some form of harassment , and 70% of female graduate students said 
they were treated differently due to their gender. Other inequities experienced by students include 
tendency of advisors to discuss academics with men but social topics with women, and women felt 
excluded from networking (Davis, 1999).  
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Figure 2b. Women's percent of total bachelor's degrees earning during 1998-2012 (NSF, 2014). 
In high school, girls were more likely to pursue advanced math and science courses, except for 
physics, where they were close. Yet boys were 60% more likely to claim science and engineering majors 
than female freshmen (NAS, 2006).  
2.2 Engineering Academic Workforce 
Female faculty in engineering has historically been highly under-represented, which has 
important implications for role-modeling male and female college students. All-male engineering faculty 
departments, or those with just a 'token' female, are common. These departments implicitly demonstrate 
engineering and/or academia is not a place for women, which has been a stereotypical view of women in 
engineering.  
Women comprised 14% of tenured and tenure-track engineering faculty in 2012, which was an 
increase from 8.9% in 2001. Proportions of female full professors slightly increased to 8.9%, associate 
professors to 16.2%, and assistant professors held at 22.8% (Yoder, 2014). Figure 2c indicates faculty 
ranking for engineering, physical sciences and all fields, showing that engineering lagged physical sciences 
by 6-8 percentage points in women's proportional presence.   
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Figure 2c. Proportion of Science and engineering doctorate holders who are women employed in 
universities and 4-year colleges (NSF, 2013b) 
 
Figure 2c indicates women were represented in lower proportions with increased stature (i.e. 
from assistant professor to full professor). These proportions reflect the vertical occupational segregation 
found in all professions and academia, as well as engineering. Under-representation of women was also 
more pronounced in the most prestigious research universities, which was a form of horizontal 
segregation. Women science faculty members were more likely to be employed in community colleges 
and non-tenured positions (NAS, 2006b).  
Female faculty earned lower salaries than their male counterparts. The gender salary gap, shown 
in Figure 2d, fluctuated around 10% for most of the academic ranks for all departments. Note the 'all 
combined' category has a salary gap of 22%, which was a $23,400 reduction in annual salaries earned by 
women relative to men. The 'all-combined' category was lowest due to occupational vertical segregation, 
since women were concentrated in the lower paying ranks.  
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Figure 2d. Gender salary gap for university faculty for the academic year 2013-2014. These salaries were 
at 'doctoral' institutions (Category I), which grant minimum 30 doctoral degrees annually from at least 
three distinct programs. Data source: (American  Association of University Professors) AAUP, 2014b.  
 
Retaining and promoting female academics in S&E are the subject of research accomplished by 
government (NAS, 2006; NAS, 2006b; NAS, 2009), professional societies (American Association of 
University Professors, 2014), and academia (Bystydzienski et al., 2006; Rosser & Taylor, 2009). Findings 
involve policies to enhance faculty recruitment by including women on search committees, efforts to 
advance female faculty through mentoring programs and oversight of conditions, and strategies to 
advance women into administrative positions through establishing networks and mentoring (NAS, 2006b).  
2.3 Professional Engineering Workforce 
Women's role in the engineering workforce is attenuated by their extreme minority status and 
the lack of persistence that perpetuate low female employment. Gender stereotypes feed biases in the 
workplace, negatively affecting perception of women and their credibility in engineering.  
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Figure 2e shows temporal trends of female workforce participation proportions. Chemistry 
improved to attained parity in 2011, while mechanical engineering decreased in women’s professional 
representation over the time period, ending at 5% in 2012. 
 
Figure 2e. Women as a proportion of the total workforce in engineering and science specialties. Data 
source: Bureau of Labor and Statistics, 2014.  
 
Women were represented in lower numbers in the workforce than in degrees earned. It was 
logical that as women earn higher proportions of degrees and maintain that trend for a while, they would 
eventually stabilize the workforce in proportions similar to graduation rates. Women have steadily 
entered the engineering employment market at 18%-20% (NSF, 2014) of the total population since the 
mid-1990's, yet their average workforce participation held at 10-12%. These stagnant workforce 
proportions were perplexing, especially in light of the large numbers of 'baby-boomer' engineers retiring 
since 2000, who were typically male (National Research Council (NRC), 2000).  
 Higher attrition rates for women explain persistently low employment proportions in 
engineering. If the attrition of female engineers were improved by 25%, immediately there would be 
220,000 more engineers available for work (Hewlett, et al., 2008). This 2008 figure alone added to the 
2012 engineering workforce would increase the proportion of women to 19.2%, which was approximately 
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the female proportion of earned engineering bachelor's degrees. Continued employment through the 
professions turned out to be complex and rife with high attrition rates, where 52% of women exit their 
S&E profession before their male peers (Hewlett, et al., 2008).  
Barriers to women's participation in integrated technologies (IT) professions were similar to 
structural and social barriers found in engineering since this profession largely employs electrical 
engineering graduates. Social barriers for women in engineering involve social expectations and 
stereotypes, which negatively affect women in the workplace. Work-family conflict, dual career families, 
and informal networks are problematic for women, and tied to notions of traditional family roles and 
informal socialization.  Structural obstacles derive from masculine occupational culture, such as lack of 
female role models, low mentor participation, and discriminatory organizational policies. Role modeling 
and mentoring were critical for women's advancement and retention, and they affected informal 
networks (Ahuja, 2002). 
The climate in the engineering professions is complex, reflecting bias and stereotypical beliefs 
about women. Employees in gender-incongruent occupations, such as women in aerospace engineering, 
are judged in character deficiency for their mistakes more than someone with gender-congruence, such 
as males in engineering (Brescoll, Dawson, & Uhlmann, 2010). Qualifications of the latter are less 
ambiguous and grounded in character consistent with gender; thus, mistakes of men are considered 
uncharacteristic. However, for women in male-dominated fields, their qualifications are considered 
ambiguous from the beginning; a mistake solidifies her qualifications as negative. Thus, women in 
engineering and leadership positions are judged more harshly due to gender, which is a social effect that 
is systematically applied. 
Gender bias was found in the professions, including STEM academia. Chang (2012) found Yale 
researchers were less likely to offer women mentoring or a job and, if hired, lower salaries resulted. The 
study found "bias was pervasive and probably reflected subconscious cultural influences rather than overt 
or deliberate discrimination" (p. 1). Recognition of the significance of the bias came as surprise, especially 
since the subjects of the study were 127 professors in science departments (biology, chemistry, and 
physics) who were to consider a candidate for lab manager, one male and one female, both with the same 
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résumé. Although previous studies were done in other departments and in other professions, it was 
thought that scientists would be more objective in their analysis of candidates due to their training in 
rationality. The results showed a lower ranking for women than for men and less salary offered for 
women than for men ($26,508 versus $30,328, respectively) (p. 2). There was no relation between the 
bias shown and the gender, age, sex, teaching field, or tenure status of the professors. Thus, female 
professors were as likely to discriminate as were men and older professors as likely as younger ones. 
To solve the problem of bias, it is assumed that exposure of unconscious bias, or awareness, 
should be enough to cease discrimination. However, in one study it was found that pointing out bias, its 
systematic nature, and its effects resulted in a 28% increase in discrimination. Elucidating bias legitimized 
the poor behavior, causing its increase, but including expectations of appropriate behavior with 
awareness caused a 25% decrease in bias (Grant & Sandberg, 2014).  
The salary gap reveals how workers are valued in the workforce since it is a reflection of 
occupational segregation, traditional gender roles, stereotypes, and essentialism (Benhabib, 1992; Oh & 
Lewis, 2011). Gender pay gap, also referred to as the 'pay gap', is the difference in annual earnings 
between women and men, expressed as a percentage of male earnings. According to American 
Association of University Women (AAUW) (2015), women earned 78% of men's salaries overall in 2013, 
meaning a pay gap of 22%, with little change in the past decade. Furthermore, the pay gap is worse for 
women of color; it is pervasive in nearly every occupation; it grows with age and levels of education; and 
it also exists among women without children. The U.S. ranked 65
th
 of 142 countries in wage equality in 
2013 (World Economic Forum (WEF), 2014).  
Gender pay gaps demonstrate existence of discrimination among lines of demographic, class, 
education, and family responsibilities. For example, one year after college graduation women earned 82% 
of the salary of their new-graduate male counterparts (AAUW, 2015). Though work-life balance 
compromises contributed to portions of the gender pay gap, this 18% pay gap indicate discrimination 
since new graduates are unlikely to have children.  
In engineering, women experienced a 12% gender pay gap in 2012 (AAUW, 2013), and chemists 
showed a 21% gender pay gap (ASC, 2014). Yet the STEM occupational structure refutes the rationale of 
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'lifestyle choices' and (horizontal) segregation as sources of the pay gap. Engineering and the 'hard 
sciences' "tend to be more meritocratic and impersonal in their standards than most professions… so, 
women and minorities may experience smaller pay disparities" (Oh & Lewis, 2011, p. 398). In addition, the 
jobs within these careers vary little among men and women, since they are of a single-track education 
whose gateway to professional entry is highly filtered. 
The STEM occupational gender pay gap was found improved relative to non-STEM version (Oh & 
Lewis, 2011). In addition, Black and Hispanic women showed larger pay gaps than White and Asian 
women, according to Table 2a.  
Table 2a. Gender pay gap for women of various races/ethnicities. Data source: Oh & Lewis, 2011, 
p. 399. 
Demographic 
STEM occupations, 
% less earned relative to White 
male 
non-STEM occupations, 
% less earned relative to White 
male 
Asian women      7.7%   18.4% 
White women 11.9 19.5 
Hispanic women 12.7 20.7 
Black women 17.1 23.1 
 
A foundational source of women's marginalization, leading to social phenomena such as the pay 
gap, is the sex-gender system. According to Benhabib (1992), the sex-gender system is a “social-historic, 
symbolic constitution, and interpretation of the differences of the sexes” that is essentialized. This system 
organizes identities as embodied and secures identity through socialization (p. 480). Once identity of 
gender is ensured, then characteristics of gender are allocated relative to men, so that  
women are simply what men are not… women are not autonomous, independent, and 
aggressive but nurturant, not competitive but giving, not public but private… [women] lack – the 
lack of autonomy, the lack of independence, the lack of the phallus. (p. 484)  
Division of labor is then dictated by these characteristics, which  
bans the female from history to the realm of nature, from public light to the interior of the 
household, from the civilizing effect of culture to the repetitious burden of nurture and 
reproduction. [Whereas] the public sphere, the sphere of justice, moves in historicity…the 
private sphere, the sphere of care and intimacy, is unchanging and timeless. (p. 484)  
In this manner, women are banned from the public to private spheres, essentialized as nurturer and care-
giver, and devoted to reproduction while refraining from cultural activities of change, ‘progress’, or 
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innovative work.  This scheme is important to understand since it is the source of women’s location in 
society, normalized in a way that is convincing to the extent of being unquestionable.  
 Thus, if women are dispatched as support systems, by themselves and by others, a socially 
developed foundation of unconscious bias is perpetuated against women, by men and women. This subtle 
shift may seem minor when conscious efforts to overcome it are implemented, in the rare cases that 
sexism is explicitly understood. However, the micro builds into the macro when daily interactive displays 
of marginalization add up over time. In addition, these biases are built into significant decisions such as 
negotiating for salary and decisions of hiring and promotion.  
2.4 Feminist Science in this Study 
Feminism was used in this study as a lens to understand the intersections between media, 
gender, and engineering. A feminist perspective helps clarify the position of women in engineering, their 
persistence as second-class students and workers, and the role of media in reinforcing these ideas.  
Applying feminist literature to engineering requires understanding that feminists do not often 
distinguish between specialties, or even fields, of 'science'.  The term 'science' was often used by feminists 
in a general sense of describing the large branch of study based in empirical positivism with its own rules 
of credible knowledge. Yet feminist analyses of hierarchy and power to describe dynamics of gender in 
science appropriately apply to engineering, as a subfield of their understanding of science. In the 
following sections, the term 'science' may be used to maintain feminist nomenclature, but it is 
understood to also apply to engineering.  
Fausto-Sterling (1992) asserted the exclusion of women in science (and engineering) was literal: 
there cannot be women in science. That is, neither women's identity as scientists nor scientists' identity as 
women work under the current social structure conditions, unless there is feminism in science. The work 
of feminist studies asserts that "science as a social enterprise [is] operating in a particular historic context" 
(p. 337) and questions how to challenge this restricting context. Feminist studies are necessary to free 
women and science identities to cohabitate in the same 'bodys', since the tools, methodologies, and 
modes of thinking of science and engineering were not made for the task.  
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Various researchers and theorists of women in science (and engineering) evolved over the years, 
but were distinctive in their approach and viewpoints depending on their original fields of study. 
According to the published conversation between two scientists and pioneers in feminist science studies 
(Hammonds & Subramaniam, 2003), tensions and language differences exist between the approaches of 
those who work to understand women's place in STEM. These approaches include 1) the equity in science 
group, led by those who work on programs to encourage women in science, including those who develop 
the programs and fund them, 2) feminist critiques of science, which typically involve theoretical feminists 
and philosophers, and 3) historians of science. Historians, such as Hammonds, voice a long-term view of 
recently past decades of women's increased participation as pivotal in women's history (p. 942). Equity 
workers, according to this conversation, tended to work within the concept of the pipeline: filling it, 
plugging holes, encouraging its flow with programs that are typically based on exposure to technology and 
accelerated or remedial math and science skills (p. 939). While these are worthy and effective programs, a 
basic understanding of the sources of women's displacement in STEM may contribute to additional 
meaningful changes within education and the professions. Inquiring more deeply, such as understanding 
the role of gender in science and the effect of the construction of science in how women and minorities 
are viewed, which was more the realm of the philosophers and feminists, could create real knowledge 
about the core conflicts these educational programs were up against, as well as illuminate possible 
unidentified difficulties women face in the STEM workforce (p. 940).  
A view of the feminist science approach to understanding women's participation in STEM - or to 
look at it another way, understanding STEM's reception of women is summarized as follows (Hammonds 
& Subramaniam, 2003): 
In the literature on women and science, from the policy perspective, one of the things I see 
happening is a slow convergence toward questions that feminists have been raising. For a while 
policy analysts focused primarily on documenting the absence of women and minorities in 
science and on generating recommendations to institutions on how hiring and other practices 
should be changed. In my view the same policy analysts are now saying, 'now that barriers to 
scientific work have been reduced and we've provided monetary support and other resources for 
women scientists and minority scientists, we still can't explain why women or minorities are not 
"fitting" into scientific cultures and thriving and becoming leaders.'  As a result many policy 
documents now end by stating that it is time to look more carefully at the culture(s) within 
science in order to understand more completely how those cultures are shaped by the presence 
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or absence of women and minorities. These are issues that have long concerned feminist 
scholars. (p. 938) 
Thus, a fresh search for factors influencing women’s persistence and recruitment is needed. There are 
likely social and cultural features at play that no longer include traditional legal barriers addressed in 
recent years. Since feminism has a history of analyzing dynamics of minorities within power structures, 
cultural implications of minorities in science fit well into feminist studies.  
According to Hammonds and Subramaniam (2003), 'feminist science studies' seeks to pull various 
approaches together for a functional working atmosphere and common language. The 'field' of feminist 
science is a loose conglomerate of various specialties poised to effectively contribute to understanding 
women's place in STEM. However, this field is in the process of creating its own scholarship, including 
foundational literature, conferences, and graduate students to develop a more effective community to 
solve these problems of marginalized populations. These populations include women, minorities, 
differently abled, and LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender) individuals in STEM, as well as people 
of various socio-economic backgrounds.  
2.5 Hegemony 
 An understanding of hegemony could create useful and meaningful solutions to problems of 
women in engineering and education. Hegemony is “the maintenance of visible and invisible practices 
that serve to institutionalize men’s dominance over women” (Page, Bailey, & Van Delinder, 2009). 
Hegemony is found in the finer details of practices of exclusion, which are sometimes unintentional, not 
necessarily overt or malicious. Lack of intention makes hegemony particularly invisible, which reduces the 
opportunities to challenge it.  
Hegemony appears in various forms. Paternalism, an instrument of hegemony often practiced 
through kindness, is an example of men meaning to help; yet this form also limits growth or ability in 
women, such as when protecting women from other men through restriction. Hegemony can be practiced 
maliciously but not consciously, such as male managers promoting men instead of women since a man 
simply feels more 'right' for the position than an equally competent woman. 
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 Understanding exclusionary practices and illuminating them is key to challenging them (Page, et 
al., 2009). These challenges must be made at the core of the institutional culture that promotes the 
practices. An example of an institutional approach to addressing exclusionary practices is to identify, 
reveal, challenge, and monitor them in a way that involves dispersion of key personalities and personnel 
in every department and level of the institution who serve as ambassadors for change (Guinier & Minow, 
2007). This study was a visual approach to reveal yet another strategy of hegemony: through published 
visuals in professional engineering trade journals.  
 Hegemony in the engineering academic professions contributes to the under-representation of 
women.  Exclusionary practices are found in, but not limited to, the tenure processes, lack of family-
friendly policies, and networking (Kelan, 2009). Academia has an added responsibility to solve these 
problems since the academy should be a model for other professions, due to credentials of its workforce 
and its influence on students.  However, gendered horizontal and vertical occupational segregation are 
found throughout academia (Kelan, 2009). Institutional approaches to solving hegemony in academia are 
similar to those needed for engineering and technology:  awareness, identification, and active and 
consistent challenges (Guinier & Minow, 2007). 
 The curriculum of engineering education has particular forms of hegemony, based in masculinity, 
that are often not found as primary features in many other fields of practice. Themes that reflected the 
dominance of men over women are ever-present, such as dominance of technology over nature, ‘hard’ 
science over ‘soft’ science, and the pervasive modernist philosophical perspective of objectivity and 
distance (Davis, 2004). Ortner (1972) illuminated some of these relations as varying forms of men’s 
superior socially-determined value at the expense of women.   
2.6 Gender  
The perspective of gender as an institution can be instrumental in understanding the core 
problems of gender in engineering education and the workforce. As concepts, gender and institutions are 
complex, but the combination of them provides powerful perspectives for addressing persistent tactics 
that serve to disenfranchise women.  
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 According to West & Zimmerman (1987), gender is “a complex of perceptual, interpretive, and 
micropolitical activities that cast particular pursuits as expressions of feminine and masculine ‘natures’” 
(p. 126).  Gender is ‘done’ in ways that socially-determined concepts of acceptable activities are 
performed and developed suggest gender - that is, man or woman. These developments and practices are 
not only physical demonstrations with the body, such as long hair for women, but also in situating 
contexts, such as the stay-at-home mother. It is decidedly feminine to quit working to care for children, 
however challenged that statement may be. Challenges are the impetus for negotiation of gender, and 
resolving these challenges can create fluidity in interpretations of practices as masculine or feminine.  
West & Zimmerman's (1987) definition of gender took issue with nature: gender is a socially-
constructed concept, not biologically-determined. Sex is the biological concept that was often used in 
terminology interchangeably with gender in popular culture; sex was the announcement at birth upon 
viewing genitalia.  Gender is different from sex in that a ‘man’ can do femininity and a ‘woman’ can do 
masculinity. For example, portrayal of femininity is the only reason others would know that an engineer in 
coveralls and hard-hat at an industrial plant was a woman. These feminine demonstrations could include 
expressive use of hands, limited use of personal space and verbal space, or her careful walk. Feminine and 
masculine characteristics are developed through careful, and often subconscious, skills honing through 
her lifetime of modeling others of her chosen gender. Pressure to conform to stereotypical signs of 
gender commonly comes from others in society, who typically speak out or make fun of non-consistent 
behaviors. Thus, gender is learned, not innate to sex.  
Gender is considered foundational in all interactions; it is the first consideration determined in an 
interaction between people. In U.S. culture, it is commonly perceived as a dualistic system, like sex; 
however gender is a continuum, not a distinctive male/female selection. Variations of gender are seen in 
displays such as a 'tomboy', Rosie the Riveter, metrosexualism, and transgender persons.  The works of 
Butler (1988) and Halberstam (1998) blur the boundaries between genders by studying butch femininity 
and transgendered populations and illustrate that gender in these contexts is indistinctive.  
Through gender, women and men became geographically and economically separated in the 
worlds in which they function, as well as of the tools they use and the things they accomplish. Women 
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were relegated to the private sphere of the home and domestic duties of reproduction and were thus 
associated. 'Reproduction' can be in the form of birthing babies or repeating daily domestic duties. Men 
were assigned to be innovative producers of original creations in the public sphere (Ortner, 1972). 
Women shown in private spaces or with domestic products and men exclusively in public spaces play into 
these myths, which speak to many people as 'essentialism'.  Similarly, technology is a product of men, 
whereas reproduction is the job of women, whether this means (re)producing children or daily repetitive 
activities of domestic life. Thus, innovation, career, and paid work have been associated with maleness 
and masculinity, whereas domesticity, reproduction, and unpaid domestic or volunteer work have been 
associated with femininity.  
Gender is hierarchical.  It "stands for the pervasive ordering of human activities, practices, and 
social structures in terms of differentiations between women and men… [which] is a pervasive symbol of 
power" (Acker, 1992, p. 567). Thus, stereotypes of femininity and masculinity in gender are tied to power, 
which determines perceptions and roles of men and women in the workplace. These perceptions infiltrate 
daily life through policy and institutional structure, working against women and reinforcing power in men 
(Kvande, 1999). 
Institutions are “an establishment of relative permanence that is of the social sort” (Martin, 
2004). This definition, originally written in 1935, though vague, is as good as any developed since for 
institutions. Examples of institutions include language, economy, politics, engineering, race, religion, 
state, academia, and gender. Organizations are smaller-scaled collections of people and structures, such 
as an engineering company or a college campus. 
By viewing gendered practices as institutionalized, their systemization and depersonalization 
become apparent. Depersonalization is an important feature in creating solutions since it leads to women 
ceasing the self-blame-game. Self blame is the result when each woman, in failing to recognize 
systemization, instead individually attempts to solve these institutionalized problems as personal 
problems.  
An institutionalized perspective reveals systematic structures that work against women as a 
population (and that manifest on an individual and personal level), showing that difficulties are due to 
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intersections of institutions not meant to align well. For example, working mothers in modern society are 
in an impossible situation. They are pinched between the educational system, work structure, economy, 
and motherhood. Their children's educational system operates at odd hours and includes after-hours 
homework, demanding a 'second shift' that structures afternoon and evening hours. The workplace 
typically has strict schedules and structure that do not align with those of education. The economy 
requires children to develop as ever more creative and innovative independent thinkers, which requires 
high-level and involved parenting. Motherhood demands meeting family needs as a reflection of 
femininity and love. These systems collide on a daily basis, creating evidence of failure in attempting them 
together. Without a systems (or institutional) view of the problem of working mothers, each day's failures 
are personal insufficiencies for each mother to blame herself for her own ineffectiveness, blind to the 
impossibility of it.  An institutional view makes solidarity with others in similar circumstances likely, with 
potential for change. For example, a group of interested parents could lobby for flexible hours at their 
workplace after the end of their children's school day.  
Gender is an integral part of the processes, structures and distributions of power of institutions, 
which is referred to as 'gendered institutions'. According to Acker (1992), institutions are organized along 
gender lines, where they are developed and dominated by men, "symbolically interpreted from the 
standpoint of men in leading positions… [and] defined by the absence of women" (p. 567). All institutions 
are gendered in this way, except for the home, which is central to and defined by women. Though gender 
is an integral part of any institution, its status as a separate institution is powerful in understanding 
gendered dynamics within those intersecting institutions (Martin, 2004). 
Organizations demonstrate their institutional gendered character through artifacts and 
disembodied ideal workers (Acker, 1990). Documents such as job descriptions and evaluations become 
defining models of potential workers. Expectations of the worker are defined through document 
development. While the purpose is to create a job that any demographic can fill, an ideal worker is 
approximated in practice by a male candidate who has styles and practices that align with those of 
management, who are also typically men. This results in 'comfort' with a male filling this job vacancy that 
is unquestioned, but is nonetheless key to support, networks, and advancement (Acker, 1990).  
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Scientists and engineers, with their strong focus on technical skills development, are 
disadvantaged because they lack exposure to concepts involving sexism such as institutionalization, 
hegemony, and gender hierarchy (Colby & Sullivan, 2008). Since beliefs and behaviors of the individuals 
constitute the institution, the institution subsequently lacks awareness of these concepts, though 
hegemonic practices persist.  Without awareness, exclusionary practices are invisible, protecting them 
from challenge.   
In engineering, default relations and processes are inherently masculine, since those who were 
designing organizational structure are men. According to Styhre, Backman, and Börjesson (2005), "the 
very practices of management have been shown as being inextricably entangled with masculine 
ideologies and beliefs and instrumental rationalities, excluding or underrating other human faculties such 
as emotions and imposing certain embodied practices and forms of discipline on the employees" (p. 552). 
These trends work against women, resulting in systematic bias against women. Bias manifests as under-
rating, excluding, marginalizing, or stereotyping women (Martin, 2004).  
Not only is engineering masculine in its structure, applications, and processes, but it is 
hegemonic in its dominance through masculinity, which was called hegemonic masculinity. Hegemonic 
masculinity is the abstract yet descriptive idealized version of what it means to be a 'true man'; it is the 
"dominant cultural ideal of masculinity" (Kvande, 1999, p. 308). It is "the most honored way of being a 
man, it required all other men to position themselves in relation to it, and it ideologically legitimated the 
global subordination of women to men" (Connell, 1987, p. 832). This ideal masculinity shifts slightly 
depending on time, context, and culture, which could be regional or occupational, through on-going 
relations and negotiations of power. For example, the features for ideal masculinity in the U.S. currently 
include, among others, "strong, technically competent, authoritative leader who is sexually potent and 
attractive, has a family, and has his emotions under control" (Acker, 1990, pg. 153).  A man with 
characteristics that are less than the ideal is subordinate in a system of 'local gender hierarchy' (Connell & 
Messerschmidt, 2005). These subordinate forms of masculinity include weakness, slender build, or a dull 
mind, as well as homosexuality; femininity is at the lower end of this rank.  
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Hegemonic masculinity extends into fields of study and practice (Kvande, 1999). For example, the 
'hard' sciences are considered more difficult and rigorous than the 'soft' sciences, making the former 
more ideally masculine than the latter.  And engineering and physics are considered to be in the top tier in 
terms of prestige of field of study. Kvande (1999) asserted engineering aligns with hegemonic masculinity 
"due to a heavy representation of technology and because management has many connections to the 
current hegemonic ideal" (p. 308).  
Hegemonic masculinity is one of the main reasons women have not gained ground in engineering 
culture (Kvande, 1999). In the social order of institutions, with increased hegemonic masculinity (and 
engineering is quite high) came increased penalty for upsetting its power structure, which was based in 
gender order.  This gender order, where the masculine dominates the feminine and other analogies (recall 
technology over nature, etc.), "is a structure of social relations which….  men and women in the 
organizations [are] agents whose actions either challenge or confirm the existing gender order" (Kvande, 
1999, p. 308).  Thus, it was up to women in engineering to determine their own path: challenge or 
conform to the masculinity of their profession. Women could choose through their behaviors, 
appearance, and interactions with others through a continuous series of decisions in functioning as 
female engineers, though they were limited by the restricting effect of their behavior within the social 
structure of the organization.  
 Hegemonic masculinity is used to maintain the power hierarchy between men and women via 
the use of stereotypes. Power is "the central dynamic in the construction of femininities and 
masculinities... [where] men's dominance and women's subordination [is] a historically grounded 
relational system in which women continually contest men's power" (Kvande, 1999, p. 308). This power 
structure sets up the social dynamic of women marginalized and seeking equality with men, indefinitely.  
In the engineering masculine atmosphere, women try to blur the gendered lines of demarcation 
in order to eliminate stereotypes and negative biases associated with their gender (Styhre, et al., 2005). 
On one hand, women claim they are just as qualified and capable as men; and on the other hand, they 
claim the case of accepting women and minorities into S&E through specific qualities, beliefs, and 
experiences that make them different from their white male peers, such as a 'unique perspective' or 
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special (read: innate) ability to communicate. These special qualities, exclusive to the marginalized groups, 
are supposed to make them particularly attractive as an untapped resource in the company and industry 
(Styre, et al., 2005). This ‘double demarcation’, while an attempt to escape the binary structure of 
male/female and their associated biases, is contradictory.  As the study showed, "…gender differences 
were maintained, even in cases where the very aim of the organization's members was to show that such 
a line of demarcation between female and male engineers was inadequate, or at least exaggerated" (p. 
554).  
The masculine nature of engineering and science is highlighted by indicating the 'hope' for 
women in male-dominated fields. Lämsä and Tiensuu (2002) articulated this vision well: 
…although gender is an inescapable part of organizational life, it need not be a source of 
inequality and hierarchy. The challenge, then, is to create a context in which gendered behavior 
may be enacted without reproducing inequality. This would allow women to 'do' their own 
gender in the managerial reality as well as in career progression. Women leaders would then be 
able to construct their professional identities based on female role models which did not take the 
masculine as the norm and the feminine as marking differences. (p. 363-364)  
Women's presence is out of the ordinary in male-dominated organizations and, in relation to the 
masculine 'neutral', women are perceived as abnormal.  
A unique problem in STEM is the persistent and invisible assumed gender-neutrality within 
workforce and educational practices (Kelan, 2009). Engineering is typically so mechanistically technical 
that workers are considered genderless as mere cogs in the industrial machine. Yet organizations are not 
gender neutral, which is difficult to see when there is only one gender present. As the only relevant 
gender, "men in organizations take their behavior and perspectives to represent the human, 
organizational structures and processes are theorized as gender neutral" (Acker, 1990, p. 142). When men 
and women are treated differently in an organization, it is thought the 'invader' is problematic, not the 
structure (Bix, 2004). The resulting contrast appears when women did not fit, for reasons often blamed on 
individual differences or essential qualities of gender, without understanding the implications of gendered 
institutions.   
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2.7 Masculinity of Engineering 
The reasons for the strong masculine connotations of engineering lay in its history, context, and 
applications. Engineering was not a college major throughout much of the 19
th
 century; the profession 
was learned through job training in machine shops, the railroad industry, or surveying crews. These job 
sites often involved rough, even dangerous, physical work exclusive to men since it was considered 
inappropriate for respectable women (Bix, 2004). This male exclusivity trickled down to children's toys, 
such as erector sets and model trains, which were marketed to boys as a way to develop future engineers. 
Upon attempting to enter engineering studies in the early 20
th
 century, women were unwelcomed in this 
male territory and were considered 'invaders' (p. 28). Temporary acceptance was found during World 
War II, as women filled the need for domestic engineers and technicians, but the working environment 
returned to the "macho culture" after the war (p. 29).   
Women were used to reinforce the masculine identity and image of engineering through print 
advertisements of technical and engineering companies. One ad in the 1960's showed a male engineer 
working on a technical drawing of an airplane that was actually an illustration of a woman's naked body 
spread in the form of the airplane, with the associated text stating 'Intrigued by Exotic Designs?' (Bix, 
2004, p. 36). This form of sexism, though now considered distasteful and overt, is reflected in salary gaps 
and low promotion rates in academia and the workforce. These barriers results in women feeling invisible 
by not being taken seriously, which can undermine their confidence.  
Women are supposed to be welcome in engineering professions, and much effort has been made 
to include women. Yet Page, Bailey, and Van Delinder (2009) point out the pervasive masculinity 
throughout engineering is still problematic for women: "though there is a rhetoric of full inclusion, in 
many fields, including academia there is only the illusion of full participation" (p. 2). Though it goes deeper 
than gender count, evidence of engineering's masculinity can be found in simply counting the number of 
men and women practicing in the field relative to those who earned degrees in them.  A brief glimpse 
anywhere will tell a tale similar to data shown in Table 2b, where a low proportion of women serve as 
faculty at Louisiana State University in the various engineering fields, relative to the national average and 
those earning doctorate degrees in 2002 and 2012.  
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Table 2b. Gender profile of engineering faculty at Louisiana State University, as of March 3, 2015, 
compared with national averages of faculty (Yoder, 2015, p. 28). LSU data collected from visuals of 
faculty portrayed on each department's website. *Data source: NSF, 2014b, LSU, 2015.  
Engineering 
Specialty at LSU 
Number 
of female 
faculty at 
LSU 
Number of 
male 
faculty at 
LSU 
Proportion of 
female 
faculty at 
LSU 
Proportion of 
doctorate degrees 
earned by women 
(2002/2012)* 
Proportion of 
female faculty: 
National 
averages 
Petroleum  1 14 6.7% n/a 13.2% 
Civil & 
Environmental  
2 28 6.7% 
Civil: 
19.1 / 26.1% 
Environmental: 
25.3% 
Civil: 17.0% 
Mechanical  3 33 8.3% 12.1 / 15.2% 10.7% 
Chemical  2 17 10.5% 24.0 / 30.2% 16.4% 
Biological & 
Agricultural  
7 14 33.3% n/a 16.5% 
 
LSU faculty counts in all of the engineering fields were low, with the exception of biological and 
agricultural engineering (BAE), which exceeded national averages. Those fields with NSF data also show 
exceptionally low proportions of women serving on faculty relative to the talent pool available since 2002.  
While the BAE department at LSU showed high female participation, the goal is equality. A theory 
of critical mass asserted that once a specific critical proportion of an under-represented group was 
achieved resources and rewards of organizational practices would become available to them 
(Dresselhaus, et al., 1995; Ferreira, 2003). Yet, this only occurs in a democratic and inclusive environment; 
otherwise, the organization must be restructured to be inclusive of minorities of even 'critical mass' 
proportions of representation (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, Uzzi, & Neushatz, 2000). Thus, either the academic 
structure must be overhauled to tailor opportunities to women, as they are tailored to men, or women 
must outnumber men and create that environment for themselves.  
2.8 Identity 
Women experience identity uncertainties, transformations, instabilities, and misalignment with 
their positions at various times through their careers as engineers. According to Barber (1995), male 
identity is not challenged when men entered science and engineering; their personal identity aligns with 
their workplace identity. But when women enter this prevailing masculine culture, they must assimilate, 
and this requires that they leave parts of their personal identities behind when entering the workplace 
daily.  
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Identity is developed and defined in individuals in a variety of manners, situations, and fields of 
study. Gill, et al. (2008) took the position of identity as socially developed through interactions with others 
and the environment. These interactions are continual, where the individual is influenced by and 
influences their social environment. Thus, identity is fluid, and subject to feedback from and dialogue with 
those involved in the interactions. This social construction is in contrast to the concept of an innate 
identity that is stagnant from birth, such as Henry James' description of a 'real' person buried below layers 
of social construction (Kemph, 1969).   
Goffman (1979) detailed social behavior as a performance with construction and fluidity of 
'identity' and creation and reinforcement of culture. In common applications, identity is considered a 
collection of abstract attributes, such as beliefs, that distinguish an individual or group from another 
individual or group. Identity could be developed within a social situation through a socially-constructed 
facade that becomes a part of how a person understands herself. This facade is developed to be accepted 
into social settings. In these settings, such as personal or professional gatherings, each person plays a 
'part', like an actor performing. This pretense is used to project an acceptable persona required in order 
to be treated by others in a pre-determined manner of the actor’s choosing. Constant precautions must 
be taken to ensure these developed characters do not falter, revealing another persona (p. 13). Thus, the 
persona was self-chosen, self-developed, and continually practiced, eventually developing into a 
consistent identity.  
Those in a social situation work together to preserve others' persona, using 'tact' (Goffman, 
1979, p. 14), which is a version of social forgiveness. Forgiveness is needed when a discrediting 
occurrence by an individual's lapse in their created personality threatens to disrupt the social moment. 
The collusion of all people to preserve the moment creates an acceptable atmosphere, or 'culture', with 
its own traditions, games, and rules.  
Creation and maintenance of several different personas for each person are needed to navigate 
various settings (Goffman, 1979). These multiple characters, embodied within a single person, must align 
with each other in an acceptable social manner for the moments when the settings overlap, or other 
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people from other settings engage. Conflict and confusion result when these personas misalign, or deviate 
too far from each other.  
Identity was the subject of science and engineering research of students and workers who often 
felt excluded (Du, 2006; Kvande, 1999; Ranson, 2005). In these studies, identities based on chosen 
profession and attempts at inclusion within them were fluid and evolving. The identities of 'mother' and 
'engineer' became incongruous for female engineers, who typically enter the professions in disguise as 
conceptual males and before becoming mothers (Ranson, 2005).Upon pregnancy, the ruse is up, and 
adjustment of identity and strategies to assimilate is necessary.  
'To identify' means to alter an identity in science and engineering literature. As girls progress 
through K-12 math classes and excel, they often self-identify as unusual achievers due to their gender 
(Gill, et al., 2008). Women in the same study also came to absorb 'engineer' as part of their identity, since 
it distinguished them from other women. Overall, female engineers 'identified' themselves as unique, and 
also as "having to be other than their authentic self" (p. 229). Thus, functional identity formation was 
driven in engineering by performance, gender, attempts to be different, and profession.  
Mendick and Moreau (2013) presented the concept of identity as a verb, as in 'doing identity'. 
Much like the concept of 'doing gender', identity is in continuous flux, is subject to results of behavior and 
presentation, and is "always in process and something which must be continually (re)produced through 
the stories we tell ourselves and others" (p. 326). In addition, media influences choices, such as those of 
career and field of study. These choices come to define an individual by reflecting not just who they are, 
but who they want to be. Thus, identity is a deliberate process of becoming something attractive or 
worthwhile.  
Difficulties transitioning from education to workforce stem from women's identity as top 
performers in their studies, setting them up for expectations of excellence in the workforce (Gill, et al., 
2008). During their education, women's work is reflected in grades, an objective measure, and respect for 
good work is indisputable. There is security in these objective measures and their results. Excellence and 
women's associated gender are welcome aspects of 'difference' identity in education.  However, in the 
workforce, where measures of competence are less objective and the environment is more masculine, 
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women have to adopt strategies to avoid perceptions of inadequacy based on stereotypes of their gender 
(i.e. women as underperformers in math and science). These strategies not only detract from their work, 
but create a sense of insecurity due to the new understanding that women's gender difference discredits 
them. 
Reasons for women’s low participation are complex and inter-related. Enjoying math and science 
has not been enough to recruit and retain women in engineering in substantial quantities. There are many 
social factors that affected their decisions, such as "individual preferences and desires fostered in 
gendered ways through socialization, differing opportunities, and the availability of influential role 
models" (Page, et al., 2009, p. 4). Role models are an important feature of this decision system, found in 
personal contact with women in engineering, and also through media representations.  
2.9 Role Modeling 
Role modeling is part of a cycle of influence and participation for women in engineering. The 
influence of female professionals who serve as role models can result in young girls pursuing engineering, 
thereby eventually creating more women in engineering to serve as role models (Ahuja, 2002; Steinke, 
2004). Negative influences in any part of this cycle can affect recruitment and retention of women.  
Role models were shown to be critical in increasing awareness of educational paths necessary to 
develop IT skills (Ahuja, 2002). Women observe other women in their roles as professionals in interactions 
including personal contacts, educational professors, and the media. Without deliberate guidance, women 
tend to "self-select themselves towards careers in which they observe other women, thus intensifying the 
gender-based stereotyping of professions" (p. 26). Thus, role models provide insight into a path of 
possibility for women seeking to understand how they can belong within a career lifestyle, for better or 
worse, depending on what they observe in these role models. 
By their existence, role models provide evidence to girls and young women that success in 
engineering is "a possible and unremarkable occurrence" (Ahuja, 2002, p. 26). Role modeling operates 
through example, mentoring, and connecting with others. In general, this approach best served girls or 
women interested in male-dominated professions by female role models in similar fields, who were more 
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senior or more experienced. And while encouragement throughout education and career is more 
important to women than to men, there are fewer role female models to provide this support for women 
than for men (Ahuja, 2002). 
Low numbers of women persisting in engineering means fewer women to serve as role models, 
or ambassadors of engineering. This situation creates a void of credible influence for the next generation 
of potential female engineers. The cyclical model of influence is a strong reason for a professional female 
engineers to persist. According to Iverson and Rosenbluthe (2010),  
 In an effort to demonstrate for credibility purposes that girls must be educated and assertive for 
independence upon adulthood, it is important that mothers and role models maintain their 
employment without giving up their marketability and valuable time gaining skills in domestic 
duties. In addition, the images to which youth are exposed are influential in their perception of 
their adult place in life, and can affect their approach to their own education and career pursuits. 
Maintaining participation, employment, and representation in engineering is important to young 
girls and students in their attempts to understand their place in society and in the workforce through the 
examples set by others. Ahuja (2002) blamed the lack of female role models in IT as one of the main 
structural barriers to women's low (and severely declined since the mid 1990's) rate of participation, since 
role models directly influence career choice and persistence (p. 23).  Positive observations and 
interactions with female scientists and engineers can positively affect recruitment; yet negative or absent 
versions can negatively affect girls' decisions to enter S&E. 
When personal contact with role models is impossible, media typically substitutes. Research has 
shown that media influences individual perceptions and attitudes when personal influences were 
unavailable (Fujioka, 1999). Thus, due to the tendency of media to engage in stereotyping with regard to 
representation of women, the primary role-modeling messages to children and college students 
considering engineering are likely negative. 
Culture and media are intertwined, where advertisements reflect social norms and culture in 
order to be understood, yet the portrayal of women subordinate to men is universal (Morris, 2006). 
Media tends to 'mainstream', which is a process of developing schemas about gender roles and their 
expectations, for simplistic representation and quick recognition. Mainstreaming is commonly found in 
advertisements, where the primary view is men dominating women (Goffman, 1979). Through this 
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narrow representation and media's popularity, media perpetuates clichéd perceptions of gender (Morris, 
2006).   
Girls view science and scientists as stereotypically masculine and exclusive to men (Young, 
Rudman, Buettner, & McLean, 2013). Since students tend to gravitate toward endeavors in which they 
believe they will be successful in, girls tend to avoid engineering, while boys develop the view that it is not 
for girls. "Female students conclude consciously and unconsciously that these careers are not for them 
because they don't see people like them. That effect is very, very powerful - this sense of not belonging" 
(Shen, 2013, p. 1).  To counter these messages, female STEM professors serving as role models positively 
affected female and male college students' views of STEM disciplines, those who work in them, and STEM 
career aspirations. In addition, it was shown female STEM professors also reduced the implicit stereotype 
that science was masculine in the general culture (Young, et al., 2013).  
Role-modeling in S&E can counter-act stereotypical influences on girls and boys.  Women teach 
girls through example to maintain the home and domestic duties, reinforcing their place within the 
'private sphere' at home; whereas boys are taught to pursue 'public' space for innovation (Morris, 2006). 
Role-modeling in social learning uses visuals in media to develop behavior through dress and 
presentation. Identities are developed through observation, comparison, and attempting behaviors seen, 
which "help people form opinions and identities" (p. 6).  Yet, social expectations of women's role in 
domestic and professional realms are less effective when role models in S&E careers are present (Ahuja, 
2002). In addition to providing proof of success in their careers, role models also "facilitate a higher 
understanding of work-family conflict issues, further helping retention of women in the workplace" (p. 
26).   
College professors, teachers, and guidance counselors, as well as employers, are powerful 
influences. If expressing negative messages, these constituencies were found to discourage women and 
minorities from pursuing STEM careers (Nagel, 2010). If media from professional societies are a part of 
the attitudes of the culture of discouragement of women in STEM, then it is subject to critique for its part 
in reinforcing messages that may contribute to attrition in the profession and education. 
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2.10 Scientific Literacy 
The trade journals of professional societies are a form of science journalism and contribute to 
science literacy of the public. Scientific literacy implies knowledge of specific skills and processes required 
to perform science. It is defined, according to the National Science Education Standards (NSES), as "the 
knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts and processes required for personal decision making, 
participation in civic and cultural affairs, and economic productivity" (NAS, 1996, p. 22).  
The U.S. has a long history of promoting public understanding of science through science literacy. 
Dewey (1934) described the obligation of scientists and teachers to disseminate the skills and knowledge 
of science and technology, and, most importantly, its 'attitude'. This attitude involves public knowledge of 
how science affects daily lives, the nature of science, processes of construction of science, and "the 
methods by which beliefs are formed" (p. 242). The public, through its understanding of the sciences and 
their attitudes, determine democracy, social policy, and who serves in positions of power (Hill, 2004). 
As an indication of science perceptions among the public and children, DAST (Draw a Scientist 
Test) studies are common in visual studies. The results are typically sketches of male scientists with 
glasses.  Views of a scientist reveal preconceived biases in gender, age, and ability in the sciences (Fung, 
2002). The importance of 'who does science' is at the core of this research.  
What constitutes a scientist or engineer is part of the construction of science. Science is 
developed by people and interpreted by an audience of people. Those who develop science create it and 
communicate it through their own perspective, which are interpreted in a manner subject to perspective 
of the receiver - a process called hermeneutics. In this dialogue, there are (mis)communication issues, 
subject to perspectives and communication skills of both parties of the dialogue. Most of the conversation 
is based on the science created, who created it, and how it is presented. These features are subject to the 
individual scientist and her traits: cognitive, emotional, and physical.  
An effect of the individual on the construction of science is demonstrated by scientists motivated 
by passion, for better or worse. Hill (2004) cited an example of scientists who responded to high monetary 
earnings by misrepresenting research results of dangerous side-effects of the drug Ephedra, which was 
eventually banned in professional sports. And a female scientists' entry into the field of primate studies 
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resulted in newly recognized behaviors of community-building, which were fresh ideas relative to the 
competitive social behaviors previously observed by male scientists (p. 470).  Thus, who performs science 
and their motivations, personal preferences or needs, and their perspectives influence the scientific 
results determined. Thus, diversity in science (and engineering) matters in the products developed and 
their uses and processes.  
Visual science journalism was described by Jackson (2009) as more than simply reporting facts of 
technology and scientific progress, but also as entertainment, through rhetoric and persuasive semiotics, 
such as visuals and text. Science journalism is mistakenly considered to be objective, sterile, and without 
motivation to influence, thus transcending rhetoric through its equally 'objective' subject of science and 
technology. Yet, theme and perspective of photographs of surgical procedures were shown to be 
rhetorical, cultural, historic, and persuasive (Jackson, 2009).  
The perspective of journalistic presentation is typically a hopeful, progressing view of science and 
technology, where stories "emphasize how theories and technologies will make the future better, safer, 
healthier, wealthier, or more convenient… [reflecting] an ideological commitment to a progressive 
science… [such as the ways in which] the proliferation of various imaging technologies has exposed, 
magnified and transformed the human body to the extent that it has replaced space as the 'final frontier'" 
(Jackson, 2009, p. 156). The photos and accompanying text of surgical procedures in the Jackson study, 
though modern, could be perceived already as outdated with hopes of improvement in technology and 
medicine in the future. And scientists and researchers were cast as "forward-looking heroes" whose work 
is significant for the future (p. 154).  
2.11 Visuals 
On average, U.S. citizens consume over 4,000 media-generated images daily (Williams, 2009). 
These depictions are designed to deliver messages symbolically as well as literally. Visual images have the 
potential to attract attention with flashy graphics or enticing scenes and they have faster processing and 
reaction time than other forms of communication (Supa, 2006). Images are interpreted immediately on 
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the conscious and subconscious levels, are grounded in cultural conventions, and influence human 
behavior and perceptions of reality.  
Visuals in the media portray men and women in gender stereotypes and influence traditional 
social patterns of behavior (Döring & Pöschl, 2006). The mass media has "a long-recognized capacity to 
define 'socially acceptable' ways of being or relating to others, as well as to give, or withhold, public 
approval (and status) to, or from, certain groups" (p. 173). This is a powerful statement, indicating the 
media's influence on how people socialize and view themselves and each other.  
Gender is hierarchal in media images, showing men ranked above women, which supports rigid 
gender roles and restricts options for both women's and men's development (Döring & Pöschl, 2006, 
p. 173). Hierarchal media views reinforce perceptions of women restricted in earning power and 
delegated to lower-level jobs or domestic unpaid work. They also emphasize removal of men from deeper 
levels of participation in their family's lives for the role of primary, if not sole, wage-earners of their 
families.  
Children were shown to hold stereotypical views of members of the opposite sex (Albers, 
Fredrick, Cowan, 2009). In a study involving creation of stories by third graders, the boys created shallow 
characters of women, with jobs such as maids, stay-at-home mothers, and low-ranking characters, 
whereas girls represented men as kings, princes, and other types of men of power. These stereotypical 
characterizations are alarming since they would likely affect how students view themselves and their 
potential to pursue gender-incongruent activities and professions.  
Images and text work together in a multiplicative manner to communicate what either image or 
text could not alone, resulting in a unique presentation (Lemke, 2002). Combining image and text is not an 
'additive' function, which would indicate simply combining information deemed from each mode. The 
combination of the visual and textual information contributes meaning to each other that produce more 
complex and informative result. An image may be worth a thousand words, but it would never be equal to 
those words.  
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2.12 Photographs 
Photographs were once considered neutral documents of record, an "even more objective and 
trustworthy witness than a human being" (Goldstein, 2007, p. 62), yet the 'honesty' of early photographs 
were still questioned. In pre-digital times, photographs as representations of reality were suspect through 
the 'guiding hand' of the photographer. According to an early 20
th
 century photographer, "while 
photographs may not lie, liars photograph" (p. 62). Through manipulation of setting and subject, the 
photographer's intention is asserted, creating doubt about the photograph's representation of reality. 
In the digital age, unaltered photographs are rarely found in the media. Media-presented photos 
are often not only deliberately setup with respect to subject, time, and space, but the resulting photos are 
nearly universally digitally enhanced for changes ranging from subtle blemish removals to shifts in 
content.   
Photographs show intention of the photographer to portray a situation that may be amplified or 
devalued. The photograph may depend the photographer's judgment, or he/she may be working under a 
rubric of designs developed by others. The editor or advertiser's conception of the photograph is also 
included in the final product viewed in publications. It is this final product that is of interest in this study, 
since it is the potential influencer of its consumers, i.e. the readers. 
2.13 Visual Context 
In past image analyses, images were examined devoid of context, culture, and history. A 
behaviorist view was dominant in the literature in which images were viewed by the reader in a passive, 
non-engaging, non-imaginative manner, relying solely on memory of past experiences and images. The 
meaning of the image was interpreted literally and was meant to create positive or negative feelings 
(Scott, 1994).  For example, an image of a Black man was positively counted in data as representing a 
marginalized community in the 1960's, even when the meaning surrounding his image was derogatory 
through racial stereotyping (p. 259). 
A modern approach involves understanding visuals as symbolic and rhetorical (Scott, 1994). This 
perspective indicates that the creator of the advertisement (or article) intentionally contextualizes the 
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visuals so that they portray specific meaning. The reader of the article is meant to interpret the visuals 
within the context developed, such as pre-predetermined cultural and ethnographic profiles. There is also 
an implied assumption that the reader is engaged cognitively and with imagination, as well as with 
memory, with the visual material. Thus, the creator and reader are understood to have a "shared visual 
vocabulary and a learned system of pictorial conventions [such as]… a symbol theory of pictures… in 
which visuals signify by convention rather than by resemblance to nature" (p. 253). Reading conventions 
of left to right, top to bottom and cultural clichés are also part of a shared visual vocabulary. A ring on the 
left third finger and an elaborate white gown are cultural conventions of marriage and weddings in the 
U.S.  
Images are understood among people of a culture in literal and symbolic ways, and they are 
judged in relation to context, rather than in absolute terms (i.e. relative to nature).  In this research, 
images were deconstructed where they were isolated from text and fragmented into features of interest. 
These features are socially relevant in the context of cultural conventions, and were judged in relation to 
those conventions. For example, the subject's gaze looking straight at the camera or looking downward 
both have distinct meanings in a culture no matter the intended purpose of the image.  
Visuals are socially constructed through individuals and aligned with societal norms. Knowledge 
and reality are concepts that Berger & Luckmann (1966) conclude are subjective to each person. Yet, 
there is a thread of commonality in interpretations of credible knowledge and accepted reality based on 
social interaction and function that is collective. This reality is agreed upon by participating members well 
enough for communication and interaction (Goffman, 1979). Given its communal nature, 'reality' is 
necessarily socially constructed. By extension, an artifact of society (i.e. image or photograph) is a 
constructed version of an individual's perspective of reality, negotiated with social norms.  
Viewers of visuals are participants in a dialogue who are influenced by visual content. Edward 
Steichen, as a Museum of Modern Art contributor, values visuals' communicative potential over their 
aesthetic appeal. Photography, specifically, plays a central role in interpreting the world as a mass 
medium (Duganne, 2007). In 1960, Steichen stated audiences "not only understand this visual 
participation, they also participate in it, and identify themselves with the images, as if in corroboration…" 
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(p. 124). Through exposure to photographs, consumers are not only observers but are affected by the 
images, even identifying (or learning they cannot identify) with them. Betty Friedan, the author of The 
Feminine Mystique, considered the media to be powerful in shaping forces in the social fabric, and the 
"medium of print… as a critical moving force in creating for woman a view of her ideal self" (Courtney & 
Whipple, 1983, p. 4). This research suggests that the ways women and men are portrayed in the media 
and their advertising has a cumulative effect on how they perceive themselves.  
2.14 Visual Impact & Persuasion 
The richest work on the effect of visuals involves those in the service of selling products. For 
visuals in advertisements, studies in context analysis, rhetoric, and impact of visuals have been the work 
of communication researchers and theorists (Barnes, 2009, Messaris, 1997, Scott & Batra, 2003). Supa 
(2006) found visuals work well in supportive roles with vocal and textual persuasive techniques, but they 
do not necessarily have the ability to persuade alone. Williams (2009) found effects of visuals were highly 
persuasive and detrimental to individuals and society unless their manipulative methods and goals were 
revealed.  
Visuals have been used in propaganda films, ads, and articles as persuasive tools of government 
(Supa, 2006). Research of military news photographs concluded visuals have tremendous impact affecting 
people's emotions, involvement, and attitude. This approach gives print media, who use photographs to 
great advantage, a powerful tool in shaping public opinion. Thus, visuals were powerful in directing vast 
audiences in their views and emotions of war (Pfau, et al.., 2006). 
Visuals are memorable and valuable in communicating with precision. Visuals tend to be more 
memorable than text and allow for multiple alternative interpretations (McQuarrie & Phillips, 2005). They 
are valuable means of communicating ideas, since "verbal rhetorical figures in advertisements may be less 
effective than visual figures" (p. 17). And visuals are highly sensitive in their effect on the reader, where 
"small alterations to a picture can have material impact on the favorability of consumer beliefs [of a 
product]" (p. 8).  
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The process of interpreting or developing meaning about visuals is important in understanding 
their impact. Features such as preconceived notions and cognitive processing have been studied regarding 
impact of visuals.  Images have an intuitive power to them, making recognition of their message 
automatic and quick. Willams (2009) found 
visual cognition operates on preconscious levels to process visual information into knowledge 
that motivates behavior before the conscious, logical processes of the brain even receive the 
information (p. 23) 
Thus, rapid and cursory looks of a visual are evaluated intuitively, with unreflective and irrational pre-
cognitive interpretations. These interpretations are without rationalization and reflection due to the short 
response time where deliberate cognition has no time to initiate. Stereotypes, myths, and tropes were 
part of instant recognition used by advertisers to create instantaneous messages and subconscious 
processing of their product. 
Becoming "visually literate" allows for recognition of the "most basic understanding of the 
intuitive nature of visual communication and its deep-reaching, culture-defining effects on our behavior" 
(Williams, 2009, p. 21), which is largely out of reach for many people to articulate. There is an underlying 
understanding that events are happening in the field of view, yet observers are unable to recognize and 
describe the moment - this represents preconscious recognition outside of the grasp of consciousness. 
Yet, imagery is powerful in shaping perceptions of reality and influencing behavior (p. 26). Features of 
visual persuasion often included the following: 
Mnemonic power is the influence of memorable symbols or images. They may be memorable 
due to repetition, recency, or its cultural popularity (Supa, 2006, p. 13).  Symbols or branding can become 
cultural icons, which are readily recognizable and associated with meaning, such as the red Coca-Cola sash 
symbol. 
 Repetition of images as a tactic is foundational in advertising to influence consumers (Supa, 
2006). Inundation of the product and its message is an effectively persuasive tool.  
Preconceived notions are important in examining the effectiveness of visuals. Understanding the 
audience's preconceived ideas is vital to constructing persuasive advertisements and visual material 
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(Suchan and Deluk, 1998). Cultural codes are also preconceived ideas; they are part of the defining 
measure for design of advertisements where these regional conventions determine audience perspective.  
Misjudging the audience risks miscommunication. Trade journals are likely informally consumed, 
not mandatory, and are 'light' reading material at home for professionals. Yet, for students, the same 
trade journal may be part of a job search or interview, which might lead to more interest, focus and 
absorption of its contents. With different audiences, some visual material could be used in unanticipated 
ways, and could be unintentionally influential.  
Orientational meanings refers to the use of context to develop the meaning of semiotic material 
(Lemke, 2002). In visuals, there is "a presumptive communicative or rhetorical relationship in which the 
image mediates between creators and viewers and projects a stance or point of view both toward the 
viewer and toward the content presented in the image" (p. 304). Thus, interpretations of visuals depend 
on the intent of their presentation, which is reflected by and defined within context; and inversely, visuals 
help to define the context. For example, an image of a woman with cleavage draping an office printer 
offers different meanings when found in a fashion magazine and a professional engineering trade journal. 
Indirect visuals are images without explicit claims about the product, are often unrelated to 
product, and are rhetorical and metaphorical. These types of images invite the consumer to construct 
multilayered meanings that are suggested by the image and positively reinforce the main message of the 
ad (McQuarrie & Phillips, 2005). The ambiguity of these images is what makes them so persuasive, since 
they encourage consumer engagement and are open to individual interpretation.  For example, an ad for 
laundry detergent showing a picture of a clear measuring cup full of blue sky with a few clouds is 
suggestive of a fresh scent or laundry as white as the clouds or as bright as the sky. 
Indirect visuals are more advantageous than direct statements since their multiple positive 
inferences are generated spontaneously at the time of viewing the ad (McQuarrie & Phillips, 2005). This 
process is similar to the subconscious immediate interpretation described by Williams (2009), yet is more 
consciously applied to multiple cognitive interpretations of unexpected or unrelated visuals.  
Multiple interpretations of associated images in an advertisement could imply more product use 
or applicability than could be explicitly stated legally. Thus, products can suggestively advertise more uses 
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than allowed through visuals, such as non-medical products treating medical conditions. There is concern 
that "pictures in ads may be unusually potent persuaders, and that this potency could readily be turned 
into deceptive powers" (McQuarrie & Phillips, 2005, p. 18).  
2.15 Visuals in Advertising 
Visuals in advertising are designed to sell products through literal and symbolic communication. 
The literal category is representational of direct experience; it uses identification through brands and 
logos, description of attributes or features, comparison such as between two competitors, or 
demonstration of how to use the product. Symbolic images communicate through meaning. Symbolism 
uses association to link the product to lifestyle or famous characters, metaphor such as allegory or 
substitution, storytelling in narrative or drama, or aesthetics through abstraction or art. Photographs are 
the most common type of visual used, and symbolic visuals are used more than literal (Moriarty, 1987). 
Images in ads elicit feelings without saying a word, and "significantly change the way we see 
reality" (Carmelina Films, 2007). Details such as angle of the camera relative to the subject creates the 
feeling of imposition or dominance (low angle), or friendliness (level). Lighting creates mystery or fear 
with shadows or in contrast with severe light. Digital alteration enhances details, creating the precise 
mood and message meant for the advertisement. The response of the viewer is based on content, 
perception of intent, and context of the photograph and consumer (Goldstein, 2007, p. 79). 
In advertising, consumers prefer to unravel tropes than simple schemes. It was found that "ads 
with tropes were more memorable and pleasant for consumers, apparently because of the cognitive 
challenge involved in resolving the initial incongruity typical of tropes" (Scott & Batra, 2003, Intro). In 
addition, these figures of communication were culturally significant (i.e. foreigners didn't understand 
them). Visual appeal is generated by recognizing the cultural conventionality of tropes and manipulating 
viewer comfort with them, thereby "violating the viewer's expectations" (Barnes, 2009, p. 8). Through this 
process, visual arguments are dramatized. Viewers pay attention to the manipulated visuals since they are 
interesting and fun to interpret.  
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According to Courtney and Whipple (1983), women and men are portrayed in stereotypical ways 
in advertisements that are inconsistent with demographic data. The works cited in this book ranged from 
late 1950's through early 1980's, where they found sexual stereotyping in print advertising applied 
consistently and with great distinction. Women were over-represented in the home and under-
represented in the workforce; women were rarely portrayed as business executives, yet were typically 
portrayed as ‘entertainers’.   
Only minor changes occurred over the 20 year period of compiled studies in print advertisements 
in how women and men were portrayed (Courtney & Whipple, 1983). Yet through this period, women 
experienced liberation through efforts to promote equal rights and equal pay, passed from the 
conservative 1950's through the social upheaval of the Vietnam War, and then found it socially and 
educationally acceptable to pursue corporate and professional careers. Yet women were still 
overwhelmingly portrayed inside the home in advertisements, where they were shown neurotically 
cleaning spotless spaces and enhancing their appearance.  
Goffman's (1979) popular study of 500 print advertisements concluded that advertisements did 
not necessarily depict how women and men behave, but how they were believed to behave (Courtney & 
Whipple, 1983, p. 71). Men and women remained in a time warp of stereotypes in advertisements, where 
women were often unattached to the product, there to draw attention with their body (McKnight, 1974).  
Objectification of women in the media continues to thrive around the world. Kumud, Tikshan, & 
Tapsi (2012) showed that women were viewed as objects by 72% of students surveyed in India, where 
females were used for their sex appeal to sell typically unrelated products. Yet students were unaware of 
advertisers' manipulation of sexist visuals and text, and their demoralizing effect on women and men in 
society. 
Men's recent attempt to recover a level of masculinity reminiscent of the past led to hyper-
masculinity in ads in recent years. One such ad was the Dos Equis beer commercial portraying 'the most 
interesting man in the world' as older, handsome, and powerful with young beautiful women draped on 
him (Cervesas Mexicanas, 2015). The man was portrayed as mysterious and elusive, and the women as 
sexual objects, there to convince the consumer of the man's hyper-sexuality.  
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2.16 Engineering Stereotypes 
Pictures are loaded with deeply encoded cultural meanings, referred to as 'myth' or stereotypes 
(Turton-Turner, 2013). Photographs transmit suggestions of truth, reality, and nature, where 'literal-level' 
signs appear normal, innocent, and natural. Yet at the connotative or figurative level, ideology is 
communicated, reinforcing stereotype as natural. Decoding these images explicitly is necessary to 
understand the discourse - that is, the true message asserted through the image.  
Revealing incompatible relations between engineering and gender is accomplished by "exploring 
the impact of patriarchal values on science itself… [and] identify[ing] the gendered metaphors that 
structure scientific thinking and writing" (Yasek, 2008, p. 423). Patriarchal values are indicated through 
dominance and subordination found in visual relations of gender. Subtle messages of power in visuals are 
often tied to common myths of women in science.  The commonality of these portrayals make power 
relations invisible, or normal. In this research, visuals in the trade journals were studied to determine the 
existence and frequencies of these themes.  
Stereotypes are based on myth. A myth has enough truth to be convincing, yet is an enduring 
misconception (Hill, 2004).  
A myth is based on erroneous beliefs rooted in some accurate knowledge, but with "enough 
misinformation to qualify as a 'long-held belief about the world,'… that is sufficiently misleading 
as to hinder a reasoned understanding. (p. 467) 
Myths shift over time and within context and culture. Myths of women in science have played 
into formation of scientific theories, such as pervasive anatomical inaccuracies (women have one less rib 
than men) in times dated before the Renaissance (Rosser, 2008). The constant presence of myths and 
beliefs about gender over time is that they have prevented women from full participation in science and, 
furthermore, scientific research has sometimes been used to justify women's inferiority. 
2.16.1 Effects of Gender Stereotypes in Engineering 
Treating women according to gender stereotypes of inability and incompatibility in science and 
math has persisted, where the debate on women's abilities to perform and serve as scientists and 
engineers has continued. Harvard's President attempted to blame women's low participation in the 
sciences on their natural (in)abilities and innate interest level (Hemel, 2005). A 2009 book, properly titled 
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Rekindling the Gender-Bias Debate (Kaplan), offers essays on women's natural incompatibility with 
science and technology. These stereotypes held pervasively enough that a comprehensive study was 
recently published to prove the absence of biological difference between sexes (Ceci, Ginther, Kahn, & 
Williams, 2014). Though these ideas of women’s inabilities are overwhelmingly discounted by scientists, 
their modern appearances are an indicator that though progress has been made in accepting women in 
S&E professions, gender bias continues to simmer beneath the surface.  
These stereotypes have a negative effect on women's self-perception as engineers. Women are 
reputed to be bad at math, which is a stereotype that females lack a natural ability for math, and by 
extension, engineering. Malicky's study (2003) indicated that women in undergraduate studies were 
shown to outperform men in mechanical and industrial engineering and math; men outperformed women 
in electrical engineering, otherwise, they performed the same. Yet women had 10% less efficacy than 
men, with females rating their own academic preparedness much lower than men's (45% vs. 24%), 
despite better GPA's of women than men. Female students were found to feel better about their abilities 
to handle coursework, yet less likely to speak up in class and more depressed about their academic 
progress.  
Stereotypes adversely affect students in higher education. Many in STEM disciplines believe the 
concept that a special talent, or 'brilliance', is needed to excel. A common stereotype is that men are 
naturally more gifted than women in STEM subject matter and application. These ideas, when held by 
professors of female doctorate students, were shown to negatively affect their graduation rates (Leslie, et 
al., 2015).  
2.16.2 Science, Engineering and Media 
Science and engineering as professions are often considered together in the media, public views, 
and in scholarly literature. Scientists and engineers have enough similar experiences and education to be 
indistinguishable in these realms. The work of both fields is highly varied within an organized structure, 
which is obscure to others, and the subject matter of science and engineering is considered similar to the 
extent that engineering is considered an 'applied science' (Clark & Illman, 2006).  
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Over the years, as science journalism developed as a part of news and media, science and 
engineering were largely conflated into 'science', and engineers and scientists into 'scientists'. As an 
example, a study showed engineering was largely invisible relative to science in a popular science 
publication, The New York Times:  Science Times (Clark & Illman, 2006). Thus, the media was more likely to 
represent science and scientists in the media than engineering and engineers since both were the same to 
the media. The choice of science was the more mainstream and the traditionally used version of the two. 
Representations of scientists and, specifically, astronomers, can often be applied to media views of 
engineers. 
Astronomers have a long history of depending on favorable public perception, often through the 
media, of themselves and their profession to fund research (West, 2011). Astronomers have suffered 
from variations in opinions by the media over the centuries, from revered through reviled, and, more 
modernly, ridiculed. Newspapers and magazines have proclaimed astronomy as one of the top 
occupations in the U.S., and Einstein was named the 'Person of the Century' in Time (p. 412). Yet 
astronomers were blamed for the appearance of Hailey's Comet in 1910; and there was disastrous media 
fallout when they disenfranchised Pluto from the system of planets in 2006.  
Similar to other scientists, astronomers were characterized as "unattractive, reclusive, socially 
inept white men or foreigners working in dull, unglamorous careers" (West, 2009, p. 416) with one eye at 
the end of the telescope. They have been represented in entertainment media as bumbling and absent-
minded misfits, neurotic, ethnically prejudiced, ungrounded and foolishly dreamy. In the TV show, The Big 
Bang Theory, they were typified as socially maladjusted, funny but rarely flattering, and asexual while also 
adolescently transfixed on women.  
Astronomers have been recently working to improve their image, ironically, through the use of 
media, by providing a humanizing quality through presenting the 'public face' of scientists. In addition 
they are focused on effective communication and engagement with the public. Use of social media helps 
astronomers them to maintain contact, amaze, and inspire with information and research, and to create a 
public personality (West, 2009).   
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2.16.3 Gender in Media 
 Although media-driven stereotypes influence women to avoid S&E professions, media is also a 
potential tool for promoting S&E through visuals and descriptions. According to Cheryan, Plaut, Handron, 
and Hudson (2013), "subtle manipulations in the messages communicated by the media can both deter 
and promote women's interest in STEM fields" (p. 61). The study found exposing female students to 
engineering courses could provide them with a more accurate, less-stereotypical image of computer 
science majors. Furthermore, women's interest in majoring in computer science increased when they 
were exposed to positive media about non-stereotypical characteristics of those workers.  
Women are constructed as passive in visuals, while men are active in society in relation to 
technology and engineering. These trends translate into men as creators or builders of technology, and 
women as users and consumers of technology. When using technologies traditionally associated with 
men, such as female pilots flying airplanes, U.S. women were expected to attenuate their utilitarian role 
by posing as pretty and feminine in media photos (Rosser, 2008).  
Post-World War II images of female engineers included women mishandling equipment due to 
their feminine features (such as hair caught in a machine) or uncharacteristically using equipment for 
domestic duties (such as cracking nuts with industrial machinery) (Rosser, 2008). Female inventors were 
characterized as having narrow interests centered on the home, leading to many misclassified patents 
(Rosser, 2008).  
High-technology and computers are considered masculine, despite the use of them by women. 
Again, the myth that men develop hardware and code software while women use these products, 
persists. Thus, 'the geek' is a masculine and, in the past decade, a powerful role, yet it is off-limits to 
women (Mendick & Moreau, 2013).  Video gaming is overwhelmingly masculine in its violent aesthetic 
and over-sexualization and degradation of women, thereby marginalizing women's interest in computer 
science and software development as children (Dockterman, 2014; Bix, 2004).  
Regarding personality, men were depicted as confident, strong, aggressive, dominant, cruel, self-
confident, competitive, and leaders. Women were shown as delicate, emotional, gentle, weak, 
affectionate, dependent, relational, collaborative, nurturing rather than selfish, and weak and yielding 
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(Buckner in Rosser, 2008). Features of successful workers included the masculine characteristics listed, 
whereas when women performed those behaviors they were judged harshly.  
Science’s legitimacy and power structure are continually questioned in popular culture. Myths of 
colonizing human identity portrays cultural fears of over-extending human ingenuity, resulting in an 
unforgivable sacrilege destined for failure. If film were a reflection of society, the use of film media as a 
framework to view science reveals expectations and anxieties experienced by the non-science public, 
which provides insight for public rejection of new knowledge (such as stem cell research) and students’ 
reluctance to pursue science professionally (Wieingart, Muhl, & Pansegrau, 2003). 
Wiengart, et al.. (2003) conducted a content analysis of science fiction films explicitly which 
revealed stereotypes through recurring patterns, such as 1) in descending order, the most frequently 
shown sciences were: medical research, physics and chemistry, psychology, then biology and genetics; 2) 
the most common profile of a scientist portrayed was a Caucasian, American male of middle age (35 – 49 
yrs old), and little was revealed about his personal life; 3) women in science were younger and prettier 
than their male counterparts, were under-represented (in 18% of the films), and were usually assistants 
or in early career stages; 4) scientists were either ‘ambivalent’, leading to corruption and ethical 
violations, or ‘benevolent’ and represented as naïve but ethical. Ambivalent scientists tended to be in 
medical research, physics, chemistry, and psychology, whereas benevolent scientists were in 
anthropology, astronomy, zoology, geology, and the humanities; 5) the process of knowledge gained was 
viewed as negative, where, “experimentation with living objects” was problematic and found in medical 
research, chemistry, psychology, biology, and genetics; “genius” was often associated with ethical 
violations for gaining knowledge; 6) representation of scientific work was typically in the form of results, 
rarely including the methods for obtaining the work, due to the “distance of film media from science” 
(p. 284); 7) settings of science occurred in secret (42% of scientists) or in benign places like the university 
or in the field, rather than secret under-ground basements; the secret locations produced ‘dangerous’ 
inventions 60% of the time; 8) in half of the films the science was in conflict with ethical values, medical 
research, physics, chemistry, genetics, psychology, and biology as the most problematic; and 9) the kinds 
of knowledge generated were fictional extensions of science (39%), fictional science fields (14%), and 
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nonfiction (47%); of the fictitious accounts, utopian or dystopian lives were demonstrated, revealing 
dominant concerns about the “manipulation of human and animal life”. 
The role of women in science depicted in feature films was grounded in the struggle between 
love for science and domestic duties (Elena, 1997). The media portrays science as a masculine occupation 
and places women in a negative light when they are depicted as atypical scientists.  The assumed 
subordinate position of women in science is most commonly depicted through language, hierarchy, and 
the numbers of men and women in a scientific setting. The public is left to believe women in science have 
only two choices: 1) take the secondary, subordinate role or, 2) solely dedicate her life to science, 
sacrificing a private life to become a superstar, such as Madame Curie. 
Madame Curie’s extraordinary uniqueness and superhuman effort served to exaggerate the 
difficulty of success for women in science. Men in science have the support of their wives to excuse them 
from domestic life in order to pursue their careers, while women have the disadvantage of taking on extra 
domestic duties when committing to a husband. Madame Curie's story demonstrates great sacrifice in 
giving up her husband for success, something not required of her male colleagues. 
The feature film Madame Curie (1943) was found to depict women in science perpetually 
subordinate to male scientists including, in this case, her husband. The film emphasized burdens of 
domestic life as a key part of the lives of women in science. The age of this film could lead one to assume 
it was outdated in portrayals of women in science; however despite the growth of numbers of women in 
science in recent years, there has been no shift in their portrayal in feature films. According to Elena 
(1997),  
half a century later, film after film asserts this same view of women in science. Despite the 
growing participation of women in science and the development of the feminist movement, it 
seems as if popular misconception refuses to yield to more balanced or realistic visions. (p. 276) 
Women are also highly under-represented in astronomy, yet in the media, female astronomers 
have a record of eliciting competence, respect, and likability from the audience. Films such as Roxanne 
(1987), Contact (1997), and the latest version of The Day the Earth Stood Still (2008) were popular and 
represented female scientists in positive and attractive perspectives (West, 2011). If the media repeated 
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these positive representations of physicists, it could improve the image of that profession. The media 
could be used as a positive tool for encouraging women's positive view of science (Losh, 2008).  
The misrepresentation of women in the media has taken many forms. For example, women were 
represented in online content with muted voices and as decoration without any information about them. 
They are disproportionately science journalists and communicators "used to voice other people's (usually 
men's) scientific work rather than their own" (Mendick & Moreau, 2013, p. 329). In scientific profiles, 
women are often clustered in a special section, or webpage, that is designated the 'woman in science' 
section. Personality, appearance, and relationships are presented more for women, in ways that distract 
from their scientific work and position them in the domestic sphere. And women are more sexualized in 
online scientific webpages than in traditional print material (p. 326).  
Although negative stereotypes of scientists have been typically portrayed in the media, female 
adult views of scientists are improving (Losh, 2008). Exposure to realistic science was the strongest 
predictor of positive views of women in science and of respondents' children pursuing science. And adult 
women had "less negative stereotypes about scientists than men" (p. 11). Women's negative feelings of 
their presence in science is shown to be improving, since "prejudice and discrimination against women in 
science… was greater for these adult women when young [in 1983], than that faced by today's female 
students [of 2001]" (p. 11). Thus, the reception of women in science has improved over time; as a result, 
women's feelings toward science have also improved.  
Styre, Backman, and Börjesson (2005) questioned if the media were an appropriate means to 
communicate gender discourse since it tended to polarize gender issues for the sake of entertainment 
and readership (p. 565). Through an all-female engineering design management team developing a 
'concept car', Volvo attempted to demonstrate women's capabilities as well as to market their unique 
concept car by involving the media throughout the process of developing the car. The female engineers 
tried to communicate their project as a novel approach to car design and to diminish peripheral gender 
differences and stereotypes, which were not relevant. The study found journalists provided "several 
statements and narratives in which differences between female and male customers, engineers, and 
designers were emphasized' (p. 564), and even artificially created. Thus, gender differences were 
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highlighted by the media, and the purpose of Volvo's efforts in demonstrating women's expertise were 
negated.  
2.17 Literature Review of Methodology 
Visual content analysis in print media has been used to explore gender differences in 
photographs and drawings (Döring & Pöschl, 2006, Morris, 2006; Steinke, Lapinski, Crocker, Zeietsman-
Thomas, Williams, Evergreen, & Kuchibhotla, 2007; Táboas-Pais & Rey-Cao, 2012). Some studies 
combined visual and textual analysis (McKnight, 1974; Tang, 2013), while others used multi-media visuals, 
such as television (Bradley, 2013) and video games (Waddell, 2014). Some text-only content analyses 
involved engineering (Clark & Illman (2006); Creamer & Ghoston, 2012).  
McKnight (1974) was the only study that investigated women’s quantity and quality of 
representation in engineering trade journals. It was limited to advertisements, excluded editorial content, 
and excluded men in data. It lacked a detailed description of method of analysis; it was intended as a 
snapshot and not an analysis over time. McKnight's data used only advertisements and examined trade 
journal issues from November 1973.  
The McKnight study was 41 years old at the time this research was conducted, and explicit 
images of sexualized women in relation to technology were more prevalent in the older investigation. This 
dissertation deconstructed visuals to understand more implicit communications of power that were more 
common in recent years. These less-obvious subordination of women in images more recently can still 
impact readers since their messages are absorbed on a pre-conscious level, without the option to 
consciously identify and address them (McQuarrie & Phillips, 2005).   
McKnight (1974) had fewer categories than this study. Quality of sexism was not tracked, only a 
count of ‘sexist’ images. The study had a rubric for the 'sexist' category that was admittedly subjective, 
ranging from enticing (mini-skirted girl with a vacant smile) to explicit (a totally nude woman) (p. 20). 
Women were either related to the product sold, and thus presented as silly, passive, or incompetent; or 
the woman was not related to the product. In this latter case, she was there to attract attention, "after 
which her presence was irrelevant" (p. 21).  
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The McKnight study included text accompanying images to help decipher whether it counted as 
'sexist'. Relation between the woman in the image and the product could be used to clarify or intensify 
sexism through text. For example, accompanying text reading 'the perfect mate' was above a depiction of 
a woman with cleavage showing; this woman was pictured with a printer, thereby further commodifying 
her overt sexuality in her portrayed role as available to men (p. 21).  
The probability of occurrence of sexist ads in McKnight (1973) was found to be proportional to 
the number of women in the ads and was unrelated to the number of ads in the trade journals. Numerical 
findings are as follows: 35% of trade journals had at least one sexist ad, 9% had at least two sexist ads.  
Morris (2006) concluded that gender stereotypes transcend culture in her visual analysis of 
international magazines from 108 countries. That study sought gender in frequency, hierarchy, space, as 
spokes-person for products, activity level (or passive), and objectification. Data of men and women were 
taken, and hypotheses used correlated t-tests to compare means of the two groups.  
Universally, men were found in ads more often than women; women were found in the private 
sphere more than men; men were shown in occupations at twice the frequency as women; and men were 
twice as likely to perform as spokespersons for products than women; and women were shown in 
modeling or decorative roles more than men (Morris, 2006). Results for each country were unclear, 
though sexism transcending culture was found.  
The Clark & Illman (2006) study attempted to distinguish between science and engineering in 
science journalism through content and thematic analysis. Article themes and workers' professional 
designation and gender were recorded over time, a year's issues every five years over 20 years of The 
New York Times: Science Times. The results were reported in non-statistical narrative form. Missing from 
this analysis were changes in hypotheses over time, as well as changes in terminology, which was the unit 
of analysis, over this extensive 20 year period.  
The Döring & Pöschl (2006) study used content analysis to deconstruct images of women in 
magazine advertisements of a particular commerce (mobile communication systems) in a similar manner 
to this study. The study identified gender, yet removed unknown genders (4 instances = 1.8% of 
population) from data analysis. Data was collected over 2 years for each month in many magazines, 
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resulting in 288 depictions of people used in analysis. Size was recorded where relative size was between 
genders. Feminine touch, function ranking, ritualization of subordination, licensed withdrawal, and paid 
work setting were also categorized in data. These categories were originally developed by Goffman 
(1979). The Döring & Pöschl  (2006) study was similar to this research in most aspects, except for its lack 
of tracking over a significant time (only 2 years).  
Using content analysis with mixed methods, a textual study related women's representation in 
student enrollment with use of 'diversified' mission statements of 48 colleges of engineering (Creamer & 
Ghoston, 2012). Significant correlation of mission statement themes with student behavior (enrollment) 
was found. This correlation was indirect and subject to complexities outside the scope of the study, 
making validity of a connection between the two factors questionable. 
Táboas-Pais & Rey-Cao (2012) analyzed photos from Spanish physical education textbooks to 
determine trends between gender and factors of physical activity. The use of statistical analysis was 
described well in this study, and results were deemed from tabled summaries of the statistics (p. 395). 
Chi-squared with corrected remainders were used with identified independent variable (gender) and 
dependent variables (space, kind of activity, field of practice, and level) (p. 393). The results showed 
significant gender correlations that served to limit girls' activities to artistic versions and indoor 
categories. In addition, boys were shown 50% more than girls in visuals (pp. 395-397). 
Steinke, et al. (2007) had middle-school aged children perform draw a scientist tests (DAST) after 
various conditions of media exposure to determine trends between gender and media influence on 
stereotypes of scientists. There were significant correlations between gender and features of scientists 
drawn, such as girls tending to draw female scientists (p. 47). These results were determined by chi-
squared analysis, and significance levels were p<0.05. In determining media influence, statistical 
significance was not found between gender or media source, although the averages were quite different 
(p. 56). These latter results were in contrast to other studies discussed in the study.  
Tang (2013) found depictions of technical material in the popular magazine Motor Trend 
rhetorical in their representation. The Tang study, which delved into two engineering textbooks and their 
images, differentiated between objective and subjective images through use of visual perspective. 
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Oblique and axonometric projection drawings were considered part of an engineer's tools of visual 
representation for the purposes of communicating design with other engineers. They found disconnection 
in these views between the creator, image, and consumer. All other perspectives were set up to capture 
the subject in its most compelling and persuasive arrangement, creating connection between the image 
and consumer (p. 67).   
The Tang (2013) study excluded gender analysis, advertisements, and changes over time, yet 
offered information on variations of content analysis indicating qualitative additions possible and 
comparison of formal and informal engineering texts. In addition, it bridged engineering education and 
'real-world' applications, insofar as they were made for TV entertainment, for feedback in effective ways 
to improve interest in engineering in high school students.  
Visual content analysis was used in comparing empirical data of different types of sources, such 
as newspaper accounts of child abductions with data from an organization that tracked missing and 
exploited children (Taylor, Danielle, Barbara, & Garver, 2013) and analyzing gender representations in 
children's textbooks (Toboas-Pais, 2012). The Global Media Monitoring Project (GMMP) used content 
analysis to investigate newspapers, television, and radio worldwide in women's representation for a 
spectrum of variables (Gallagher, 2005). It accomplished global data collection by training international 
volunteers worldwide online.  
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Chapter 3: Methods 
3.1 Purpose of Study 
This study sought to understand how women and men were visually portrayed in engineering 
trade journals over time (1998-2012).  A mixed methods approach was used with visual content analysis 
to extract quantifiable visual information from images in issues of the trade journals. Visuals such as 
photographs and drawings were dissected into fragments of information that indicate gender hierarchy or 
stereotypes and were coded according to a systematic and repeatable process. Categories of coded data 
were then tested for trends using statistical instruments. Frequencies of quantities and qualities of 
women's and men's representation were determined for 45 issues of trade journals (one issue for each 
year of each of the three trade journals).  
Visual representations of women and men in the engineering education trade journal (ASEE's 
Prism) and two technical science & engineering trade journals (ASME's Mechanical Engineering & ACS's 
Chemistry & Engineering News) were analyzed for insight into the research questions posited in Section 
3.2. This data was analyzed in three different manners: 1) comparing data between advertisements and 
editorially-controlled content in all trade journals, 2) comparing data among the three different trade 
journals in all types of content, and 3) seeking trends in all data over time. One issue (March) of each 
trade journal per year for the period was analyzed, if available; otherwise, the closest month to March 
was used. Statistical data analysis involved frequency, chi-squared, and logged-odds regression. 
The period 1998-21012 reflected the most recent 15-year period and the first full decade of the 
21
st
 century, ending with the last year of access to data available from NCES (National Center for 
Education Statistics), which was used to contextualize this research. This decade saw events relevant to 
engineers in worldwide growth in technology. With the rise of the digital revolution, as well as global 
opportunities and problems to solve, engineers were at the forefront of creating new ways of living and 
communicating, thereby altering the lives of increasingly large masses of people (Wallace, 2013).   
American Society of Engineering Education's (ASEE) Prism was actively involved in improving the 
participation of women in engineering; it covered all specialties of engineering and bridged the technical 
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trade journals with the education realm. The two technical engineering journals (American Chemical 
Society's (ACS) C&EN and American Society of Mechanical Engineers' (ASME) Mechanical Engineering) 
were used since the participation rates of women in each of the specialties were different.  Educational 
trends of degrees earned by women indicate equal numbers of women and men were found in chemistry, 
a lower proportion of women were found in chemical engineering at 30%-40%, and consistently low 
proportions of women were found in mechanical engineering at 11% (NSF, 2014).  
The readership of these trade journals varied widely, with Mechanical Engineering at 145,000 
subscribers each month, C&EN at 64,000 subscribers each week, and Prism at nearly 12,000 institutions 
and individuals monthly. Since the subscribers were also professional society members, cultural norms of 
each engineering specialty were likely represented by the trade journal. Norms involving views of gender 
would then be reinforced in the professional and student audiences.  
3.2 Research Questions 
1. Do visual representations portray women in subordinate ways more often than men?  
2. Do visual representations portray women more frequently than men in stereotypes?  
3. Were there differences in these results between the different trade journals? 
4. Were there differences in these results between advertisements and editor-controlled content? 
5. Were there differences in these results over time (1998-2012)? 
3.3 Research Method 
This study used a mixed methods approach involving visual content analysis and statistical 
analysis. Qualitative content analysis was used to convert visual information into quantified coded data. 
This study did not include the textual information accompanying visuals. Deconstructed parts of each 
visual that included a person were systematically recorded for predetermined features. Ranks for each 
feature or a binary response to a 'yes/no' qualification were numerically applied. This data was then 
statistically processed to understand trends in visual representation of men and women in volumes of 
visual data.  
Interpreting images for social interpretation required understanding image and social 
conventions of symbolic languages (Van Leeuwen and Jewitt, 2001). These conventions were relevant 
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within cultural and temporal contexts. Identification of relevant features of the images required 
understanding social conventions of hierarchy among men and women and image creation. For example, 
an advertisement including a photograph of a man creating a technological 'gadget' with a woman in the 
background looking and pointing at the object, viewed at their eye level, had much cultural meaning in 
the message sent. The man was active; the woman was passive and directing focus on the male with her 
gaze and her pointing finger. The photograph's high modality (i.e. resemblance to reality) with both 
subjects in sharp focus and at eye level lent credibility to them and their message. Interpretations of 
social conventions could conclude the male had more status as the creator, with the woman in the 
stereotypical position of support when in presence of technology. She could even be considered 
decoration within the context of the engineering trade journal and its high population of male readers, 
since she was young, pretty, and wearing a revealing shirt.  
This study presented in this dissertation deconstructed individual images for rating specific 
features, which is referred to as a mechanical element study in content analysis (Scott, 1994). By 
systematically seeking components of a visual, reliability can be high. Specificity of features sought was 
also good compared with simple counts of gender and space commonly found in similar visual studies 
(Táboas-Pais & Rey-Cao, 2012).  
Advantages of this mixed methods approach included the following: 1) the data was not 
contaminated, 2) data available in its original state. Drawbacks included lack of context and 'real meaning' 
of the visual (Scott, 1994). Meaning is a complex aspect of a visual and involves text and deeper 
contextualization than this study covered. This method cannot reveal viewer reception and impact of 
trade journals.  Extrapolation of results to other trade journals, engineering specialties, and time periods 
were not assumed credible. 
Quantified results of data analyses include chi-squared analysis and significance to determine 
relations between gender and categories coded. Trends over time were compiled using logged-odds 
analysis. This technique is similar to regression analysis, except it applies to discrete rankings or binary 
responses in the dependent variable, where fractions of values were meaningless. Logged-odds regression 
provides a linear regression of the probability of one of those discrete responses (Pollock, 2011).   
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Causality is an issue in a content analysis of the influence of media on human behavior. A finding 
of correlation could not indicate causality, unless the study was tightly controlled. Even in the best 
experiments, there can be some doubt of causality since so many factors contribute to subjects' choices 
and responses (Courtney & Whipple, 1983). This study did not seek causal relations. This study was an 
attempt to find possible hidden trends in visual representations of men and women. 
3.4 Data Collection 
3.4.1 Professional Society Trade Journals 
Students of engineering and professionals in private and government work and academia are the 
audience for these trade journals. Their readership is consistent since the trade journals are provided to 
each member of the respective professional society publishing the trade journal. 
Students are often intricately tied to their professional societies and likely use their trade 
journals for exposure to the professional climate. Engineering curriculums are oriented towards the 
professions throughout undergraduate studies. A typical student of engineering joins their respective 
professional society and the trade journals received are likely the only other print material associated 
with their prospective careers to which students are exposed, other than their textbooks. The trade 
journals have a tendency to 'hang around', typically for a year or more (ASME, 2015). Thus, a considerable 
number of students likely consume these trade journals and be impacted by them.  
The purpose of trade journals is to maintain a broad understanding of cutting-edge 
developments within the discipline through summaries of technological advancements and events, but 
not peer reviewed articles. For example, ASME's Mechanical Engineering "delivers an interdisciplinary 
view into engineering trends and breakthroughs, giving readers a roadmap to better understand today's 
technology and tomorrow's innovations" (ASME, n.d.).  Briefs and editorials of technical and social 
interest are often included. The content of the trade journals is developed by publishers, editors, and 
authors; advertisements are purchased space and images and text are controlled by each advertising 
company.   
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As the representative trade journal of their respective professional society, each of them is 
particularly informative in understanding how women are viewed in engineering. A professional society 
works to maintain standards within the professions while progressing towards goals and improvements 
deemed important to the society. Important to this study are those professional standards that are 
understood as non-commercial characteristics, which tend to negate commercial drivers.(i.e. profits) in 
decisions of content. If an objective were important to the professional society, it is more likely to be 
included in its trade journal whether or not it profits sales, than for-profit magazines who primarily cater 
to advertisers. Thus, these trade journals likely illustrated women and men in a way that was 
representative of their professions' cultures. This research sliced the data between advertisements and 
editorial content to explore differences in their uses of gender. 
Online versions of the published trade journals were excluded from the study, since the focus of 
the investigation was to understand the how the publishers communicated with their audiences through 
print. The online versions are typically reproductions of the trade journals, but with alterations. These 
alterations may involve removing or adding photos to the featured articles, and excluding or changing 
advertisements from print versions.   
As shown in Table 3a, the three trade journals were available for coding for the time range of the 
study (1998-2012). A person was the unit of analysis, thus the data depended on the number of people 
present in the visuals. As a consequence, data collected in each issue varied for each trade journal. Prism 
tended to show many people, relative to Mechanical Engineering. For the sake of budgeting time while 
still gaining sufficient data, the data collected from Prism issues were reduced to the first 30 pages of each 
issue, while the other trade journals were used in their entirety of each issue. Comparison between the 
first 30 pages of Prism (which was typically 1/3 of each issue) and the entirety of the other trade journals 
(Mechanical Engineering and C&EN) were analyzed to understand the impact of truncating the Prism 
issues and are presented in the Results section (Chapter 4). 
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Table 3a: Summary of trade journal issue availability and data collection. 
Title of trade 
journal  
Professional Society 
Availability of 
issues 
Frequency 
of 
publication 
Period of 
data to be 
collected 
Data 
Collected 
per issue 
Prism 
American Society of 
Engineering 
Education (ASEE) 
1998 -2007 
UCF, 
2008-2012 
Personal 
collection 
Monthly 
1998-2012 
1 issue per  
year 
First 30 
pages 
Chemistry and 
Engineering 
News (C&EN) 
American Chemical 
Society (ACS) 
1998 -2012 
LSU 
Weekly 
All pages 
Mechanical  
Engineering 
American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) 
1998 -2012 
LSU 
Monthly 
 
3.4.2 Creating Categories for Data collection 
Categories for interpreting, organizing, and quantifying visual information took consideration to 
develop. Categories could be similar to other studies, or unique, depending on the visuals and their 
subsequent analysis. The categories could be determined through inductive reasoning, from a panel of 
experts from outside the study, from prior studies, through logic and reasoning, or they could be pre-
tested.  The use of logic and reasoning required the researcher to ensure the categories reflected 
"functional consistency or hierarchical relationship" (Kenney, 2009, p. 231).  
Some previous studies went to great lengths to work out their data categories using trial tests, 
consultations with experts, or triangulation with three observers (Tobaos-Pais, 2012). Other studies did 
not mention their categorization effort nor outlined a guided rubric for analysis (Bradley, 2013). And yet 
other studies relied heavily on similar previous studies (Franklin, Ivory, Conde, Long, & McDonnell, 2014).  
This research used inductive and deductive methods to develop the categories (or features) for 
visual analysis. Categories were developed by deducing related research of women in professions, myths 
and stereotypes, and gender in engineering. Exposure to other studies and methods involving gender in 
media advertisements (Goffman, 1979), bodies of women (Morris, 2006; Döring & Pöschl, 2006), and 
visualization studies (Kenney, 2009, Stanczak, 2007) were also considered.  Values that indicate 
stereotypes within relevant categories were developed to ensure their inclusion in the data (Courtney & 
Whipple, 1983; Goffman, 1979; Rosser, 2008; Wiengart, et al., 2003). By inductively searching the visuals 
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within various science and engineering magazines and, with academic and personal experience, 
categories were added. In addition, preliminary data was taken of various science and engineering 
magazines, including the three trade journals, to further refine the categories.  
Ratings of each category required understanding the range of options available in the visuals, as 
well as subsequent analysis of data. Pulling these factors together created a robust system for description 
and inferential statistical analysis of this visual data.  
Accuracy of applying coded rank to features in visuals was based on the rubric used for each 
category. Within the confines of method, well-defined rubrics made for consistent evaluation among 
visuals. The process of analyzing visuals was also similarly subject to scientific complications, such as 
Heisenberg's Principle, which states the studied unit is influenced by the researcher. In this case, 
researcher perception could bias the coding. Interpretation of visuals, even with systematical guidance, 
could be subject to the "assumptions and cultural bias" of the coder (Gold, 2007, p. 65). Social norms had 
a chance to influence data in selections such as the 'expert' category. This category identified the subject 
as an expert according to appearances. These appearances usually included a studio portrait, but on 
occasion a previously-identified expert, such as a regular column contributor, would have a head-shot 
photograph taken outside. In cases where there was less history of data collection or it was a guest 
contributor, the placement of that photograph could depend more heavily on social conditioning, such as 
men 'look more like experts than women', thereby introducing bias. Effort was made to avoid this bias by 
specifically defining the categories.  
Coder reliability, or repeatability, reflected the quality of data collected and interpretation of 
results.  All studies found in the literature had more than one coder, creating the need for a reliability 
statistic called inter-coder reliability, and it was the only reliability reported (Döring & Pöschl, 2006; 
Steinke, et al., 2007; Táboas-Pais & Rey-Cao, 2012).  One researcher coded the visuals in this study, 
making inter-coder reliability a questionable parameter to judge study credibility.  Although the concept 
of inter-coder reliability for one coder seemed non-applicable, inter-coder reliability is an indicator of 
repeatability and study design (Lombard, Snyder-Duch, & Bracken, 2002). Neuendorf (2002) stated, "given 
that a goal of content analysis is to identify and record relatively objective (or at least intersubjective) 
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characteristics of messages, reliability is paramount. Without the establishment of reliability, content 
analysis measure are useless" (p. 141). Furthermore, inter-coder reliability is commonly perceived as a 
measure of research quality, where discrepancies among coders suggest weaknesses in study design. 
Thus, developing another coder for the purpose of understanding design robustness was necessary for 
this study.  Two other raters were taught coding and provided randomly selected visuals for coding. Nine 
images were coded for 25 categories by each rater.  
The statistical parameter used to test for inter-coder reliability was Krippendorff's alpha 
(Krippendorff, 1987). Although there are many measures of inter-coder reliability to choose from, at least 
five are commonly and acceptably used. There is no consensus on the 'best' one and their different 
methods and findings can be compared among various studies with care (Lombard, et al., 2002). 
Krippendorff's alpha was chosen over Cohen's kappa since the latter is accepted primarily in coding 
behavior yet less acceptable for inter-coder reliability (Krippendorff, 1987). Krippendorff's alpha applied 
to the parameters of this study through its flexibility for use with multiple coders (2+) and types of data 
(ordinal, nominal, and interval).  Stata's Krippendorff add-on package was used with the command 
'krippalpha', data of the three coders, and an ordinal method specification, resulting in an alpha value of 
0.9879 for 225 lines of code. Coefficients of 0.90 or higher are widely acceptable, where a value of 1.0 is 
the best, indicating full agreement in all variables and coders. Thus, this study showed acceptable levels of 
reliability.  
Döring & Pöschl (2006) reported inter-coder reliability using Cohen's kappa of 0.76, finding this 
acceptable. Steinke, et al. (2007) reported Cohen's kappa ranging from 0.67 to 1.00 for a variety of 
categories; two categories were removed after reliability "could not be established" (p. 47). Taboas-Pais & 
Rey-Cao (2012) reported Cohen's kappa ranging between 0.86 - 0.97 for various categories. Due to the 
pervasive use of Cohen's kappa in other studies, another reliability calculation of this study showed 
Cohen's kappa range between 0.9634 - 1.0000 for coded values, indicating "almost perfect" agreement 
among the three coders (Reed College, n.d.). 
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3.4.3 Data Categories 
The circumstances of the images, where the "the subject's experience and context must be 
considered" (Gold, 2007, p. 157), is important to understand the characteristics to seek in the images. In 
this study, the context of women in technical engineering trade journals, as minority workers and 
students in historically and currently male-dominated fields, was a guide to seeking patterns dictated by 
gender. Contradictory norms of women's location in society are present in the U.S., such as 'women 
should stay home or work', or 'women are pretty or smart'. The professional trade journals used in this 
study, published by professional societies who claim to encourage women in engineering and science, 
limits the forms of 'acceptable' contexts and positions of women in the visuals to the public sphere, active 
and engaged behaviors, and, at minimum, equal in relation to male peers. Yet women's low proportion of 
participation in education and the professions could lead to low frequencies of appearances in the trade 
journals.  
U.S. women's position in the general workforce, engineering workforce, and in relation to 
domestic life, were ethnographic distinctions that contributed to stereotypes for which to screen in data 
collection. Gold (2007) studied visual gender profiles of social participation of women and men in 
immigrant communities within the U.S.; contributions of history, religion, and homeland government and 
traditions were found to influence the various yet consistent roles of gender in private and public spheres 
within each community. Thus, the ethnographic context of the group studied was considered with regard 
to understanding gendered norms of behavior. The culture of professions studied in this research was the 
same of that experienced by this researcher: a woman in engineering in the U.S.. Thus, separate 
ethnographic studies were not necessary. However, exposure to research involving women as 'outsiders' 
to the engineering workforce was referenced in developing culturally-based features to seek in the data 
(Ranson, 2005). 
Categories of data collected from each visual are indicated in Table 3b. Stereotypes were tested 
with respect to in interaction with technology, age, private/public sphere, and peripherals. Hierarchy was 
sought in the remaining categories. The rankings of each category are shown in Table 3c. Row identifiers 
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in Table 3c indicate discussion of corresponding categories following Table 3c and in the results listed in 
Chapter 4. 
Table 3b. List of categories coded in this study.  Values for each category listed are shown in Table 3c. 
Explanations of each category in Section 3.4.4. 
Identifier Body Face Composition Context 
Trade Journal 
Name 
Direction Gaze Layout 
Private/Public 
Sphere 
Year Position Age Focus Detailed Context 
Month Hands Facial Expressions Perspective Peripherals 
Photos Available Modifications  Color Military 
Photos Used Clothing Amount  
Type of 
Representation  
 
Number of People 
Profiled 
Interaction with 
Technology 
 
If Group: Relative 
Height 
 
Page Number Expert  
If Group: Relative 
Space 
 
Gender   
If Group: Adults 
With Children 
 
Editorials or Ads     
 
Table 3c. Detailed list of categories with rankings for each visual. Row number is used to identify each 
category through this document in analysis, results, and conclusions.  
Row 
Number 
Category Score 
AA Trade Journal Title 0=Prism; 1=Mechanical Engineering; 2=C&EN 
BB Year 1998, 1999,… 
CC Issue Month 1=Jan, 2=Feb,… 
DD Issue Number Number 
EE 
#Visuals With Anthropomorphic 
Heads in Relevant Pages 
Number 
For Each Page… 
FF Number of Visuals In Articles Number 
GG Page Number Number 
HH 
Number of Visuals With People 
On This Page 
Number 
For Each Visual On The Page… 
JJ Visual Number Number 
KK 
Gender Count (Male, Female, 
Unknown) 
Number 
B 
Height - Relative Between Man 
and Woman 
0=No, N/A, 1=Yes  
 C 
Size - Relative Visible Size 
(Girth) Between Man and 
Woman 
0=No, N/A, 1=Yes 
Z Is The Visual Editorial or an Ad? 0=No, 1=Yes 
LL Children's Presence With Adults 
0=N/A; 1=Women Only; 2=Men Only; 3=Women & Men; 
4=No Adults 
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 (Table 3c continued) 
Row 
Number  
Category  Score 
For each individual or anthropomorphic form… 
A 
Actions Or Behavior Of  
Subject's Body 
0 = Sexualized, Objectified, Victimized, Crying, Supported 
Person, Being Helped, Needy, Falling, Traditional Role 
(Daughter, Wife, Mother), Mentee; 
 1= Neutral, Part Of Group, Portrait, No Action, Sitting 
Back, Observing, Sleeping, Lethargic;  
2= Engaged, Alert, Involved Yet No Real Action, Actively 
Watching, Leaning In, Strolling, Pointing;  
3= Working, Helping, Doing, Not Aggressive;  Playing With 
Toys; 4= Doing Sports, Hunting;  
5= Aggressive, Physical Fighting, Weapons, Confrontation 
Y Gender of Subject  0=Female; 1= Unknown; 2=Male 
K Layout 0=Subject in background; 1=Foreground 
L Focal Quality Of Subject 0=Blurred, blacked, shadowed, distorted; 1=Focused 
M Perspective  0=From above; 1=Level or side; 2= From below 
D 
Gaze - Where Subject is Looking 
Relative To Camera 
0= No gaze, eyes closed, indeterminate; 1=Side/Down; 
2=Direct; 3=Up 
E Direction of Shoulders 
0=Not facing camera (more than 45°from camera);  
1 =Toward camera; 2= Indeterminate  
F Hands 
0=Touching self, touching other hand; 1=Arms crossed, 
hand on hip; 2=No hands, N/A 
G Facial Expression 
0= No face shown; 1= Effusive smile, sultry;  
2 = Pleasant smile; 3= Neutral; 4= Engaged, serious 
H Body  Position 0=Recumbent; 1=Sitting; 2=Standing; 3= Indeterminate 
J Subject Age 
0 = Indeterminate; 1 = Children;  
2 = High school or college appearance (20's) & adult of 
early professional age (30's) ;   
3 = 40+ years old 
N Type of Image 
0= Animated; drawn; sketched, pixeled, statue;  
1= Photograph 
X Expert 0=No; 1=Yes 
P Color Enhancement 
0= Monochrome; enhanced bright, neon;  
1=Normal color of human 
Q Types of Body Alterations 
0=Humanized technology, mechanized body parts;  
1= Biologically enhanced features, isolated head;  
2= None 
R Amount of Clothing 
0=Partially clothed, reveals uncommon skin, fully nude; 
1=Fully clothed; 2= Indeterminate 
S Interaction With Technology 
0= Indeterminate, looking, none;  
1=Holding, touching, representing; 
2=Obviously creating, obviously using 
T Sphere or General Context 0=Private; 1=Studio, indeterminate; 2=Public 
U Detailed Context 
0=, Home, salon, party, restaurant; 1= Outdoors, none, 
neutral, graphics, unknown; 2 = Classroom, conference, 
stage, meeting; 3= Lab space, college, equipment, office; 
government building; bureaucratic environment; 
4= Garage; repair shop; industrial, manufacturing site; 
workshop, electrical system, gym; workout facility 
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(Table 3c continued) 
Data 
Number, 
Row 
Identifier 
Category Score 
V Peripherals & Graphics 
0= Domestic, wedding, toy, religious, spiritual, musical, 
artistic, exotic; 1= Nature, animal, community, awards, 
ethnic, Americana, none, neutral; 2 = Class stuff, books, 
office, lecture tools, medical, business, government, 
travel, city buildings, scientific, engineering, academic, 
math, technology, abstract symbols of technology,  
3 =Automobiles, tattoos, industry, traditional machinery; 
guns, weapons, police, athletic equipment  
W Military Presentation 0=None; 1=Military clothing, weapon, machinery 
3.4.4 Qualifications for Categories 
The values of each category were the numeric codes assigned to each score of a category. All 
values were ordinal, where some were binary (0 or 1), and others were multi-variate. As the value 
decreased, the meaning of the rank became more subordinate.  
To be chosen as data, an image had to include a person. This depiction had to include a head, 
since most of data coded depended on features of the head. Other body parts in isolation from the head 
were excluded from this study.  This qualification was determined inductively, since other studies were 
not explicit about the qualifying forms of a person. At times, depictions of a person could be nearly 
indecipherable. Thus, a more precise description of a person was an anthropomorphic representation.  
Representations of gender were the independent variable in most analyses (row Y of Table 3c) 
(Döring and Pöschl, 2006; McKnight, 1974; Morris, 2006). 'Unknown' genders were counted in this study, 
although they were filtered out of the data of other studies (Tabaos-Pais, 2012). Unknown or inconclusive 
displays of gender were included and counted in this study to preserve the fluidity and choice within the 
gender spectrum, which can be vague when attempting to confine it to two categories. In addition, 
androgyny was deliberate in gender representation in advertising, and the reasons for it were part of this 
investigation of the intersection of gender and engineering publishing. Goffman (1979) analyzed details of 
gender interactions in print advertising for hierarchy in women's and men's interactions. Stereotypes of 
gender, including their certainty, were typical in advertisements for quick identification of the image 
scene and behaviors. It was important to this study if gender was not apparent since it defied the 
stereotype. 
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Only the most visually obvious three people were analyzed in a group. A limit needed to be 
placed on data developed for groups due to data collection time, and less apparent people were less 
relevant in visual information processing. Methods for determining these three people included the most 
obvious faces at a glance (salience), or locating women intentionally since data of women were low due to 
their low quantity of representation in the images. Gender count of everyone in an image was recorded 
separately to know the frequency of gender representation (row KK of Table 3c). 
Goffman (1979) was ground-breaking in his attention to depicted hierarchical details, called 
'micro-ecologies', in analyzing visuals of his study of 500 advertisements in 1976. He found six major 
categories for visual analysis: relative size, the feminine touch, function ranking, the family, the 
ritualization of subordination, and licensed withdrawal. He found that women were nearly never shown 
taller than men in print ads, except in rare instances where the man was of a subordinate social class. 
Women, more than men, were pictured using their hands to either touch themselves, making them 
appear vulnerable, or lightly holding or caressing objects. This was a different touch than common 
grasping objects for utilitarian holding an object.  Women were found in subordinate occupational roles. 
And women were found more 'recumbent positions', such as laying horizontally, than men. Additionally, 
he recognized the subordinate poses of women in knee-bent or head-cant positions. He noticed women 
were often displayed as child-like or even as a mannequin or a doll, in ways that appeared women were 
removed cognitively from the moment.  
For groups of mixed gender with a female shown (row numbers of Table 3c are indicated in 
parentheses corresponding to the following category descriptions): 
Height (B) - was marked positively if a man were depicted taller or place vertically higher in the 
visual than a woman (Goffman, 1979; Weintraub, 2009). The subject placed higher in the visual was 
valued more. In images with both men and women, Goffman found men were consistently located taller 
in the image than women, emphasizing the statistical difference between men and women's height to 
assert masculinity. Often the woman was seated, while the man was standing.  
Visual space (size) (C) - was marked positively if a man were shown larger than a woman in the 
visual (Goffman, 1979). This could be due to perspective of the image, where the man was in the 
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foreground and thus likely shown larger. Size and height were spatial considerations of value, where as if 
a person was shown higher and larger, she was perceived more valuable than the others. 
Individuals were categorized according to the following features: 
Editorial Content or Advertisement (Z) -  A visual was marked as editorial for articles or 
professional society literature; otherwise, it was marked an advertisement. Courtney and Whipple (1983) 
showed that women and men in advertising material were uniquely portrayed in limiting ways through 
stereotype and hierarchy. Their view point was to contrast advertisements and 'other' material. This 
category allows comparison of these two different sources ('other' being editorial material) to understand 
the extent of difference between gender representations in between them. In addition, editorially-
controlled material indicated more precisely than ads the viewpoints of the professional society's 
publishing - and, by extension, insight into the culture of the professions.  
Visuals with children (14) - were an attempt to understand if women were depicted in 
stereotypical roles of nurturer in these professional trade journals (Gallagher, 2005). Rankings involved 
whether children were alone in the picture, with men only, with women only, or all three together. 
Women presented with children would play into stereotypes of women as nurturers, a role that works 
against women in the workplace. 
Body actions and behavior (A) - required isolating the body to determine its actions. The 
categories were collections of passive to active portrayals (Van Leeuwon and Jewitt, 2001). Neutral 
behavior, such as relaxed or lethargic positions, was without tension in the body (Goffman, 1979). A rule 
for portraits or visuals without a body, where a body action could not be determined, was a neutral 
classification. Tension, yet no action, was classified as 'engaged', and included actions such as pointing, 
walking, and leaning in. Working or 'doing' something was a more active classification, covering actions 
such as hands on items with the appearance of use, such as fingers on a keyboard (not next to it, or 
pointing to it). Aggressive behavior, such as shooting or fighting was another category. Sexualization or 
victimization was grouped with the subject being supported, dependent, or in a traditional subservient 
role (i.e. a maid serving food) as the most passive category (Goffman, 1979). Juvenile or playful behavior 
was another separate category in an effort to understand gender patterns of depiction (Gallagher, 2005); 
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as was playing sports. A bicyclist upright and cycling was playing a sport; if he were standing with his bike 
drinking water he was not performing the sport of bicycling, he was simply 'doing' something (Taboas-
Pias, & Rey-Cao, 2012). An effort to locate signs of a 'mad scientist' led to this separate category of body 
behaviors (Wiengart, et al., 2003).  
Formal portrait of contributor or expert (X) - the visual had to be an editorial (not an ad), and had 
to be presented as the author or expert. These were usually, but not always, head shots in a studio, and 
the dress code was typically business attire. These visuals were usually of habitual contributors, or editors, 
or guest columnists. Some experts were more informal than this dress code, where the picture was taken 
outside or it was a full-body shot. The location of these portraits in the article were also indicative of this 
qualification, where the person was posing as if in a more formal manner than other photos (Morris, 
2006).  
Layout: Foreground or background (K) - was a consideration of spatial salience. Foreground 
material had more importance than background material (Van Leeuwon and Jewitt, 2001). If there was 
something in the immediate foreground, then everything else in the photo was considered background. 
However, if there were multiple people or things in a relatively small space, then foreground was a 
smaller spatial concept and was distinguished in the data. 
Focal quality (L) - was a matter of salience and modality, where a subject in focus was considered 
important and of elevated status relative to those out of focus (Van Leeuwon & Jewitt, 2001). If the 
subject was blurry, it was marked as defocused. A heavy shadow, where the subject was largely darkened 
or blackened was also considered defocused. Distortion of the image, such as a that resulting from close 
photography with a fish-eye lens, and stretching or curving the image to accommodate shapely graphics 
was also considered defocused. 
Direction of the shoulders (E) - was determined direct, or frontal, if the shoulders were angled 
less than 45° to the camera. If the shoulder direction could not be determined or seen, it was counted as 
unknown. Shoulder direction and gaze indicated interaction with the camera. In the professional trade 
journals, the subject's direct gaze and frontal body position was considered more engaging and superior 
than the alternatives (Döring & Pöschl, 2006). Goffman (1979) referred to the lack of engagement with 
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the camera as 'licensed withdrawal', where women were more likely than men to symbolically flee from 
the camera using aversion of eyes and body.  
Gaze of the subject (D) - was judged according to the subject's direction of viewing relative to the 
camera. The subject's focus of eyes was considered the line of action of the gaze, where a 'direct' gaze 
was marked if the eyes fell on the camera. If the gaze fell next to the camera, it was considered indirect. 
The values included to the side or downward, upward, and no gaze. 'No gaze' was considered if subject's 
eyes were closed or if the gaze could not be determined; it was the default value unless other options 
could be clearly determined. A downward gaze was most insubordinate, with level and upward gazes 
more direct and visionary, respectively, drawing the attention and respect of the viewer (Goffman, 1979).  
Body Position (H) - was often not available since a view of the waist or below was sometimes not 
shown of the subject. If the body were in a recumbent position such as laying on a table, then that could 
be positively noted without seeing the waist. There was a difference between supporting arms on the 
table, and laying the chest on the table, where the former was not recumbent and the latter was.  
A recumbent body position was found by Goffman (1979) to be a vulnerable position practiced 
nearly exclusively by women. This position could not allow the recliner to defend herself as well as a 
standing position. The lack of a defensible posture was considered by Goffman an intuitive display of 
vulnerability.  
Interaction of hands or arms with the self (F) - was used to code body language for interpretation 
of feelings. Touching the face or body with own hand was a sign of vulnerability; hands together or 
touching was a sign of reduced bodily space. Crossed arms were a sign of discomfort; whereas hands on 
the hips, especially in a standing position, was a sign of confidence, assertiveness, or even aggression 
(Goffman, 1979). Often the hands were unseen or were doing something else than touching the body; 
these instances were coded together as not applicable.  
Goffman (1979) found hands touching the face was a step down from hiding the face, which was  
a form of licensed withdrawal and found primarily among women in advertisements. The hands touching 
each other was another version of hiding or withdrawing.  
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Facial expression (G) - was sometimes not available since subjects could be too far away to 
resolve their face clearly, or their faces were turned away from the camera. A pleasant smile, such as that 
found in a portrait, did not include exaggerated wrinkles around the eyes, mouth and forehead. If the 
smile did include these wrinkles along with raised eyebrows, it was considered a sign of excitement or 
surprise. A look of interest was more focused, where eyebrows were lower, indicating a more engaged 
look than a neutral face. Furrowed brows with deep vertical lines on the forehead were the distinguishing 
feature for determining between engaged and serious/aggressive looks.  
Effusive laughter was found to be similar to childlike behavior, a feature of Goffman's (1979) 
theorized adult male/female relationship consistently resembling a parent/child relationship. He found 
when women and men were pictured together, she was nearly always laughing harder or smiling larger 
than the male, who often was not smiling at all. The smile/laughter indicated a social need of the 
subordinate to please or placate the superior. In addition, the lack of smiling was considered more 
credible in a professional setting than smiling; and serious expressions were signs of hard work or interest 
in a task at hand. 
Age (J) - was ranked among childhood by the decade up to 50+ years old. Students were 
considered in their 20's; young professionals in their 30's; and middle-aged in their 40's. A full head of 
gray hair was a distinguishing feature between mid-life and older ages (50+). Courtney and Whipple 
(1983) found men were more often older and more authoritative due to their age, while women were 
depicted as young and subject to men's authority. This age disparity was hierarchical, since older men 
were in the role of instructing women.  
Form of representation (N) - distinguished between photos and drawings/cartoons/animations 
for modality. The quality of the image was relevant for its realism, or modality. As the person in the image 
appeared more realistic, she became more relevant and relatable, which is a hierarchal consideration 
(Van Leeuwon & Jewitt, 2001). As the image appeared less realistic, the subject was perceived as less 
human and thus more subordinate. Thus as the representation deviated from 'real', such as an un-
doctored photograph, the subject was more objectified.  
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Artificial changes to image/subject coloring (P) - was found into fall in two categories: 'Normal' 
human coloring or altered, such as black & white, monotone coloring, or enhancement of color to 
brighter shades. As changes to coloring deviated from 'real', the more objectified the subject appeared. 
Again, resemblances to realistic images (i.e. modality) were considered more valued in hierarchy (Van 
Leeuwon & Jewitt, 2001). 
Types of body alterations (Q) - could be mechanistic or biological. Mechanistic alterations 
included parts of the body made of technology, for example, an armored warrior or a head made of 
copper wiring qualified as technologically enhanced. Biological enhancements were usually found in larger 
sized body parts, yet they maintained their organic appearance. Enlarged hands or super-hero chests 
were considered biologically enhanced.  Since a head was the minimum part to qualify as an image of a 
person, if the head were dislocated onto, for example, a stadium, then it was considered 'isolated'.  
Women's bodies were used in bits and pieces, or as whole, to sell products (Goffman, 1979). The 
use of women's bodies in altered manners, whether as part of mechanisms or particular enhancements, 
such as over-sized breasts or lips, was a common version of the objectification of women. Men's physical 
or biological enhancements could be used to portray power, such as drawn images of super-heroes.  
Amount of clothing (R) - was used to determine if women and men were being sexualized in 
images (McKnight, 1974). The qualification for partially dressed involved clothing shifted or eliminated to 
reveal 'uncommonly seen' skin. Thus, anything less than appropriate in a professional setting was ranked 
as partially dressed.  
Interaction with technology (S) - required the subject to be touching technology with hands. The 
hands had to visually make contact with the technology; if the contact were implied, it was not enough to 
qualify. Looking or pointing to the technology was also not enough to qualify. There was an early attempt 
to distinguish between 'creating' technology and 'using' technology, but this was difficult to judge without 
textual clues, so the two categories were merged.  
The technology had to be more than just tools or isolated computers; it had to be advanced. Yet 
the historical context of the image was also considered when evaluating what qualified as technology. For 
example, a normal automobile would not be counted in a 1998 photo as technology, but a very old photo 
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of men (dressed in 1940's work attire) on an assembly-line building cars was counted as technology, since 
cars were cutting-edge technology in the period visually represented.  
Morris (2006) found women were often in decorative roles when in contact with technology. 
McKnight (1974) also found women were present with technology merely to attract attention and 
typically disassociated from the product. The 'feminine touch' revealed by Goffman (1979) indicated 
women rarely grasped or used products, but instead delicately held or presented the product decoratively 
without strength or purpose.  
Sphere or General Context (T) - were broad classifications of private, public, and neutral spaces. 
Neutral, or unknown, was the default, unless context clues indicated other spaces. In addition, these 
spaces needed to appear as part of the original visual, not as graphics or peripherals added to the layout. 
At times photographs that appeared to be taken in one context, yet applied to another. The application to 
other contexts was accounted for in another category: peripherals. 
Morris (2006) found that women were in the private sphere more often than men. Courtney and 
Whipple (1983) found that women presented products within the household as their domain and area of 
expertise, while rarely venturing outside or in the workforce.  
Detailed Context (U) - was the specific categorization of the visual's context spheres previously 
recorded (Courtney & Whipple, 1983; Morris, 2006). Selections between categories distinguished 
between indoor, outdoor, professional, educational, athletic, and war-like contexts. Professional 
categories were further specified between conferences, academic/government, and industrial endeavors.  
Peripherals and graphics (V) - were either post-processing additions to the visual or props found 
surrounding the person in the image.  These peripherals were considered throughout the entire 
advertisement or page, unless the visual was isolated with a frame and had text or space between it and 
the peripherals.  
Military presentation (W) - was developed with the idea that that the military had strong 
traditions in applications of engineering (Bix, 2000). Additionally, since the war on terror and the 9/11 
attacks occurring within the range of this study, opportunities for representation of the military were 
likely. Appearances of clothing or weapons and machinery were coded in this category.  
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Chapter 4: Results 
The purpose of this research was to understand gender representation in engineering through 
professional society trade journals. Results of the study were determined through descriptive and 
inferential analysis of the data collected and coded from the three engineering and science trade journals. 
Trends were determined by slicing the data three different ways: 1) between editorial and advertising 
images, 2) between the three trade journals, and 3) over the 15 year period of the study.  
Types of representation were split into quantitative and qualitative versions. Quantitative 
representation referred to the number or frequency of appearances. Qualitative representation referred 
to visual content analysis to examine subordination or superiority in hierarchy and stereotypes portrayed. 
Section 4.1 presents descriptive results, such as means and counts. Section 4.2 presents chi-squared and 
logged-odds results consolidated in tables with extensive descriptions. Discussion of results for each 
category are compiled in paragraph form in Section 4.3. Chapter 5 includes conclusions and implications 
of the presented results.  
Throughout this chapter, levels of significance are indicated through the use of p-value.  P-value 
< 0.05 was considered 'significant' and denoted with (*), p-value < 0.010 was considered very significant 
and denoted with (**), and p-value < 0.001 was considered 'highly significant' and denoted with (***).  
Table 4a. Gender proportions of various dissections of data of profiled subjects. 
Gender 
Gender 
Proportions 
in Profiled 
Data*** 
Gender Proportions in 
Advertisements and 
Editorial Content*** 
Gender Proportions in Each 
Trade journal*** 
Ads Editorial Prism ME C&EN 
Female 27.0% 27.4% 26.8% 32.9% 19.5% 27.4% 
Unknown 6.6 7.4 6.2 6.1 7.5 6.5 
Male 66.4 65.1 67.0 61.0 73.1 66.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
 
Significant trends of various categories were plotted over time and much of these findings were 
reported in terms of women's proportional representation. Keeping graphics simple allowed more 
information to be plotted with clearer results, especially if there were half as many curves. Men's 
population trends usually mirrored those of women's (i.e. inverted proportions) since unknown gender 
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proportions typically stayed near 6%.  Figure 4a demonstrated this point, where men and women's 
proportions of shown in the foreground of visuals were plotted and appear nearly mirror images of each 
other since their data sets citing gender proportions were nearly perfect inversions of each other. 
 
Figure 4a. Plot of men and women profiled in the foreground of visuals between 1998-2012. The 
mirroring of men's and women's data is demonstrated.  
 
4.1 Descriptive Results 
 In this study, 1181 visuals were used from 863 pages in 45 issues from the three different trade 
journals. These visuals led to 1675 subjects profiled, who were 66.6% of all 2516 persons counted in the 
images. In Prism 474 subjects were profiled, 416 were in Mechanical Engineering, and 785 were in C&EN. 
In profiled images of each issue gender was counted of all persons, including all persons in groups, which 
was referred as the 'gross population'. Gross population was a different count than 'gender' as a category 
of the subjects profiled. Profiled subjects were limited to three subjects in each group and referred to as 
the 'profiled population' or data. Women accounted for 452 subjects profiled (27.0%), men were 1112 
subjects (66.4%), and unknown genders were 111 subjects (6.6%), indicated in Table 4a. 
There were differences in gender proportions of the profiled and gross populations found in 
Tables 4a and 4b, respectively. Women were profiled in larger proportions than they were shown in the 
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gross population (27% and 25%, respectively) due to selectivity of data profiling. Where women were 
found in large groups they were prioritized for profiling to ensure enough data was collected on women, 
since their quantitative under-representation was obvious during data collection.  
Table 4b. Gender proportions of gross population found in all three trade 
journals. 
Gender Count of Each Gender 
Proportions of Each 
Gender 
Female 626 24.88% 
Unknown 169 6.72 
Male 1721 68.40 
 
Figure 4b indicated gender of the gross population in each trade journal, where Mechanical 
Engineering had the lowest proportion of women at 19% and largest proportion of men at 74%; C&EN had 
the largest proportion of unknown genders at 8%. This information largely reflected the gender 
proportions in Table 4a of profiled subjects in each trade journal. The exception was Prism, which showed 
26% women in gross population and 32.9% women profiled, indicating more women were shown in 
groups in Prism than in the other trade journals.  
 
Figure 4b. Comparison of gender profiles of all people found in all issues used of each trade journal. Only 
relevant visuals were counted, which were those with at least one person in the first 30 pages of Prism 
and in all pages of Mechanical Engineering (ME) and C&EN.  
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Women's participation increased over time, as indicated in Figure 4c. The average rate of 
increase was approximately 1% of women per year over the 15-year time span. A dramatic increase and 
subsequent decrease (a 'bump) occurred from 2000 to 2003.  
 
Figure 4c. Women's increased representation quantitatively over the time span for all trade journals.  
 
4.1.1 Prism Truncation 
The density of people found in issues of Prism was so high only the first 30 pages of data were 
collected, while the full trade journals were used for C&EN and Mechanical Engineering. The first 30 pages 
were chosen since the resulting data collected in that portion exceeded that of a full issue of Mechanical 
Engineering. Mechanical Engineering was the habitually smallest trade journal of the three in issue length, 
so comparable amounts of data in the other trade journals had to be at least as numerous as Mechanical 
Engineering. 
In limiting Prism to 30 pages the amount of Prism data collected fell between that of Mechanical 
Engineering and C&EN, as shown in the last column of Table 4c and in the graph of Figure 4d. The number 
of pages of the other two trade journals varied widely, indicated by their large standard deviations 
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reported in column two of Table 4c, with as much as 242 pages of the used 2007 issue of C&EN. Many of 
these issues were large since they included detailed information about the ACS annual conference.  
Table 4c. Amount of data collected in each issue of each trade journal, averaged, 1998-2012. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Trade journal 
Average 
number of 
pages used per 
trade journal 
Average 
number of 
visuals used 
in each 
issue 
Average 
number of 
visuals 
available in 
used portions 
of each issue 
Average 
percent of 
visuals used 
relative to 
those available 
in used 
portions of 
each issue 
Average 
number of 
people profiled 
per issue of 
each trade 
journal 
Prism 30 ± 0 20.0 ± 6.9 36.1 ± 5.1 56.4% 31.5 ± 11.8 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
82.8 ± 21.7 19.2 ± 9.1 96.2 ± 29.8 49.7% 27.5 ± 12.9 
C&EN 90.8 ± 50.0 39.4 ± 8.6 80.7 ± 14.7 22.3% 52.3 ± 10.4 
 
 
Figure 4d. Data collected from each issue of each trade journal indicates the number of people profiled in 
Prism was between C&EN and Mechanical Engineering. The average number of subjects profiled was 31.5 
in Prism, 52.3 in C&EN, and 27.5 in Mechanical Engineering.  
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Although the number of visuals available (those with and without people in them) were high 
among the Mechanical Engineering and C&EN full trade journals (Table 4c, column 4), the proportions 
with people in them (i.e. those visuals used) were lower (column 5), resulting in similar amounts of data 
collected (column 6). C&EN could have also been truncated, but the extent of data available was not 
appreciated until data collection was deeply in progress.  
To determine the effect of truncating Prism on results obtained, comparison of the existing data, 
which included the first 30 pages of Prism and the full issues of Mechanical Engineering and C&EN, were 
developed, where significant differences in results were found, indicated in Table 4d. Women were over-
represented numerically in Mechanical Engineering in the front portion, and under-represented in the 
latter portion; C&EN showed the opposite effect. These differences were significant; thus, truncating 
Prism likely affected results of this study. Given the variety shown in the differences in early and latter 
sections in the other two trade journals, it was hard to predict effect of Prism's truncation. 
This study could have truncated all of the data at the first 30 pages of all the trade journals for 
analysis. However, Mechanical Engineering would have shown so little data the power of the statistics 
would have been in jeopardy. Thus, the data was analyzed with Prism's first 30 pages and Mechanical 
Engineering's and C&EN's full issues.  
Table 4d. Proportions of women found in two parts of each trade journal. Difference in proportions of 
each part and the full trade journal were shown in parentheses. *All results were significant, p<0.05. 
Trade journal 
Proportion of Women 
in First 30 pages * 
Proportion of Women in 
Remainder of Trade 
journal (page numbers 
31+) * 
Proportion of Women 
in Full Trade journal * 
Prism 32.9% n/a n/a 
ME 27.4%  (+7.9%) 14.9%  (-4.6%) 19.5% 
C&EN 21.4%  (-6.0%) 32.1%  (+3.8%) 27.4% 
4.2 Inferential Results 
Stata statistical software was used for all inferential statistics, including chi-squared and logged-
odds analyses (Statacorp, 2015). Chi-squared analyses were run with a 'tabulate' command in which 
frequencies and their gendered proportions were reported along with significance. Logged-odds analyses 
were run with a 'logit' command appropriate for time (interval-level variable) as the independent variable 
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and a binary dependent variable (Pollock, 2011, p. 137). Most of the dependent variables were multi- or 
bi-variate ordinal or interval values.  For the logged odds analysis, some of the ordinal variables were 
transformed into bi-variate (0 or 1) variables by grouping all the selections except the one variable (or the 
range of variables compressed into one variable) selected for investigation. For example, the variable 'age' 
was coded by general decades of estimated subject age, such as childhood (coded 1) to 50+ years old 
(coded 5).  A preference to understand temporal trends of 'older' workers led to combining multiple 
variables into two for the logged-odds analysis: one for ages under 40 and one for older subjects.  
The term 'over-representation' in chi-squared analyses referred to a higher proportion found in 
the dependent variable than in the independent variable; and vice versa for 'under-representation'.  For 
example, the category 'gender' was nearly always the independent variable in this study, and its 
proportions varied depending on the view (or slice) of data, which are summarized in Table 4a. Categories 
were coded for images of men and women, thus the data of a single category was comprised of gender 
(female (0), male (1), or unknown (2)) and the value of the category feature (i.e. focused (1) or blurred 
(0)).   
Chi-square analysis provided comparisons between two gender counts: that of gender within the 
category's assignment (i.e. female and focused) and that of the population of gender as its own category 
(independent variable).  If the differences were large enough, they were 'significant' and thus reported.  
The level of over- or under-representation was relative to the gender proportions of the data, not the 
proportions preferred (i.e. 50% equality). Though this latter analysis could have been developed, it was 
irrelevant with the data collected. Table 4a showed women represented less often than their 50% general 
population in society. This low level of females in visuals was enough to initially express the amount of 
gender representation of in the dataset. These proportions detailed in Table 4a were also the standard by 
which all other categories (dependent variables) were judged.  Given the skewed gender proportions 
found in the trade journals, the data collected could not be expected to show equality in the dependent 
variables.  
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4.2.1 Study 1: Comparisons Between Editorial Content and Advertisements 
Editorial content comprised 1067 (63.8%) profiled subjects while 605 (36.2%) subjects were in 
advertisements. Advertisements developed by the publishing professional society were counted as 
editorial content since such content was editor-controlled. For example, editorial content was counted for 
ASEE's eGFI (Engineering Go For It!) campaign in Prism to encourage girls into science and math in K-12 
and ASME's extensive conference brochure included in many issues of Mechanical Engineering. 
Figure 4e indicated women's representation in both ads and editorial content improving over the 
15 year period. Ads showed an overall greater improvement than editorial content, indicated by the linear 
trendline showing a steeper slope of growth (1.44% proportion of women per year) than editorial content 
(0.85% proportion of women per year).  
 
Figure 4e. Graph of genders profiled in advertisements and content over time for all trade journals. 
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were different from men's. For example, women were stereotyped as at-home mothers and located in 
home-like settings; whereas men were stereotyped as a wage-earning typically in public spaces. Thus 
male and female stereotypes were coded for this study and evaluated for both male and female subjects.  
When women were over-represented in female stereotypes or men were over-represented in 
male stereotypes, these stereotypes were reinforced. When they were under-represented in their 
corresponding stereotypes, the stereotypes held no meaning. When they were over-represented in 
opposed-gender stereotypes, the gender assignment of the stereotype was defied.  
Hierarchy was developed as a feature to examine in this study to understand visual portrayals of 
power in gender representations. Hierarchy required comparison of men and women's representation in 
a feature for its assessment. For example, an image of a woman sitting was less meaningful than 
understanding that women were shown sitting as often as standing while men were shown standing 72% 
more often than they were shown sitting.. Thus, assessment of hierarchy involved comparing male and 
female frequency of representations within each value of each category.  
Tables 4e, 4f, 4g, and 4h present results of chi-squared analysis of categorical data (dependent 
variable) with gender as the independent variable. The tables showed men and women separately to 
express representations of men and women in the trade journals. The categories were sliced between 
editorial and advertising content (Study 1) to understand the uses of gender hierarchy and stereotypes in 
these two areas, presented in Tables 4e and 4f. The next section sliced data between the three trade 
journals (Study2) to understand the portrayal of gender in each trade journal, presented in Tables 4g and 
4h. Tables 4e and 4g presented results of data that were later used to understand representations of 
gender hierarchy, while Tables 4f and 4h included results that were used to understand representations 
of stereotypes in the data.  
Stereotypes were often the extremes of multi-valued rankings of a category. Much like the tails 
of a bell curve, category extremes meant the data would be rarely found. This was the case with this 
study: where stereotypes were confirmed or discounted, the amount of data to support the trends could 
be small. If a cell in a chi-squared analysis had less than 5 instances, with a correspondingly low number of 
total instances (less than 40), the value of the category was either merged into other another value or 
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neglected (David & Sutton, 2004). This minimum cell criteria restricted chi-squared analyses over time, 
where the data was sliced each year, more than Study 1 and Study 2. The number of instances sliced 
along 15 parameters (corresponding to 15 years) meant fewer instances in each cell, compared with 
slicing data along 2 parameters (ads and editorials in Study 1).  
 Proportions reported in each table (Tables 4e-4h) reflected the proportion of gender found in 
each feature (or value), with the flow of information towards the right of the table. For example, in Table 
4e, row A, value 1, in advertisements women were 26.9% and men were 65.4% of those found behaving 
neutrally (the behavior coded for '1'). This row would read, "women were 26.9% of all genders behaving 
neutrally". The male and female proportions nearly added to 100%, with the remaining 7.7% attributed to 
the proportion of people of unknown gender behaving neutrally in ads, which was not included in the 
table.  
The third gender was not included since those percentages rarely strayed from population 
proportions; when they differed, they were noted in the discussion. The column number in each table 
(left-most column) indicated the category corresponding to the paragraphs of discussions presented after 
the results of Study 3 and category descriptions in Table 3c.  
Over- and under-representations were denoted (+) and (-), respectively, and located adjacent to 
the data if they exceeded 5% relative to their corresponding gender population, which were noted in 
Table 4a and the top of each column. The symbols were used to filter data, making relevant information 
more obvious. Relevance of data was checked in cases of significance. If a set of results from a chi-squared 
analysis indicated high significance, a review of the data was needed to ensure relevant data was still 
outside a minimum tolerance of expected proportions. The expected proportions were those of the 
populations listed at the top of each column. While the previous example of Table 4e, row 1, value 1 
indicated men were portrayed 143% times more than women ((65.4%-26.9%) / 26.9%) in ads, these 
results aligned with their respective populations in Table 4a in ads of men at 65.1% and women at 27.4%. 
Thus, neither of these behaviors was outside of expectations created by their profiled population, thus 
they did not have symbols next to their reported frequency proportions. 
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Table 4e. Study 1: Chi-squared results of hierarchies of gender in data in which advertisements and 
editorial content were compared. Gender proportions reported were for each value of each category 
for ads, and separately reported for editorials. Gender profile population is listed at the top of each 
column in parentheses. (+) denotes over-represented and  (-) denotes under-represented by 5% or 
more relative to profiled population in parentheses at the top of each column. ***All findings were 
highly significant (p<0.001) unless otherwise noted. Values were symbolized with (§) if they were not 
significant. 
Row 
no. 
Hierarchy 
Category 
Value 
Women's Proportion of 
Representation (%) 
Men's Proportion of 
Representation (%) 
Ads***  
(27.4%) 
Editorial*** 
(26.8%) 
Ads*** 
(65.1%) 
Editorial*** 
(67.0%) 
A Behaviors  
1 
2 
3 
26.9 
30.7 
27.0 
24.3 
28.9 
26.2 
65.4 
66.7 
62.7 (-) 
71.5 (+) 
64.6 
62.5 
B Height  See Section 4.3: Discussion 
C Size  See Section 4.3: Discussion 
D Gaze 
1 
2 
3 
29.1  § 
24.6  § 
25.0  § 
30.0 
24.6 
41.9 (+) 
63.3  § 
69.6  § 
65.6  § 
64.7 
72.9 (+) 
 51.6 (-) 
E Shoulders  
0 
1 
28.7** 
26.3 
28.4 
25.2 
62.3** 
69.6 (+) 
64.5 
70.7 
F Hands to self  
0 
1 
37.0  § 
29.4  § 
43.0 (+)** 
 39.5 (+) 
57.4  § 
65.7  § 
52.3 (-)** 
57.9 (-) 
G 
Facial 
Expression 
0 
2 
3 
4 
24.6 ** 
37.1 (+) 
25.1 
22.2 (-) 
16.1 (-) 
34.7 (+) 
24.8 
29.2 
62.3 ** 
60.8 
67.7 
72.2 (+) 
64.0 
63.4 
71.3 
68.8 
H 
Body 
Position 
1 
2 
34.8 (+) ** 
23.1 
31.5 § 
26.9 § 
60.9 ** 
69.8 
61.8 § 
65.6 § 
J Age 
2 
3 
36.5 (+) 
12.9 (-) 
48.0 (+) 
14.7 (-) 
59.5 (-) 
86.4 (+) 
50.7 (-) 
84.2 (+) 
K Layout 
0 
1 
34.3 (+)* 
25.4 
37.1 (+)** 
24.8 
56.9 (-) * 
67.5 
56.7 (-)** 
69.0 (+) 
L Focus 
0 
1 
32.5  § 
26.5  § 
32.5 (+) 
26.3 
56.6  § 
66.6  § 
51.8 (-) 
68.3 
M Perspective 
0 
2 
28.4** 
27.5 
34.2 (+)** 
27.3 
56.8 (-)** 
60.0 
58.4 (-)** 
72.7 (+) 
N 
Type of 
Image 
0 
1 
14.9 (-)* 
29.2 
29.4 
26.4 
78.4 (+)* 
63.3 
55.9 (-) 
68.7 
P Subject 
Coloring 
0 
1 
31.3 (+)* 
26.7 
22.4 (-) 
27.4 
56.6 (-)* 
66.8 
64.2 
67.5 
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Table 4f. Study 1: Chi-squared results of stereotypes of gender in data in which advertisements and 
editorial content were compared. Gender proportions reported were for each value of each category 
for ads, and separately reported for editorials. Gender profile population is listed at the top of each 
column in parentheses. (+) denotes over-represented and (-) denotes under-represented by 5% or 
more relative to profiled population in parentheses at the top of each column. ***All findings were 
highly significant (p<0.001) unless otherwise noted. Values were symbolized with (§) if they were not 
significant. (n/a) indicated there were no instances recorded.  
Row 
no. 
Stereotype 
Category 
Value 
(F=Female 
M=Male) 
Women's Proportion of 
representation (%) 
Men's Proportion of 
representation (%) 
Ads*** 
(27.4%) 
Editorial*** 
(26.8%) 
Ads*** 
(65.1%) 
Editorial*** 
(67.0%) 
A 
Body 
Behavior 
F: 0 75.0 (+)  83.3 (+) 25.0 (-) 0.0 (-) 
M: 4 
M: 5 
6.9 (-) 
n/a 
36.4 (+) 
83.3 (+) 
69.0 
n/a 
50.0 (-) 
16.7 (-) 
F Hands to Self F: 0 24.6  § 43.0 (+)** 62.3  § 52.3 (-)** 
G 
Facial 
Expression 
F: 1 25.0** 56.3 (+) 66.7** 43.8 (-) 
H Body Position F: 0 57.1 (+)** 40.0  § 14.3 (-)** 55.0  § 
J Age F: 1 47.6 (+) 11.5 (-) 33.3 (-) 57.7 (-) 
Q 
Body 
Alterations 
F: 0 0.0 (-) 13.6 (-) 25.0 (-) 27.3 (-) 
M: 1 0.0 (-) 10.5 (-) 75.0 (+) 68.4  
R Clothing F: 0 50.0 (+) 69.7 (+) 44.4 (-) 27.3 (-) 
S 
Interaction 
with 
Technology 
F: 0 
F: 1 
27.2  § 
32.5  § 
27.1** 
18.4 (-) 
65.9  § 
62.5  § 
67.6** 
65.8 
M: 2 26.4  § 25.9** 62.1  § 63.0** 
T Sphere 
F: 0 55.6 (+)** 62.5 (+) 44.4 (-)** 18.8 (-) 
M: 2 30.3 ** 26.2 62.3** 67.8 
U Context 
F: 0 61.1 (+) 41.5 (+) 38.9 (-) 46.3 (-) 
M: 4 7.1 (-) 12.2 (-) 78.6 (+) 77.0 (+) 
V Peripherals 
F: 0 54.8 (+) 37.5 (+) 38.7 (-) 46.4 (-) 
Neutral: 1 31.3 25.4 59.3 (-) 71.1 
Prof: 2 25.5 29.1 68.8 65.9 
M: 3 13.5 (-) 16.1 (-) 71.2 (+) 69.0 
W Military M: 1 See Section 4.3: Discussion 
X Expert M: 1 0.0 § 17.6 (-) 100.0 § 81.7 (+) 
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4.2.2 Study 2: Comparisons Among Trade journals 
 Prism profiled 474 subjects, Mechanical Engineering profiled  416, and C&EN profiled 785. Prism 
had more than two times the number of subjects from editorials than advertisements, and C&EN had 
nearly three times; Mechanical Engineering had 42% less subjects from editorials than ads.  
Table 4g. Study 2: Chi-squared results of hierarchy of gender in data in which trade journals were 
compared. Gender proportions reported were for each value of each category, for each trade journal 
separately. Gender profile population is listed at the top of each column in parentheses. (+) denotes 
over-represented and (-) denotes under-represented by 5% or more relative to profiled population in 
parentheses at the top of each column. ***All findings were highly significant (p<0.001) unless 
otherwise noted. Values were symbolized with (§) if they were not significant. 
Row 
no. 
Hierarchy 
Category 
Value 
Women's Proportion of 
Representation (%) *** 
Men's Proportion of  
Representation (%)*** 
Prism 
(32.9%) 
ME 
(19.5%) 
C&EN 
(27.4%) 
Prism 
(61.0%) 
ME 
(73.1%) 
C&EN 
(66.0%) 
A 
Body 
Behaviors  
1 
2 
3 
28.1** 
36.2 
29.5 
24.6 (+) 
20.0 
8.3 (-) 
23.9 
30.2 
40.8 (+) 
67.1(+)** 
57.7 
60.0 
70.9 
73.3 
78.1 (+) 
70.3 
66.5 
50.5 (-) 
B Height  See Section 4.3: Discussion 
C Size  See Section 4.3: Discussion 
D Gaze 
1 
2 
3 
38.7 
28.5 
37.5 
19.5** 
22.6 
25 (+) 
30.8 
23.3 
33.3 (+) 
56.2 (-) 
68.8 (+) 
54.7 (-) 
73.8** 
73.4 
75.0 
62.6 
73.1 (+) 
55.6 (-) 
E Shoulders 
0 
1 
35.2 
31.3 
20.2  § 
17.7  § 
30.1 
25.6 
57.7 
65.6 
72.9  § 
74.3  § 
60.8 (-) 
72.5 (+) 
F 
Hands to 
Self  
0 
1 
51.9 (+)* 
40.0 (+) 
35.9 (+)* 
37.5 (+) 
31.9  § 
31.8  § 
46.3 (-)* 
60.0 
53.9 (-)* 
62.5 (-) 
63.8  § 
63.6  § 
G 
Facial 
Expres-
sion 
0 
2 
3 
4 
27.3 (-)* 
24.9 
32.1 
34.4 
11.5 (-) 
44.3 (+) 
16.7 
12.8 (-) 
23.7 
32.9 (+) 
24.2 
27.4 
59.6 * 
62.4 
62.0 
62.5 
73.0 
54.4 (-) 
79.2 (+) 
87.2 (+) 
55.0 (-) 
65.4 
70.9 
68.6 
H 
Body 
Position 
1 
2 
40.2  § 
33.3  § 
26.7(+)** 
13.7 (-) 
32.0  § 
27.9  § 
55.4  § 
59.9  § 
66.7 (-)** 
78.4 (+) 
62.3  § 
65.0 § 
J Age 
2 
3 
44.2 (+) 
20.7 (-) 
36.0 (+) 
7.2 (-) 
45.3 (+) 
14.2 (-) 
53.7 (-) 
77.9 (+) 
62.7 (-) 
92.0 (+) 
51.2 (-) 
85.0 (+) 
K Layout 
0 
1 
69.7  § 
30.8  § 
21.0* 
 19.2 
42.4 (+) 
24.7 
56.0  § 
62.5  § 
65.4 (-)* 
74.9 
51.7 (-) 
68.7 
L Focus 
0 
1 
33.3  § 
32.9  § 
26.7  § 
18.0  § 
38.5 (+) 
26.6 
55.6  § 
61.7  § 
63.3  § 
74.9  § 
42.3 (-) 
67.8 
M 
Per-
spective 
0 
2 
34.9  § 
22.6  § 
12.8  § 
29.6  § 
37.6 (+) 
30.8 
60.4  § 
77.4  § 
74.5  § 
63.0  § 
47.3 (-) 
57.7 (-) 
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(Table 4g continued) 
Row 
no. 
Hierarchy 
Category 
Value 
Women's Proportion of 
Representation (%) *** 
Men's Proportion of  
Representation (%)*** 
Prism 
(32.9%) 
ME 
(19.5%) 
C&EN 
(27.4%) 
Prism 
(61.0%) 
ME 
(73.1%) 
C&EN 
(66.0%) 
N 
Type of 
Image 
0 
1 
33.64  § 
32.7  § 
14.9  § 
20.5  § 
10.7 (-) 
28.1 
56.4  § 
62.4  § 
79.7  § 
71.6  § 
53.6 (-) 
66.6 
P 
Subject 
Coloring 
0 
1 
29.3  § 
33.7  § 
23.3  § 
18.7  § 
25.0 
27.7 
61.0  § 
61.0  § 
68.5  § 
74.1  § 
55.0 (-) 
67.4 
 
 
Table 4h. Study 2: Chi-squared results of stereotypes of gender in data in which trade journals were 
compared. Gender proportions reported were for each value of each category, for each trade journal 
separately. Gender profile population is listed at the top of each column in parentheses. (+) denotes 
over-represented and (-) denotes under-represented by 5% or more relative to profiled population in 
parentheses at the top of each column.  ***All findings were highly significant (p<0.001) unless 
otherwise noted. Values were symbolized with (§) if they were not significant. 
Row 
no. 
Stereo-
type 
Category 
Value 
(F=Femal
e 
M=Male) 
Women's Proportion of 
Representation (%) *** 
Men's Proportion of 
Representation (%)*** 
Prism 
(32.9%) 
ME 
(19.5%) 
C&EN 
(27.4%) 
Prism 
(61.0%) 
ME 
(73.0%) 
C&EN 
(66.1%) 
A 
Body 
Behavior 
F: 0 
100.0(+)*
* 
66.7 (+) 100.0 (+) 0.0 (-)** 16.7 (-) 0.0 (-) 
M: 4  
M: 5 
63.6(+)** 
83.3(+) 
10.5 (-) 
0.0 (-) 
4.8 (-) 
0.0 (-) 
36.4 (-)** 
16.7 (-) 
84.2 (+) 
0.0 (-) 
52.4 (-) 
0.0 (-) 
F 
Hands to 
Self 
F: 0 51.9 (+)* 35.9 (+)* 31.9  § 46.3 (-)* 53.9 (-)* 63.8  § 
G 
Facial 
Expressio
n 
F: 1 60.0 (+)* 0.0 (-) 42.9 (+) 40.0 (-)* 83.3 (+) 57.1 (-) 
H 
Body 
Position 
F: 0 42.9  § 50.0(+)** 42.9  § 50.0  § 16.7 (-)** 57.1  § 
J Age F: 1 9.1 (-) 33.3 (+) 63.2 (+) 63.6 40.7 (-) 21.1 (-) 
Q 
Body 
Altera-
tions 
F: 0 25.0 (-) 8.3 (-) 0.0 (-) 25.0 (-) 41.7 (-) (0.0) 
M: 1 12.5 (-) 0.0 (-) 0.0 (-) 75.0 (+) 100.0 (+) 42.9 (-) 
R Clothing F: 0 86.7 (+) 25.0  § 66.7 (+) 6.7 (-) 66.7  § 33.3 (-) 
S 
Interac-
tion with 
Tech-
nology 
F: 0 
F: 1 
34.3** 
20.0 (-) 
21.8* 
21.4 
25.4** 
33.3 
60.9** 
55.0 (-) 
72.6* 
67.9 (-) 
68.2** 
66.7 
M: 2 26.3 (-)** 8.5 (-)* 44.5(+)** 64.9** 77.5* 44.8 (-)** 
T Sphere 
F: 0 63.6  § 57.1 (+)* 57.1  § 27.3  § 28.6 (-)* 28.6  § 
M: 2 34.0  § 18.1 28.9  § 60.5  § 72.8 65.2  § 
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(Table 4h continued) 
Row 
no. 
Stereo-
type 
Category 
Value 
(F=Femal
e 
M=Male) 
Women's Proportion of 
Representation (%) *** 
Men's Proportion of 
Representation (%)*** 
Prism 
(32.9%) 
ME 
(19.5%) 
C&EN 
(27.4%) 
Prism 
(61.0%) 
ME 
(73.0%) 
C&EN 
(66.1%) 
U Context 
F: 0 38.7 (+)* 55.6(+)** 52.4 (+) 54.8 (-)* 33.3 (-)** 38.1 (-) 
M: 4 13.0 (-) 6.6 (-) 22.2 (-) 65.2 (+) 88.5 (+) 55.6 (-) 
V 
Peri-
pherals 
F: 0 41.2  § 34.8 (+)* 53.3 (+) 47.1  § 56.5 (-)* 30.0 (-) 
Neutral: 
1 
35.0  § 24.6 (+)* 23.2 59.3  § 71.1* 72.1 (+) 
Prof: 2 31.5  § 17.4* 30.5 62.1  § 75.1* 64.9 
M: 3 21.4  § 12.1 (-)* 15.6 (-) 78.6  § 75.8* 55.6 (-) 
W Military M: 1 See Section 4.3: Discussion 
X Expert M: 1 15.8 (-)** 0.0 (-)* 18.7 (-) 82.5(+)** 100.0(+)* 80.8 (+) 
 
4.2.3 Study 3: Trends Over Time 
Study 3 sliced the data by year (1998-2012) in specific categories selected from some of the most 
relevant findings of the first two sections to understand changes over time. These results are presented in 
Section 4.3 along with results of Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Logged-odds analyses were performed to 
further understand time relations and presented in Table 4i. 
Logged-odds analysis was used to reveal relations between categories and the time span of this 
study (15 years). Gender was the independent variable in many of these analyses to allow for the effect of 
time (independent variable) on the category under investigation (dependent variable) while controlling 
for the effect of gender. A number of dependent variables were found significant in relation to time, 
which were listed in Table 4i.  
Categories with multiple values had to be converted to binary values (0 or 1) before the logged-
odds analysis. Table 4j summarized these changes to assist in interpretation of the logged-odds results. 
Categories were valued to characterize lower numbers as more subordinate. Thus a decrease in value 
would be a shift towards the subordinate version of that category; an increase in the value would be 
towards the superior version. For example, for the logged-odds analysis layout was coded '0' for subject in 
the background and '1' for foreground, since the background was the more marginalized location for a 
subject in an image.  
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Table 4i. Results of logged odds analyses with resulting linear equations that modeled an averaged effect. 
Row 
no. 
Category *** 
Strength of 
contribution 
Equation of Logit Function (Logged odds =) 
Odds Ratio  
(no significance 
unless noted) 
Y Gender 0.008  = -0.052(year) + 104.3 Year: 0.950 
K Layout 0.013 = 0.489(gender) - 0.036(year) + 72.801 
Gender: 1.631 *** 
Year: 0.965 ** 
N 
Reality of 
Representation 
0.020 = - 0.097(gender) + 0.088(year) - 174.885 
Gender: 0.918 
Year: 1.092 *** 
P 
Subject 
Coloring 
0.013 = 0.003(gender) + 0.070(year) - 138.723 
Gender: 1.003 
Year: 1.073 *** 
G 
Facial 
Expression** 
0.003 = - 0.035(year) + 69.083 Year: 0.965 ** 
J Age 0.039 = 1.155(gender) + 0.004(year) - 62.171 
Gender: 3.174 *** 
Year: 1.004 ** 
R Clothing 0.065 = 1.562(gender) -  0.014(year) + 31.526 
Gender: 4.766 *** 
Year: 0.985 
U 
Feminine 
Context 
0.030 = 0.937(gender) + 0.072(year) - 140.950 
Gender: 2.551 *** 
Year: 1.074* 
U 
Masculine  
Context 
0.022 = 1.172(gender) + 0.002(year) - 7.692 
Gender: 3.229 *** 
Year: 1.002 
T Sphere 0.0572 = 0.828(gender) + 0.011(year) - 18.070 
Gender: 2.288 *** 
Year: 1.011 
F Hands to Self 0.0143 = 0.694(gender) + 0.011(year) = 19.918 
Gender: 2.002 *** 
Year: 1.011 
  
 Feminine contexts were re-coded to include locations of the subject in the image in home-like 
settings. The presence of a couch or kitchen that was not professional (such as a psychiatrist's office or 
professional chef's workplace) and were clues that indicated feminine contexts. Masculine contexts 
involved mechanic's garage, repair shop, manufacturing site with traditional machinery, and a gym.  
Similarly, feminine peripherals included extra props or graphics in the image that suggested 
domestic life or weddings, a child's toy, and artistic or exotic items. Masculine peripherals included 
traditional automobiles, tattoos, guns, weapons, police symbols, and athletic equipment. The application 
of these contexts and peripherals to gendered subjects in an image affected perception of the subject as a 
credible engineer. A subject with a broom in hand in a kitchen did not appear a likely engineering, yet 
someone in a manufacturing site would more closely approximate the character of a credible engineer.   
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Table 4j. Coded values of categories used in logged-odds calculations. Some values were re-coded for the 
binary (0,1) requirements of logged-odds analysis by merging multi-variate values. Values in parentheses 
refer to former values described in Table 3c. Row number corresponds to those in Tables 3c and 4e-4i. 
Row no. Category Value = 0 Value = 1 
Y Gender Female (0) Not female (1, 2) 
K Layout Subject in the background (0) Subject in the foreground (1) 
N 
Reality of 
Representation 
Animation or drawing (0) Photograph (1) 
P Subject Coloring Enhanced or monochrome (0) Normal human coloring (1) 
G Facial Expression No face shown (0) or all smiles (1,2) 
Neutral (3) or  
engaged, serious (4) 
J Age Below 40 years old (0-2) 40 years old and above (3) 
R Clothing Partially or fully nude (0) 
Appropriately dressed (1) or 
indeterminate (2) 
U Feminine Context Home, party (0) All others (1-4) 
U 
Masculine  
Context 
All other contexts (0-3) Gym & Garage (4) 
T Sphere Private (0) and neutral (1) Public (2) 
F Hands to Self Hands touching self or face (0) 
Hands on hips (1) or  
unseen (2) 
4.3 Results & Discussion 
The logged-odds equation of gender and time (Table 4i, row Y) implied a decrease in the logged 
odds of gender (i.e. more women present) with each increasing year. The odds ratio of 0.950 indicated 
that each additional year increased the odds of women participating by 5%. This model was conceptually 
similar to the general trend of gender representation of female profiled population in Figure 4c, with its 
positive slope of increasing women's presence with time. The curve in Figure 4c was not a plot of the 
logged-odds equation.  
Women's lower representation quantitatively in Mechanical Engineering (18.9% of gross 
population, shown in Figure 4b)  relative to the other trade journals was anticipated since the mechanical 
engineering field showed the lowest participation rate of women in engineering (Figures 4f and 4g). 
Though it showed women the least often of the trade journals, Mechanical Engineering represented 
women at higher rates (18.9%) than the corresponding workforce and educational gender proportions of 
5% and 12%, respectively.   
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Figure 4f. Women's percent of total bachelor's degrees earned during 1998-2012. Data source: National 
Science Foundation, 2014. 
 
Figure 4g. Women as a proportion of the total workforce in engineering and science specialties. Data 
source: BLS, 2014.  
 
Prism's second place in quantitatively representing women at 25.9% shown was expected.  Prism 
was a multi-disciplinary engineering trade journal covering all engineering professions. The combined 
effect of women in all engineering results in populations between mechanical engineering and chemical 
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engineering, as indicated in Figures 4f and 4g. Prism showed an over-representation relative to the 
bachelor's degrees earned and workforce population, where they averaged 19.3% and 13.6% over the 
decade 2002-2012, respectively.  Prism may have over-represented women since it had a history of 
encouraging women and girls into engineering. Their "Engineering Go For It" (eGFI) program for girls was 
advertised extensively in each issue analyzed. In addition, ASEE (Prism's publishing professional society) is 
the premier professional society of engineering educators. The extensive efforts of engineering educators 
to encourage women into engineering included articles and front-cover visuals in Prism and scholarship 
presented in ASEE's peer-reviewed journal, Journal of Engineering Education (JEE).  ASEE was more 
selective about its representation of women in their culturally pervasive trade journal (Prism).  
C&EN represented chemistry and chemical engineering, two fields that were higher in numeric 
representation of women in education and the workforce than the other fields in this study (Figures 4f 
and 4g). C&EN's representation of women at 27.2% fell short of reflecting their chemistry's educational 
proportions (Figure 4f) and appeared to largely fall between the chemistry's and chemical engineering's 
workforce populations (Figure 4g). Thus, Prism and Mechanical Engineering over-represented women and 
C&EN approximated their female chemical engineering proportions relative to their practicing 
populations.   
Women's profiled quantitative representation in each trade journal through the 15 years was 
plotted in Figure 4h, where Mechanical Engineering showed the largest improvement over time at an 
average increase of 1.77% in the proportion of women per year. This trade journal had the most room for 
improvement since it started at zero percent in 1998 and 2000. Prism showed women more frequently at 
an average of 32.9%, though this varied over time. 
4.3.1 Categories 
The following paragraphs of discussion of results were labeled to correspond to row numbers in 
Tables 3c and 4e - 4j with logged-odds models included in cases of significant results. Symbols of 
significance were included in the discussion when it was not possible to include in the tables. Graphs of 
trends were also included in those cases where significance was determined.   
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Figure 4h. Women's frequency of data in each trade journal during 1998-2012. Trendlines for each curve 
were plotted to demonstrate average linear changes over time.  
 
A : Hierarchy displayed in body behaviors included coded values of neutrality, engagement, and 
working, which all aligned with profiled gender proportions. These values were hierarchal when compared 
with each other since they were coded according to increasing activity (i.e. decreasing passivity); women 
were expected to be over-represented portraying more passive behaviors. The data showed men were 
slightly over-represented in neutrality in editorial images and slightly under-represented as working in ad 
images, which defied expectations of hierarchy. Women were over-represented in neutral behavior in 
Prism and Mechanical Engineering and in depictions of them working in C&EN. Women were under-
represented (and men were over-represented) in working in Mechanical Engineering. Women were 
shown actively working in 10% of images with women; whereas men were shown working in 25% of 
images with men. 
Stereotypical feminine behaviors, where women were culturally considered dependent and 
needy, were analyzed along with stereotypical masculine behaviors, such as aggression and athleticism. 
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There were too few instances of needy or dependent and aggressive behavior to credibly report gendered 
trends. There was more equality of athletic representation relative to population proportions since 
women and men were shown doing sports in 15% & 20% of their images, respectively. 
B & C:  When higher or taller men than women were found within the same image (i.e. 'height'), 
53.7% were in ads and 46.3% were in editorial content**.  Prism showed height evenly between ads and 
editorial content**.  Mechanical Engineering showed 82% of demonstrations of height in ads, and 18% in 
editorial material*.  Of the instances of men larger than women in the same image (i.e. 'size'), 59.0% were 
in ads and 41.0% were in editorial content**. These findings showed advertisements used height and size 
in visual superiority over women.    
Height and size were not included in Tables 4e-4h since they were not applied to every profiled 
subject. These categories were only applied when an identified man and woman (at least one of each) 
were in the same image. This meant that often a group of people was being profiled, yet the code of 
height and data was applied to one of those subjects randomly. Thus, an application of height and size 
responses was not linked to the one subject profiled on the same line of data. The analysis of height and 
size with the type of content was valid since the variables applied to the type of visual (ads, editorials, and 
each trade journal).  
D: Of the gazes displayed, 46.5% were to the side or down relative to the camera perspective and 
subjects were looking directly into the camera 39.8% of the time. Subjects looked above the camera 63 
times (3.8%).  Women were shown over-represented looking upward in C&EN. Men were over-
represented in direct gaze at the camera in Prism and C&EN.  
Figure  4i indicates women gazed upward in large proportions between 2005-2010. This upward 
look was reminiscent of a visionary and was positively regarded (Goffman, 1979). Women's direct gaze 
held steady near population proportions.  
E: Shoulder direction included frontal facing and oblique, where shoulders were 45° or more 
away from the camera. Men were found in frontal positions (61%) more often than oblique positions 
(38%) in editorial content. Yet women were found in these two positions nearly equally (43% and 56%, 
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respectively)  in editorial content. Men were shown under-represented in shoulders positioned obliquely 
in C&EN. 
 
Figure 4i. The proportions of gazes performed by women. Direct gaze indicated the subject's line of sight 
was into the camera, and looking above the camera was considered an upward gaze.  
 
F : Hands touching self was defined as hands touching the subject's own face or own hands as 
signs of insecurity or vulnerability. In editorial content, women were over-represented and men were 
under-represented in these features in 13% of women's and 6% of men's editorial images. Prism and 
Mechanical Engineering reflected these same trends. These findings supported the stereotype of 
women's use of hands to represent vulnerability (Goffman, 1979).   
Hands on the hips implied power and confidence; 5% of women and 3% of men were depicted in 
this authoritative manner in editorial content. While women were portrayed vulnerably proportionately 
more frequently than men, they were also shown in powerful positions with more proportionate 
frequency. 
The logged odds equation indicating the effect of hands in portrayals of vulnerability (i.e. 
decreasing values of 'hands') increased with decreasing gender (i.e. a female subject) and with earlier 
issues of trade journals. The opposite effect of shifting gender to male improved the odds of increased 
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display of power with hands on hips by 1.002 times and with increasing as a function of time at 1.1%. Thus 
older images represented women as vulnerable or uncertain more often than newer ones. 
G: Women were under-represented and unknown genders where over-represented with 'no 
face' in ads. This category included faces that were either difficult to resolve or were turned away from 
the camera. Women's under-representation in this category was depicted in Prism and Mechanical 
Engineering.  
In ads, women were over-represented in neutral facial expression and under-represented in 
serious or aggressive expression; men were the opposite in these two values. Those ads were spread 
among the three trade journals, since over-representation in neutrality was not found in women in any 
trade journal. In editorial content and in Mechanical Engineering, men were over-represented with 
neutral expressions. 
In all content, women were more frequently represented with a pleasant smile than with neutral 
expressions; whereas men were the opposite. These trends were found in Mechanical Engineering and 
C&EN.  
Women were under-represented and men were over-represented in serious or engaged 
expressions overall, and Mechanical Engineering was the major contributor to this trend. These findings 
supported the idea that men were known to be serious about their work and do not have to smile to 
please, whereas women were considered more decorative and expected to smile to appease (Goffman, 
1979).  
An effusive smile was presented as an effort to appease a superior and stereotypically displayed 
by women (Goffman, 1979). Women were shown over-represented and men under-represented with a 
large smile in editorial images, confirming this stereotype. This trend was found in Prism and Mechanical 
Engineering, but the opposing trend was displayed in C&EN. 
The logged odds of facial expressions becoming more serious or engaged decreased with time at 
0.035. With each passing year, the odds of facial expressions becoming less engaged and more friendly 
(smiling) was 3.5% per year. Thus, older images showed more serious facial expressions than newer ones. 
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H: In ads, women were shown sitting as often as standing; men were shown standing 72% more 
often than sitting. Mechanical Engineering showed women over-represented and men under-represented 
sitting, and men over-represented and women under-represented standing. These latter two trends 
support expected hierarchies of men in superior positions. Men were standing in 68% of images of men 
with bodies in Mechanical Engineering. 
Women were over-represented and men were under-represented in recumbent positions in ads 
and in Mechanical Engineering, reinforcing the stereotype that women tend to be shown in more 
vulnerable positions than men (Goffman, 1979).  
J: Women were over-represented in younger ages and men over-represented in older ages in 
both ads and editorial content; the effect was more exaggerated in ads. Women were shown in their 20's 
and 30's in 66% of their ads and shown 40 years old or older in 11% of them.  Each trade journal reflected 
this trend with high significance.  
The logged-odds model reflected the age trend described, where the logged odds of increased 
age (40 years old and above) improved with increasing gender (from female to male) by 1.155 and with 
each increasing year by 0.004. Shifting the subject's gender to male increased the odds of him being older 
(40+ years old) by 217%. Increasing time had little effect at 0.4% per year. 
This trend of younger women and older men as workers or representatives in these professional 
trade journals were shown in similar proportions as the workforce population (Figure 4g).  Engineering as 
an aging workforce may be a reflection of its past, which was more male-dominated than in recent 
decades, where older men would be more prevalent than older women.  Fourteen percent of all subjects 
profiled older than 40 years were women and 85% were men. This reflected the engineering workforce 
(all fields) at nearly 14% women since 2003 (Figure 4g).  
Children with unknown genders were over-represented in editorial content, leaving females and 
males under-represented in childhood ages. Girls were over-represented and boys under-represented as 
children in ad images, in Mechanical Engineering, and in C&EN; yet the opposite trend was found in Prism. 
The former findings reinforce another Goffman (1979) stereotype. Goffman found that women were 
often dressed and presented as girl-children and man/woman visual relations were similar to typical 
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parent/child relationships. He concluded that children depicted were female to support both of these 
schemes.  
Another view to explain the presence of girls would involve the effort to encourage girls and 
young women into engineering, in which an over-representation of them in the trade journals would 
contribute to normalizing the presence of females in engineering. This tactic, though, was applied by ads 
and not by editors, shedding doubt on its credibility since editors would be more cognizant of the 
altruistic effort involved than advertisers.  Advertisers would prefer to appeal to current readers, not 
recruit future demographics. This explanation worked against Prism since it under-represented girls, 
although it was shown to be aware of the low participation of women and addressing it in their quantities 
of representation overall.  
K: Men were under-represented in the background in Mechanical Engineering and C&EN; women 
were over-represented in the background in C&EN. Men were found in the foreground in 80% and 86% of 
their visuals, and women were in the foreground in 72% and 77% of their images in ads and editorial 
content, respectively.  These trends were confirmed in the logged-odds model.  
The model suggested the logged odds of the subject in the foreground increased with increased 
gender (shifted to a male subject) and decreased with increasing time. Upon gender shifting from female 
to male, the odds of the subject being in the foreground increased 63.1%. With time, the odds of subject 
in the foreground decreased 3.5%. Thus, a male in an early issue of a trade journal held the best odds to 
be in the foreground.  
Figure 4a indicated that men were shown in the foreground more often than women through the 
study period. Yet the upper curve had a negative slope, indicating a general decrease in men's 
representation in the foreground with time, reflecting the logged-odds model. 
L: Women were shown over-represented and men under-represented in blurred images in 
editorial content and in C&EN. Unknown genders were over-represented as blurred subjects in images. 
Women were shown as blurred or distorted subjects in fluctuating proportions over time, as shown in 
Figure 4j. The blurred curved peaked at parity in 1998, 2003, and 2011. The focused curve reflected the 
profiled female population curves in Figure 4c.  
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Figure 4j. The proportion of women depicted focused or blurred in images, 1998-2012. 
M: Unknown genders were not shown (0%) in camera angles from below. Women were over-
represented and men were under-represented in perspectives from above in editorial content and in 
C&EN. Perspectives from above implied a dominant view of the subject. Populations with a level camera 
angle aligned with profiled populations.  
The camera perspectives were examined over time, and all three followed the general 
population curve for women profiled (Figure 4c), as shown in Figure 4k. The 'from below' curve fluctuated 
with larger amplitude, peaking at 65% women in 2004.  
N: Women were under-represented and men were over-represented in less-realistic ad images, 
such as drawings or pixelated visuals. This defied expectations since women were used more decoratively 
and creatively in ads in the McKnight study (1974) leading to the prospect that their 'realness' would be 
compromised. 
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Figure 4k. The proportion of various camera angles on women between 1998-2012. A camera angle from 
above indicates a view looking down on the subject; camera angle from below indicated an upward view.  
 
The logged odds equation reflected this trend. The logged odds of the image closely representing 
reality (like a photograph) increased with decreasing gender (i.e. shifting to women) and with increasing 
time. The odds the subject appeared real (as in a photograph, not a drawing) increased 8.2% with women 
and 9.2% each year. Thus, over time women were increasingly represented in realistic depictions. 
Unknown genders were over-represented and men were under-represented in less-realistic or 
animated editorial images. Men and women were under-represented in less-realistic visuals in C&EN. 
Unknown gender in these images was significantly high in C&EN, where 25% of C&EN unknown genders 
were depicted less than realistically. 
P: Unknown genders were over-represented in enhanced coloring of ad and content images and 
in C&EN. In enhanced colored images, women were under-represented in editorial content and men were 
under-represented in ad images and in C&EN. Similar to the logic explained in realism of images, artificial 
coloring was expected to be more frequent for women than for men. 
The logged odds equation supported expectations, where the logged odds of the subject colored 
normally (not monochromatic or neon colored) increased with increasing gender (i.e. shifting to a man or 
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unknown gender) and with increasing time. A subject was more likely to be normally colored if he were 
male (0.3% odds increase) and in a more recent trade journal (7.3% odds increase per year).  
Q: Body alterations such as mechanizing the body and biologically enhancing features were 
applied in an over-abundance to unknown gendered subjects. Men and women were under-represented 
in editorial and ad images in both of these categories.  Each trade journal reflected the same trends, 
except Prism and Mechanical Engineering over-represented men in biological enhancements. This latter 
finding supported the theory that more men than women would be biologically enhanced, such as in 
portrayals of super-heroes, who were typically male.  
R: Women were represented in lower proportions than men over time in being fully and 
appropriately clothed, as shown in Figure 4l. Inadequate clothing for a person in professional journals was 
an indication of sexualizing or discrediting the subject, according to Goffman (1979).  Female subjects 
were over-represented and males were under-represented in ads, editorial images and in Prism and 
Mechanical Engineering in inadequate amounts of clothing. 
 
Figure 4l. Proportion of appropriately clothed profiled men and women between 1998-2012.  
The logged odds of an appropriate amount of clothing on subjects decreased with each passing 
year and increased with gender (becoming male or unknown). Changing the gender to male or unknown 
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increased the odds of more clothing on subjects by 377% and time decreased the odds per year by 1.5%. 
This trend was reflected in the graph of data in Figure 4l, where men's downward trend over time was 
indicated in the upper curve and negative slope of its trendline equation.  
S: Women were found under-represented in editorial images and in Prism holding or displaying 
technology, which was against the stereotype of women used as decoration; men were under-
represented in this feature in Prism and Mechanical Engineering. Another view of a subject holding or 
displaying technology in a professional trade journal could credit the subject with developing or offering 
useful applications of that technology. This latter view would promote a superior status to the subject. 
The difference in the two views would depend on the context of the article or ad, requiring more 
information than this study offered.  
Men and women were shown creating or using technology in proportion to their profiled 
populations. Unknown genders were over-represented in holding or displaying technology in Prism and 
Mechanical Engineering.  Women were under-represented in creating or using technology in Prism and 
Mechanical Engineering, yet over-represented (and men under-represented) in C&EN.  
T: The private sphere was the domain of women in all profiled data. Women were shown over-
represented and men were depicted under-represented in ads and editorial images and in Mechanical 
Engineering in private spaces such as the home. Subjects in the public domain aligned with population 
proportions. Women were 60% of private domains and 28% of public domain images; men were 28% of 
private sphere and 66% of public sphere locations.  
These trends were reflected in the model. The logged odds of a private context improved with 
decreased gender (female subject) at 0.937 and with decreasing year at 0.072. The odds ratios indicated 
changing the gender to male or unknown increased the odds of more public contexts (i.e. less domestic 
contexts) by 155%. Similarly, with each passing year, the odds of more public contexts increased by 7.4%. 
Thus, older images were more likely to show women in traditional settings, such as the home.  
U: Women were over-represented and men under-represented in stereotypical feminine 
contexts such as in the home or salon in all visuals: ads and editorial images and all three trade journals. 
Men were over-represented and women under-represented in stereotypical masculine contexts, such a 
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garage, a gym, or in the military, in ads and editorial images and in Prism and Mechanical Engineering. 
These findings supported these two stereotypes, and aligned with findings of women and men in the 
private sphere.  
Women were shown more often in typically feminine contexts than in stereotypically masculine 
contexts over time, according to Figure 4m. There is even a period when women were not shown at all in 
an industrial site or a gym in all three trade journals from 1998-2005, and yet the trade journals had many 
images of engineering workshops and engineering industrial sites. Not included in masculine contexts 
were laboratories, such as those that house computers or high-tech manufacturing sites. This latter 
setting was included in a 'professional' category, where women were represented proportionally with 
their population.  
 
Figure 4m. The proportions of subjects who were women in more feminine contexts and in more 
masculine contexts. Feminine contexts included home, party, salon or restaurant, whereas masculine 
contexts included a garage, gym, manufacturing or industrial site, and a war zone.  
 
Logged odds models of both stereotypes supported the chi-squared findings. The logged odds of 
context being stereotypically masculine increased with the subject's gender (becoming male or unknown) 
at 1.172 and with increasing year at 0.002. Changing the subject's gender to male or unknown would 
increase the odds of more masculine contexts by 223%. Time had virtually no effect at +0.2% per year. 
Thus, increased masculine stereotypes were found more recently and included male subjects. Figure 4m 
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indicated the trend in women's populations in masculine contexts in the lower curve, indicating their low 
frequency.  
The logged odds of context being stereotypically feminine improved with decreasing gender 
(being female) and decreasing year (earlier years of the trade journals). Changing the subject's gender to 
male or unknown would decrease the odds of more private sphere contexts in images by 223%. Time had 
little effect at 1.1% per year. Again, earlier images of women portrayed them more frequently in 
traditional roles. The upper curve in Figure 4m indicated women's higher frequency in feminine contexts. 
V: Women were over-represented and men under-represented with stereotypical feminine 
peripherals associated with visuals, such as features of domesticity, weddings, and children's toys, in ads 
and editorial images and in Mechanical Engineering and C&EN. Men were found over-represented and 
women under-represented with stereotypical masculine peripherals, such as weapons, cars, and athletic 
equipment in ads and editorial images. Women were found under-represented with masculine 
peripherals in Mechanical Engineering and C&EN; men were also under-represented in this feature in 
C&EN, since unknown genders were over-represented in that trade journal. These findings reinforced 
stereotypes in gender representations of feminine and masculine peripherals. 
Women were over-represented with neutral peripherals in Mechanical Engineering and men in 
C&EN. Yet use of professional peripherals aligned with the profiled populations.  
W: Only 12 instances of military equipment or clothing were found in the data; 7 were in Prism 
and 5 were in C&EN. The 10 instances found in editorial images were split evenly among men and women. 
These were too few instances to include in the findings. In a decade full of war, where in 2001 America 
was attacked at its home by foreign invaders for the first time in a century, this lack of data in military 
representation defied expectations. Mechanical engineering had a history of military applications, from 
wartime engineers building airstrips on newly-won islands during WWII to developing high-tech weaponry 
since the Cold War.  Yet none of the few visual instances of military were found in Mechanical 
Engineering. There could be an effort to distance the profession from the military due to the poor image 
of the war after President George W. Bush's activation of troops in 2003 (The Economist, 2009). However, 
it would seem there would be prevalent military presence between the 9/11 attack and beginning of the 
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Iraq War when the U.S. was pervasively explicitly offended by the attack. There could be another 
professional journal that catered to defense contracting. Or editors and advertisers alike determined the 
context of war and militarism was unattractive to engineering professionals and decided to avoid them.  
However, the consistency of avoiding militarism across all the trade journals and years was an interesting 
finding.  
X: Experts were found to be award winners, authors of articles, and recurring column editors. 
Men were featured as experts in over-abundance and women were under-represented as experts in ads 
and editorial images and in all three trade journals. Of the 286 experts recognized, 17% were women and 
82% were men. Women were shown in increasing proportions of non-experts with time, as indicated in 
Figure 4n.   
 
Figure 4n. Women's proportion identified as experts, non-experts, and their profiled population between 
1998-2012. The population and non-expert curves nearly coincided through the time period. 
 
4.3.2 Hierarchy & Stereotypes 
Features of people in images were chosen for analysis since they were suspected to affect the 
perception of workers and students in engineering. They were derived primarily from Goffman's (1979) 
study of 'microecologies' of body and facial expression. Goffman did not just analyze the placement of 
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product in women and men's portrayals in advertisements, his breakthrough findings were based on 
micro-expressions of behavior of men and women placed together in a visual. His findings created a 
language of visual analysis that revealed hidden hierarchy. This study selected some of his relevant micro-
ecologies to code in visuals in engineering literature, even when women and men were alone or in 
groups. Through strong influences and impact of media and visuals on individuals, it was theorized that a 
reader's exposure to accumulated and repeated portrayals of gendered subjects found in engineering 
trade journal images were similar to Goffman's analysis of just one man and one woman in the same 
image. Using this study's volume of data, an aggregate image of women and men's relations in 
engineering trade journals could be reconstructed with interactive hierarchy determined as Goffman did. 
Tables 4k and 4l summarized the aggregate data into an interpretive form of micro-ecologies to 
understand hierarchy and stereotypes between men and women in these trade journals. Tables 4k and 4l 
indicated the effect of this study's results on women's and men's reception in engineering. 
Table 4k presented only women's results and Table 4l presented only men's results. Both 
hierarchy and stereotype findings were presented adjacent to each other in each table. The (+) and (-) 
symbols were redefined relative to those in Tables 4e-4h. In Table 4k and Table 4l, (+) referred to a finding 
benefiting workers and students in engineering, while (-) denoted negative effects of the result on 
workers and students. Features that benefited workers showed under-representation of female 
stereotypes and over-representation of male stereotypes, and the reverse for features costly to workers. 
It worked well for men and women to play into masculine stereotypes since those were qualities 
associated with leadership. Male and female under-representation of female stereotypes such as 
vulnerability and dependent behavior and over-representation of male stereotypes such as creating 
technology improved perception of workers in the workplace (Grant & Sandberg, 2014).  
Findings were coded as benefiting or costing women and men in Table 4k and Table 4l only if 
they showed over- and under-representation in Tables 4e-4h with (+) and (-) symbols, or if there were a 
large difference (9% or more) between a finding with a symbol and one without. Empty cells in Tables 4k 
and 4l indicated no significance in those findings.  
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Table 4k. Interpretations of chi-squared analyses of women's profiled representations in Tables 4e-4h 
for the effect on workers' acceptance in engineering. (+) refers to an advantageous feature and  (-) 
refers to a cost to workers.  Stereotypes were indicated by row with values with 'M' (male) or 'F' 
(female); otherwise, they were hierarchies. Row numbers refer to those of Tables 4e-4h and 3c. 
Row 
no. 
Category Value 
Effect on Women in Engineering (+ or -) 
Row totals 
Ads Editorials Prism ME C&EN 
A Body Behaviors 
3 +   - + +1 
M: 4 - + + - - -1 
D Gaze 
1   +   +1 
2  - -  - -3 
3  + + + + +4 
E Shoulders 
0     + +1 
1 -    - -2 
F Hands to Self 
F: 0  - - -  -3 
0  - - -  -3 
1  + + +  +3 
G Facial Expression 
F: 1  - - + - -2 
0  + + + - +2 
2 - -  - - -4 
3    -  -1 
4 -   -  -2 
H Body Position 
F: 0 -  -   -2 
1 -   -  -2 
2    -  -1 
J Age 
F: 1 - + + - - -1 
2 - - - - - -5 
3 - - - - - -5 
K Layout 
0 - -  - - -4 
1  -    -1 
L Focus 0  -   - -2 
M Perspective 
0 - -   - -3 
2  -   + 0 
N Type of Image 0 + -   + +1 
P Subject Coloring 0 - +   - -1 
Q Body Alterations 
F: 0 + + + + + +5 
M: 1 - - - - - -5 
R Clothing F: 0 - - -  - -4 
S 
Interaction with 
Technology 
F: 1  + +   +2 
M: 2   - - + -1 
T Sphere F:0 - -  -  -3 
U Context 
F: 0 - - - - - - 5 
M: 4 - - - - - - 5 
V Peripherals 
F: 0 - -  - - -4 
M: 3 - -  - - -4 
X Expert M: 1  - - - - - 4 
Column Totals -16 -13 -5 -16 -13 -63 
 Ads Editorials Prism ME C&EN  
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Table 4l. Interpretations of chi-squared analyses of men's profiled representations in Tables 4e-4h for 
the effect on workers' acceptance in engineering. (+) refers to an advantageous feature and  (-) refers 
to a cost to workers.  Stereotypes were indicated by row with values with 'M' (male) or 'F' (female); 
otherwise, they were hierarchies. Row numbers refer to those of Tables 4e-4h and 3c. 
Row 
no. 
Category Value 
Effect on Men in Engineering (+ or -) 
Row totals 
Ads Editorials Prism ME C&EN 
A Body Behaviors 
3 -   + - -1 
M: 4  - - + - -2 
D Gaze 
1   -   -1 
2  + +  + +3 
3  - - - - -4 
  0     - -1 
E Shoulders 1 +    + +2 
F Hands to Self 
F: 0   + +  +2 
0  + + +  +3 
1  - - -  -3 
G Facial Expression 
F: 1  + + - + +2 
0  - - - + -2 
2 + +  + + +4 
3    +  +1 
4 +   +  +2 
H Body Position 
F: 0 +   +  +2 
1 +   +  +2 
2    +  +1 
J Age 
F: 1 + +  + + +4 
2 + + + + + +5 
3 + + + + + +5 
K Layout 
0 + +  + + +4 
1  +    +1 
L Focus 0  +   + +2 
M Perspective 
0 + +   + +3 
2  +   - 0 
N Type of Image 0 - +   + +1 
P Subject Coloring 0 + -   + +1 
Q Body Alterations 
F: 0 + + + +  +4 
M: 1 +  + + - +2 
R Clothing F: 0 + + +  + +4 
S 
Interaction with 
Technology 
F: 1   + +  +2 
M: 2     - -1 
T Sphere F:0 + +  +  +3 
U Context 
F: 0 + + + + + +5 
M: 4 + + + + - +3 
V Peripherals 
F: 0 + +  + + +4 
M: 3 +    - 0 
X Expert M: 1  + + + + +4 
Column Totals +17 +15 +8 +18 +8 +66 
 Ads Editorials Prism ME C&EN  
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Table 4k indicated women were shown negatively in accumulated results of all data, with a sum 
of advantaged and disadvantaged portrayals net totaling to -63; whereas similar results of quality of 
portrayals of men summed to +66 quality points. These findings indicated men benefited overall from 
hierarchical and stereotypical portrayals in these trade journals, and women were disadvantaged overall 
from them, confirming the many findings of chi-squared and logged-odds analyses discussed. 
Women were shown least negatively and least positively in Prism. This was a more balanced view 
of men and women, although still skewed to disadvantage women (-5 quality points, Table 4k) and 
privilege men (+8 quality points, Table 4l). Prism also quantitatively represented women in highest 
proportion of profiled data at 32.9% relative to the other trade journals (19.5% and 27.4% for Mechanical 
Engineering and C&EN, respectively). Prism's roots in education could explain the relatively more 
balanced portrayals of men and women. Awareness of gender dynamics and inequalities align with the 
education's social science perspective. Efforts to encourage girls and women into engineering have been 
demonstrated in Prism and ASEE's premier scholarly journal, Journal of Engineering Education.  
Although C&EN was representative of a 'hard' science and a branch of engineering, it was 
expected to place between the other two trade journals in quantity and quality of gender portrayals. The 
data reflected this expectation in the quality of women's representation (-13 quality points, Table 4k); 
whereas, the quality of men's representation in C&EN matched that of Prism's (Table 4l).  As a science and 
engineering trade journal, it nevertheless had high proportions of women in chemistry and chemical 
engineering relative to mechanical engineering and all engineering, as shown in Figures 4f and 4g.  
As shown in the last rows of Tables 4k and 4l, advertisements were more advantageous to men 
than editorials and, inversely, portrayed women at more disadvantage than editorials. This finding 
confirmed claims in the literature of the use of traditional stereotypes pervading advertisements for clear 
recognition of sex roles in their attempts to quickly relay messages.  
Table 4m synthesized the findings of Tables 4k and 4l by listing summaries of hierarchy and 
stereotypes. The numbers in Table 4m were determined by separating hierarchy and stereotypes from 
row summaries in Tables 4k and 4l and vertically summing their positive and negative symbols. The most 
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important factors to consider in assessments of Tables 4k-4m were the sign (+ or -) within the same class 
of comparisons.  
Table 4m. Summarized results of the effect of categories on perceptions of workers, 
where (+) indicated advantages and (-) indicated costs to workers. The values listed were 
net amounts of (+) and (-) of stereotypes in Tables 4k and 4l for each trade journal for 
hierarchy and each stereotype. 
 Women's Rating Men's Rating 
Hierarchy -26 +28 
Feminine Stereotypes -17 +32 
Masculine Stereotypes -20 +6 
 
According to the results of Tables 4k-4m, women were found disadvantaged in representations 
of hierarchy and feminine and masculine stereotypes, which confirm and summarize the findings in the 
Discussion previously presented.  Hierarchy in the data worked against women with a net of -26 quality 
points, and worked to men's advantage men with +28 quality points. Thus, in an accumulated impression 
of women's and men's portrayals relative to each other men were shown significantly more frequently in 
superior body positions, facial expressions, image layout features, and contexts.  
Similarly, women were over-represented in a net of -17 feminine stereotypes, as shown in 
Table 4m, which worked against them in the workplace, such as being portrayed in the private sphere 
which served to reinforce the domestic role of women. Women were under-represented in masculine 
stereotypes with a net of -20, which was also to their disadvantage. Men were under-represented in 
feminine stereotypes (+32) and over-represented in masculine stereotypes (+6), both of which were 
advantageous in their portrayals as competent workers.  
Women were shown most qualitatively disadvantaged and men were depicted most 
advantageously in Mechanical Engineering, indicated in the last row of Tables 4k and 4l. Mechanical 
Engineering as a leader in both findings was expected due to the low population of women in the field of 
mechanical engineering (Figures 4f and 4g). However, it was found that women were over-represented 
quantitatively in Mechanical Engineering (18.9%) relative to the corresponding workforce and educational 
gender proportions of 5% and 12%, respectively. These findings suggested that although women were 
shown proportionately more often, the quality of their depictions were negative.  
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Table 4n distinguished the specific types of content in uses of hierarchy. The table verifies 
women were shown equally negatively in editorial and advertising content; and men were shown equally 
positively in these types of content. Mechanical Engineering portrayed women most negatively in 
hierarchy and, along with C&EN, most positively for men. Prism showed a balance of positive and negative 
portrayals of both men and women with neutral ratings (zero).  
Table 4n. Hierarchy in each trade journal that were listed in Tables 4k and 4l. Summaries shown were 
net amounts of (+) and (-) of hierarchy in Tables 4k and 4l for each trade journal. 
 A B 
Type of Content 
Number of Over-Represented 
Stereotypes Used in Each Trade journal 
Portrayed by Each Gender 
Summary of Quality Points for 
Stereotypes that were Advantageous 
(+) or Disadvantageous (-) to Workers 
Women Men Women Men 
Prism 8 8 0 0 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
13 13 -7 +7 
C&EN 15 15 -5 +7 
Advertisements 11 11 -7 +7 
Editorial Material 15 15 -7 +7 
 
Mechanical Engineering used stereotypes in quantities similar to the other trade journals, yet 
this trade journal was more consistent in its quality of representation than the other two trade journals, 
according to Table 4o. The number of stereotypes summarized in Tables 4k and 4l were counted for each 
trade journal. Each trade journal was found to excessively use stereotypes in 10-13 categories in 
portrayals of women and men (column A).  Mechanical Engineering had more negative representations of 
women and more positive representations of men in their stereotypical portrayals.  Column B showed the 
higher number of quality points for Mechanical Engineering (-9 and +11, for women and men, 
respectively) than Prism and C&EN.  
Advertisements were most consistent in stereotypical portrayals, where the number of instances 
(Column A) nearly equaled the net quality points (Column B) for men and women. Thus, the use of 
stereotypes in Mechanical Engineering was more prevalent than the other trade journals and their 
relative quantity of ads were also high, suggesting advertising was the main source of negative portrayals 
of women in Mechanical Engineering.   
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Table 4o. Use of stereotypes in each trade journal that were listed in Tables 4k and 4l. Summaries 
shown were net amounts of (+) and (-) of stereotypes in Tables 4k and 4l for each trade journal for men 
and women.  
 A B 
Type of Content 
Number of Over-Represented 
Stereotypes Used in Each Trade journal 
Portrayed by Each Gender 
Summary of Quality Points for 
Stereotypes that were Advantageous 
(+) or Disadvantageous (-) to Workers 
Women Men Women Men 
Prism 13 10 -5 +8 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
13 13 -9 +11 
C&EN 12 11 -8 +1 
Advertisements 11 10 -9 +10 
Editorial Material 14 10 -6 +8 
 
The quantity of advertisements profiled was higher in Mechanical Engineering (244) than in 
Prism (157) and C&EN (204) (shown over time in Figure 4o); and the number of ads profiled was also 
higher than editorial material (172) in Mechanical Engineering, a trend that was reversed in the other two 
trade journals. Prism's editorial material (315) was twice the amount of its advertising visuals (157), and 
C&EN's had the highest number of editorial visuals at 581.  
 
Figure 4o. Curves indicating the changes in the number of advertisements profiled in each trade journal. 
These profiled ads included human or human-like subjects. For Prism trade journal, they were only in the 
first 30 pages of the trade journal.  
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Figure 4o indicated the number of ads in Mechanical Engineering decreased during the study 
period. Notice the trendline equations, where the slope for Mechanical Engineering (ME) was negative, 
indicating its decrease in ad with humans over time. Whereas Prism showed an increasing trend in the 
number of ads profiled, and C&EN was nearly level over time. Earlier material tended to show women in 
more traditional roles and many categories discussed indicated this temporal trend using logged-odds 
analysis. These categories included: use of hands, facial expressions, layout, and private spaces.  
Thus, Mechanical Engineering's higher amount of advertising relative to the other trade journals 
and to its own editorial content, along with the negative portrayals of women and positive portrayals of 
men through heavy use of stereotypes in advertising, resulted in having the highest rating of portrayals 
disadvantaging women than the other trade journals in this study.  
4.3.3 Trends Over Time 
Graphs and analyses indicated women's proportions of participation increased over time among 
all trade journals and editorial and advertising material in a trend similar to that in Figure 4j.  There was a 
1.03% proportion of women per year average rate of increase indicated in the figure. The logged-odds 
analysis estimated a 5% increase per year in the number of women shown over the time period, which 
was the same result as that shown in Figure 4p . The trend of increasing female participation held in 
categories such as women as younger professionals, sufficient clothing, women identified as a non-expert, 
all perspectives, women in focus, direct gaze, neutral and professional peripherals, general contexts 
(spheres), sitting and standing positions, foreground, and hands touching self. Logged-odds modeling 
confirmed these trends.  
Much of the data appeared similar to the graph in Figure 4p due to strong correlations in 
features with women's and men's populations. The trend included basically two 'bumps', shown 
highlighted in red ovals in Figure 4p. The early one was brief, starting in 2000, peaking in 2001, and 
immediately declining to a trough in 2002. The second one was more gradual, starting in 2005, peaking in 
2010, and declining to 2012.  Figure 4q indicated multiple findings of female representations in the data 
graphed over the 15-year span that either coincided with the graph in Figure 4p or represented the two 
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bumps described. Other graphed findings of data did not follow this trend or did not show significance, 
and were excluded from the figure.  
 
Figure 4p. Graph of the number of women in all data profiled, with a linear trendline estimating average 
changes over time. Notice the slope of the trendline of 1.207 women per year corresponded to a percent 
change of approximately 5% per year. Two prominent and typical bumps were identified in red ovals. 
 
The large number of coinciding plots in Figure 4q and their 'typical' bumps coincide with 
recessions in the U.S. economy during that time span. Figure 4r plotted the impact of the recessions on 
the U.S. economy. For purposes of this study, this graph denoted the approximate dates of the two 
recessions, highlighted with the two ovals and which coincided with those of Figure 4p. The Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) graph of Figure 4r indicated a shorter period for the second recession. The 
recovery of the Great Recession was atypically slow, resulting in a difficult economic recovery for 
businesses and government into 2014 (DeSilver, 2014). Economists defined the Great Depression more 
narrowly than the recovery would suggest, but its effect influenced business decisions through 2012 
including direction of advertising.  
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Figure 4q. An assortment of women's populations in various categories of data, 1998-2012. Note the 
overlay of curves between 1998-2005. After 2005, a general yet more independent increase in percent 
women were shown through 2011. 
 
The recession of 2001 was triggered in March 2000 with the collapse of the 'dot com bubble', 
officially starting in March 2001 and lasting until the end of 2001 (Anderson, Brooks, & Katsaris, 2010). 
The peak indicated in the 2001 trade journals, which were February and March issues, fall in the middle of 
that recession. Similarly, the 'Great Recession' was triggered in mid-2006 when home prices plunged due 
to sub-prime mortgage tactics. The crisis began in mid-2007 when banks began to fail. The fallout of the 
Great Recession with its particularly high unemployment continued through 2010 for men in construction 
and manufacturing industries, which included engineering. Thus the second peak of data coincided with 
the Great Recession. The second peak was more ambiguous on graph overlays shown after 2005 in 
Figure 4q aligning with the Great Recession's extended fallout and complex impact (Institute for Women's 
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Policy Research (IWPR), 2011), which would contribute to a variety of responses in representations of 
women in ads.  
 
Figure 4r. U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) expressed in percent changed from preceding period during 
2000-2009. The two recessions during the decade were indicated with red ovals. Data source: U.S. Bureau 
of Economic Analysis, 2015. 
 
During a recession, advertising expenses are one of the first costs cut in a company (Nielson, 
2010). Figure 4s indicated a decrease in the quantity of advertising leveling in 2000 with a decline from 
2001 to 2002 during the first recession.  Another decline in advertising quantity was found after 2008, 
correlating to the mounting pressure of the Great Recession.  
When advertising quantity dropped, editorial content contributed more to the trade journals, 
including visuals and, thus, data collected. The editorial curve in Figure 4s increased when the advertising 
curve decreased during the two recessions.  In addition, women's quantity of representation increased 
with editorial content, closely approximating and nearly coinciding with each other. The female gender 
curve in Figure 4q was the same data as the female gender curve in Figure 4s. Thus, the many curves 
approximating the gender curve in Figure 4q also approximated the editorial curve of Figure 4s.   
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Figure 4s. The number of visuals that were advertisements and editorial content. Note that the curve for 
the number of women profiled in the data nearly coincided with the curve for editorial content.  
 
All the curves in Figure 4q were similarly shaped since ads were shown to represent women 
negatively, yet positive aspects of women's portrayals improved during the recession, where the number 
of ads declined.  Tables 4k and 4l showed advertisements more detrimental to women's quality of 
representation and more helpful to men's than editorial content. The absence of the more negative forms 
of representations found in ads would leave more positive forms. These positive representations aligned 
with editorial data, which also aligned with women's overall profiled population in the data (i.e. 'female 
gender' curve).  These expectations were largely demonstrated in Figure 4q, where 7 of the 9 curves 
positively represented women in the engineering workplace. These curves included: foreground, standing 
position, level perspective, direct gaze, fully clothed, focused subject and upward gaze. The two curves in 
Figure 4q that worked against women were: from above and non-expert.   
These trends in the data aligned with cultural events of the Great Recession, when the quality of 
female representations declined in advertisements. Analyses of media during the Great Recession 
indicated a resurgence of traditional representations of women due to perceived competition with men 
for employment (Palmorozza, 2014). According to Negra and Tasker (2014), "male economic anxieties 
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may be contributing to regressive representations of women in popular media" (p. 2). Visually connecting 
women with domesticity in order to reduce the perception of female competition became increasingly 
pervasive in popular culture towards the end of 2000's. Cultural perception was based on male failure and 
women's lack of failure where a binary of opposing teams (genders) was developed due to the recession 
hitting 'male industries'  hardest (Wall, 2010).  In ads during this time, women were particularly portrayed 
as thrifty homemakers, yet still consumers, in order to maintain spending as a trend post-recession to 
increase jobs for reduced competition (Negra & Tasker, 2014). Advertisements were freer to adopt this 
sort of representation of women than editorial material, which was reflected in the data of this study.   
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 
This study addressed research questions involving visual representations of women in 
engineering trade journals. The use of visual content analysis in a mixed methods approach with statistical 
tools led to compelling results in gender displays of hierarchy and stereotypes. Research questions were 
addressed through coding features of images found in three different trade journals over 15 years using 
one issue per trade journal per year. Data was analyzed and synthesized, leading to conclusions in 
response to research questions. Research questions were addressed by examining data in three different 
studies: Study 1 addressed questions in relation to editorial and advertising content, Study 2 examined 
questions relative to the different trade journals, and Study 3 sought trends in the questions over time.  
Research question 1: Do visual representations portray women in subordinate ways more often 
than men? 
Research Question 3: Were there differences between the different trade journals?  
Research Question 4: Were there differences between advertisements and editor-controlled 
content? 
Visuals portrayed subordination in women more often than men, and indicated superiority in 
men more often than women. Women were shown under-represented (and men over-represented) in 
features that benefit workers in engineering. These features included shoulders facing the viewer, looking 
directly at the viewer, engaged or serious facial expressions, as older and more experienced workers, 
standing, and as a subject in the foreground of an image.  
Women were over-represented (and men under-represented) in features that work against them 
in the workplace. These features included blurred subjects in images, as a subject in the background of 
the image, as a younger person, hands touching self (indicating vulnerability), sitting or kneeling, and 
viewed from above.  
Advertisements and editorials equally showed disadvantaged portrayals of women (-7 and -7, 
respectively, as shown in Table 4n), and equally advantaged portrayals of men (+7 and +7, respectively). It 
was expected that advertising would show women more often negatively (and men more often positively) 
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than editorial material since advertising has a tendency to streamline a message by reinforcing cultural 
traditions in which women are subordinate to men. In addition, ads were used to ease the 'crisis of 
masculinity' developed during the predominantly male job loss of the Great Recession during this study's 
period of investigation (Negra & Tasker, 2014). Yet editorial material invoked hierarchy in more categories 
than advertisements for both men and women (15 and 11 categories, as shown in Table 4n). Advertising's 
means of communication through product-centricity are more limiting than editorial means to relay 
technological information in these trade journals. Thus, that advertisements and editorials were equally 
negative in women's quality of representation was a poor reflection of editors' efforts to represent their 
workforce in these trade journals.  
Mechanical Engineering was shown to negatively portray women in hierarchy most frequently of 
the trade journals (Table 4n). As the representative journal of the mechanical engineering field, this trade 
journal followed the trend of traditional and hegemonic engineering cultures that persisted through the 
period of this study in its quality of representation of women (Kvande, 1999). Specifically, these 
representations included women under-represented in categories of actively working, engaged and 
serious facial expressions, standing, and as older women; women were shown over-represented 
displaying vulnerability through touch, sitting, as children and younger and less experienced women, and 
in the background of an image. Mechanical Engineering over-represented women quantitatively relative 
to the proportion they were found in the workforce and education, however these depictions were 
qualitatively negative and counter-productive to women's persistence in engineering.  
Mechanical Engineering and C&EN were shown to portray men most positively through hierarchy 
(Table 4n). Prism was a more balanced trade journal in gender portrayals, indicated in summaries of 
Tables 4k and 4l. The categories in which Mechanical Engineering and C&EN over- and under-represent 
men rarely overlap, with only age, layout, and smiling as common features of representation.  
Research Question 2: Do visual representations portray women more frequently than men in 
stereotypes?  
Research Question 3: Were there differences between the different trade journals?  
Research Question 4: Were there differences between advertisements and editor-controlled 
content? 
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Women were found disadvantaged in feminine stereotypes where they were over-represented in 
(-17 quality points, as shown in Table 4m) and disadvantaged in masculine stereotypes where they were 
under-represented (-20 quality points). Men were shown advantaged through under-representation in 
feminine stereotypes with +32 quality points and through over-representation in masculine stereotypes 
(+6).  
The stereotypes in which women were found disadvantaged included touching hands to their 
own face, effusive smiling, laying in a recumbent position, having inappropriately revealing clothing, being 
found in private spheres and domestic contexts, and being shown with feminine peripherals such as 
wedding props. Women were found under-represented in masculine stereotypes such as playing sports, 
being biologically enhanced like a super-hero, creating technology, and found in masculine contexts and 
with masculine peripherals (Table 4k). 
Men were advantaged through under-representation in feminine stereotypes of the same listed 
above in women's representation. They were also over-represented in the same masculine stereotypes 
that were found presented above that disadvantaged women, except in creating technology, where men 
were not represented in proportions outside of their profiled population (Table 4l).   
Advertisements and Mechanical Engineering were found to most often negatively portray 
women in use of stereotypes (Table 4o). Similarly, advertisements and Mechanical Engineering were also 
found to portray men most often positively (Table 4l).  The reasons were similar to those rationalized for 
hierarchy. Stereotypes were regularly used in traditions of advertising for simple recognition of gender 
and gendered expectations for quick communication of a message (Courtney & Whipple, 1983). 
Mechanical Engineering used more advertisements than editorial content, which was a trend not followed 
by the other two trade journals. Thus, Mechanical Engineering and advertisements largely agreed in the 
results.  
Research Question 5: Were there differences in these results over time (1998-2012)? 
Trends over time indicated that women's participation increased at a rate of 5% per year. This 
quantitative increase held for editorial and advertising content and all trade journals.  
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Logged-odds analyses indicated categories were more dependent on gender than time. This 
indicated there were few shifts in category changes over the 15 year time span of this study. Some of the 
more time-sensitive categories included increasingly real representations of subjects, which increased by 
9.2% per year; normal color increased by 7.3% per year; facial expressions became less serious at 3.5% 
per year; frequency of feminine context decreased at 7.4% per year; and masculine contexts increased by 
0.2% per year.  
The frequency of occurrence of many categories plotted over the time span appeared with a 
similar double 'bump' coinciding with quantity of editorial material, women's overall gender profiled 
population, and the two recessions in the 2000's. The effect of the recessions on the trade journals 
occurred through diminishing advertising with corresponding increase in editorial content. As a result, 
there was a positive effect on the quantity and quality of women's representation during recessions since 
advertisements tend to portray women in traditional and stereotypical manners that work against them 
in the workplace.  
5.1 Relation to Previous Studies 
This study aligned with findings of other statistically developed content analyses of visual 
depictions of gender. Döring & Pöschl (2006) studied gender in German mobile communication 
advertisements and found trends similar to this study in men and women's portrayals of Goffman's 
categories. Women showed expansive laughter, averted gaze, and more naked skin more than men; yet 
unlike this study, Döring & Pöschl found no difference in gender in recumbent positions. Döring & Pöschl 
showed men more likely than women to be present at work (public domains) and involved in sports, 
which aligned with this study's findings.  The gender proportions found in the German study were closer 
to equity with 41.7% women and 58.3% men, which was an improvement on this study's findings of 27.4% 
women and 65.1% men in ads of all three trade journals. 
Morris (2006) found that "men are featured more often and in more valuable positions than 
women" in various general interest magazines from 108 different countries (p. 7). Morris found that 
women were over-represented in the private sphere and men over-represented in the public sphere. 
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Gender portrayals of scientists in film media in Weingart, et al. (2003) found women were younger than 
their male counterparts, which aligned with findings of this study.  
This study reflected previous literature findings of women's marginalization and isolation as part 
of the negative aspects in working as engineers. This study's tangible visual accounts through large 
volumes of data and statistical determination showed that women were visually subordinate to men and 
depicted in stereotypes that work against them in the engineering workplace. Although many professional 
engineers believe in and work to realize gender neutrality in engineering, it is clear that women are the 
non-neutral versions of gender. Despite the denial of perceptions of gender difference in the workplace 
by many engineers, it is evidenced by strategies of women to merge their identities into a version that 
creates a productive working atmosphere with men (Kvande, 1999). Other strategies women develop to 
improve workplace outcomes include denial of marginalization in problematic situations, which are 
deemed singular events, considered rare, unique, and to be dealt with individually (Kelan, 2009).  
This study provided evidence that makes apparent and visible women's marginalization through 
normalized visualizations of subordination and stereotype-casting. The visuals found in this study were 
rarely sexualized or explicitly demeaning to women; on the contrary, they were generous in their numeric 
inclusion of women beyond the current engineering populations and appeared benign in their qualitative 
representations. Yet fracturing the visuals as Goffman (1979) did revealed distinct and consistent 
subordination and negative stereotyping of women relative to men. These accumulated visual clues work 
to reinforce social hierarchy in gender relations, making marginalization normal. This normalization 
insidiously works against women since the systemization is subtle enough to be hidden.  This situation 
likely leads to many women to individually and fruitlessly work to fit within the system, often without 
knowing there is a system and that it is stacked against her; the results are many female engineers find 
reasons to leave engineering. 
5.2 Future Work 
This study was a snapshot of the most recent 15-year span of a specific view of women in 
engineering and its media. It is a contribution to revealing the landscape of complex interactions of 
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institutions of engineering, workforce, education, media, professional societies, and gender. Further 
investigation along this line of inquiry could include impact of images on women and men in the 
workplace and in education. This study speculated on the power of media to influence people based on 
other research, yet this study did not include direct investigation of this important parameter through 
interviews or surveys of engineers. Further research into professional societies may also be enlightening. 
Their power structure and culture could be informative in understanding their literature production.  
Closer investigation of the traits of women described in advertising during recessions would 
provide more insight into economic forces influencing gender representation in engineering trade journals 
over time. Specific categories could be developed that pinpoint hierarchy and stereotypes more typically 
used in the ads. Visual content analysis involving general cultural advertising, such as those analyzed in 
Negra & Tasker (2014), in contrast with engineering trade journals, would allow correlation of the data 
with parameters of the theory of economic influence over time.   
Investigation of longer time spans of fewer trade journals could attempt to relate gender 
representations with significant cultural shifts. Some trade journals date back to WWII; using material 
from one (or two) of these would allow tracking through many pivotal transformations in gender 
relations. Women's political and social liberation, education, and lifestyle changes would provide cultural 
inflection points to which to compare visual data.  
Other investigations may consider regional and industrial differences in gendered engineering 
relations. For example, the high-tech industry may be different from traditional oil & gas or manufacturing 
industries. Start-ups may be different from established behemoth technology companies such as Google.  
Various regions of the country (or world) may have different gender relations. The Gulf South 
region of the U.S. may be more traditional than the northeast. In education, various institutions and their 
ranking may differ in the climate offered to female engineering students.  
Other engineering literature may be of interest in their influence on gender relations. 
Engineering textbooks or websites in educational or professional domains may offer unique perspectives 
of gender relations. A community of researchers interested in solving the under-representation of women 
in engineering could investigate these and other factors to target the true sources of the problem.  
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This study was developed to reveal hidden gender dynamics in engineering. The results of this 
study could serve as evidence of the subtle nature of sexism, exclusion, and conflicts women report in 
their experiences working as engineers and as students of engineering. A sound argument and evidence 
indicating women's marginalization were meant to be compelling to engineering organizations for 
ultimate changes in the institution of engineering. For these changes to occur, engineering organizations 
need to be aware of this study. Publishing any one or all three studies in academic and trade journals read 
by engineers and educators would serve to broadcast the findings. Some of these potential publications 
include the following: Prism, Mechanical Engineering, C&EN, Journal of Engineering Education, and 
European Journal of Engineering Education. 
Overall populations (instead of the data sliced in each of the three studies) found in each 
category may be constructive to add to the literature of feminism in science in journals for the purpose of 
other researchers adding to these findings. Possible publications include: Women's Studies Quarterly, 
Feminist Formations, National Women's Studies Association Journal, Journal of Gender Studies, Gender & 
Society, and Signs: Journal of Women in Culture & Society.  
This work also contributed to the field of visual analysis methods since the methodology used 
was tailored from Goffman's (1979) thematic work on general culture advertisements to engineering 
professions, requiring adjustment of categorization and synthesis of findings. The Journal of Mixed 
Methods Research may be appropriate.  
Since the human aspect of practice influenced results of work done, science literacy was 
affected. Thus, population profiles of those practitioners (engineers) may be interesting to Public 
Understanding of Science.  
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